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Clemson vs. N.C. State
Clemson Begins ACC Slate
This is the 56th ACC season and
Clemson has a 34-20-1 record in its previ-
ous 55 ACC openers. Tommy Bowden is
7-2 in ACC openers as Clemson's head
coach. He defeated Virginia in 1999 in his
league-opener, also his first overall win at
Clemson and his first victory over a top-25
foe, then downed Wake Forest in 2000.
In 2001
,
Virginia upset a top-25 Tiger
team in the ACC opener at Death Vc,''',y by
a score of 26-24, The Tigers beat Georgia
Tech in their league opener in 2002 and
2003, then they defeated Wake Forest in
double overtime in the ACC an j season-
opener in 2004.
The Tigers beat Maryland in College
Park in their 2005 ACC opener. The 2006
ACC opener was a thrilling 34-33 double-
overtime loss at Boston College, who was
coached by current N.C. State Head Coach
Tom O'Brien, In 2007, Clemson downed #19 Flori-
da State 24-18 in the season and ACC opener.
Clemson is 18-10 in ACC openers at home
15-10-1 on the road, and 1-0 at neutral sites.
Tiger ACC Openers Under Tommy Bowden (7-2)
Year Opponent Site W-L Score
1999 Virginia H W 33-14
2000 Wal<e Forest H W 55-7
2001 Virginia H L 24-26
2002 Georgia Tech H W 24-19
2003 Georgia Tech A w 39-3
2004 Wake Forest H w (2 oT)37.3o
2005 Maryland A \N 28-24
2006 Boston College A L i2°T)33-34
2007 Florida State H W 24-18
Note: Honne games in bold.
Tigers Lool< for Fifth Straight Over N.C. State
Clemson will be looking for its fifth-straight
victory over N.C, State, The streak started with a
26-20 victory at Clemson in 2004 on a last-second
interception by Charles Bennett, The Tigers won
the 2005 game at N.C. State on a Thursday night
by a score of 31-10 thanks to a 143-yard rushing
night by then-freshman James Davis,
The Tigers won their third straight over the
Wolfpack in 2006, a 20-14 victory at Clemson
behind a 154-yard rushing performance by C.J.
Spiller. Clemson won last year's game behind a
340-yard rushing attack. The Tigers also gained
608 yards of total offense, a school record on an
opponent's home field.
The Tigers have not beaten N.C. State five
years in a row since winning five in a row from
1981-85, The current Clemson senior class is try-
ing to become just the sixth to sweep N.C, State
four straight times in school history, Clemson se-
nior classes who have been 4-0 against N,C, State
include the seniors of 1 931 , 1 951 , 1 984, 1 985, and
2007, The Tigers have had other four-game win-
ning streaks against the Wolfpack, but they have
not come in consecutive years.
If Clemson gains victory over N.C. State, it
would be the first time that the Tigers have swept
n ACC opponent five straight years since Clem-
n swept Duke five straight between 1999-03,
e school record for consecutive wins over an
ACQ rival is 29. Clemson won the first 29 meetings
\in its series with Virginia from 1955-89
Tommy Bowden has a 6-3 record against the Wolfpack.
N.C. State Head Coach Tom O'Brien is 2-1 against Clemson,
including a 2-0 record with the Boston College program.
Clemson vs. N.C. State Series Notes
• Clemson has a 48-27-1 overall lead in the series,
including a 20-11 lead in games at Clemson and
17-11 lead in games in Death Valley. Clemson
has a 17-15 lead in games in Raleigh and a 12-8
lead in games played at Carter-Finley Stadium,
• The series dates to 1899 when Clemson was vic-
torious 24-0 in a game played at Rock Hill, SC.
That was just the fourth year of Clemson football
and the 16th game in the school's history.
• Eight of the last 11 games have been decided by
eight points or less. The 2004 game at Clemson
was decided on the last play of the game when
Charles Bennett grabbed an interception at the
goal line. The 2006 game was a 20-14 Tiger
win, as N.C. State drove to the Clemson 30 be-
fore Ricky Sapp recorded a sack on the last play,
Clemson won last year's game 42-20,
• N,C, State was Clemson's nemesis from 1986-
88. The Tigers won the ACC Championship each
year under Head Coach Danny Ford, but they
never beat the Wolfpack in the process, losing all
three seasons. It was the only loss for Clemson
in the ACC in each of those years.
• Tommy Bowden is 6-3 against N.C, State since he
has been at Clemson, That includes a 3-2 record
in Raleigh and 3-1 mark at Clemson, The Tigers
have won the last two meetings in Raleigh,
• Clemson's longest winning streak in the series is
five (1981-85), while N.C. State's longest is six
(1971-76). If Clemson gains a victory on Satur-
day, it will give the Tigers a record-tying five con-
secutive wins in the series. Clemson's four-game
winning streak is its longest active streak over any
ACC team,
Wolfpack Scouting Report
N,C, State enters today's game with a 1-1 re-
cord after an opening loss at South Carolina and a
home win over William & Mary. Head Coach Tom
O'Brien's team has allowed opponents just three
combined points in the first half of the two games.
The Wolfpack is led on offense by halfback
Andre Brown, who has 144 yards on 38 carries in
the first two games. He had 101 rushing yards in
the opener at South Carolina. Brown entered the
season with 1 ,772 career rushing yards, second to
Clemson's James Davis among active ACC run-
ning backs. He missed four games in 2007 due to
injury.
N.C. State used two quarterbacks last
week against William & Mary. Harrison
Beck, a transfer from Nebraska, has been
the most effective of the signal-callers sta-
tistically with 17-28 passing for 246 yards
and a 150.9 passing efficiency. In 2007,
he earned the start against Clemson but
left the game after just 10 plays with a knee
injury, Russell Wilson, an infielder on the
Wolfpack baseball squad, started at quar-
terback against the Gamecocks but suf-
fered an injury in that contest.
The top wideout is Owen Spencer, a
sophomore from Leiand, NC. He has eight
catches for 109 yards so far this season, a
big improvement over his freshman year
when he had just five catches the entire
season. T.J. Graham is a first-year fresh-
man who leads the team in all-purpose
yards (189), including 88 yards on only four
receptions.
The defense is led in tackles by Nate Irving,
a sophomore linebacker from Wallace, NC. Irving
has 23 stops in two games, including 3.5 tackles for
loss and two interceptions. Robbie Leonard, a se-
nior linebacker from Moon Township, PA, is second
on the squad in tackles (15), N.C. State is among
the national leaders in sacks (8). The defense is
also active in the secondary with six interceptions.
Clemson 1-2 vs. Tom O'Brien
Clemson has won four straight games against
N.C. State, but the Tigers have won just one in a
row over Wolfpack Head Coach Tom O'Brien.
When O'Brien was the head coach at Boston Col-
lege, his Eagles defeated the Tigers twice, both in
overtime. In 2005, Boston College downed Clem-
son at Death Valley 16-13 in one overtime, and in
2006, his Eagles stopped the Tigers 34-33 in dou-
ble overtime in Chestnut Hill.
The Tigers broke their losing streak against
O'Brien last year with a 42-20 win in Raleigh.
O'Brien is the fifth person to coach against
Clemson as head coach of two different ACC
schools. The others to do it are Bill Dooley (North
Carolina, Wake Forest), Al Groh (Wake Forest, Vir-
ginia), Bobby Ross (Maryland, Georgia Tech), and
Jim Tatum (Maryland, North Carolina).
O'Brien is the 10th coach to bring two differ-
ent schools to Death Valley to face the Tigers. The
others are Jerry Claiborne (Maryland, Kentucky),
Dooley (North Carolina, Virginia Tech, Wake For-
est), Groh (Wake Forest, Virginia), Lou Holtz (N.C.
State, South Carolina), Ross (The Citadel, Mary-
land, Georgia Tech), Dick Sheridan (Duke, South
Carolina), Steve Spurrier (Duke, South Carolina),
Tatum (Maryland, North Carolina), and Sparky
Woods (Appalachian State, South Carolina).
Wolfpack Defensive Coordinator Mike Archer
also had success against Clemson in the past. He
was Kentucky's defensive coordinator in the Wild-
cats' 28-20 win over Clemson in the 2006 Music
City Bowl.
Tigers From North Carolina
Clemson will play N.C. State on Saturday af-
ternoon, one of three games against teams from
the Tar Heel State on Clemson's schedule in 2008.
The Tigers have increased their recruiting efforts
in recent years in North Carolina, as 12 players on
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
Clemson vs. N.C. State
the 2008 Clemson roster list North Carolina as their
home state.
Recruiting Coordinator Billy Napier has made
that area a priority and personally signed the schol-
arship players from North Carolina. Only one of
the 12 players are seniors, so these players should
have an impact for some time to come. Crezdon
Butler (CB) and Chris Hairston (OT) are starters,
while many others are prominent backups.
Clemson has a history of outstanding players
from the Tar Heel State on its roster. The Tigers'
1981 National Championship team had 20 play-
ers on the roster from North Carolina, including
All-Americans Jeff Davis (Greensboro) and Perry
Tuttle (Winston-Salem).
2008 Tigers From North Carolina
# Player Pes. CI. Hometown
9 Spencer Adams S Fr. Charlotte
89 Dwayne Allen TE Fr. Fayetteville
90 Kourtnei Brown DE So. Charlotte
18 Crezdon Butler CB Jr. Asheville
89 Miguel Chavis DT So. Fayetteville
12 Marcus Gilchrist CB So. High Point
61 Chris Hairston OT •So. Winston-Salem
45 Kyle Johnson WR •^Gr. Charlotte
57 Antwon Murchison DT •Jr. Aberdeen
78 Ben Ramsey OL •So. Greensboro
52 Charles Roediger LS •Sr. Advance
72 Landon Walker OT •Fr. North Wilkesboro
• - spent one season as a red-shirt player; - first-year
transfer from East Carolina who is eligible for the 2008 and
2009 seasons
Davis & Spiller Have Run Well vs. Wolfpack
James Davis and C.J. Spiller have been very
successful against N.C. State during their respec-
tive careers. Both have had two 100-yard rushing
games and they have averaged nearly 7.0 yards
per carry between them. The duo has combined
for seven touchdowns as well.
In 2005, Davis was a freshman and had 143
yards on 12 carries in Clemson's 31-10 victory in
Raleigh. N.C. State had three eventual first-round
draft picks on the defen-
sive front, but Davis ran
through the group effec-
tively. In fact, he suffered
a broken wrist and played
just half the game.
In the 2006 season,
Spiller had 154 rushing
yards on 18 carries and
scored a touchdown on a
52-yard run to lead the Ti-
gers to victory. That rush-
ing total is the second-
highest in his Tiger career.
He averaged 8.6 yards per carry as well.
Last year, Spiller and Davis both had 100-
yard rushing games, leading the Tigers to 340
rushing yards. Davis had 166 yards on 24 carries
and a touchdown. He also totaled four catches for
13 yards and a touchdown reception.
Spiller had 114 yards on 21 carries along with
three catches for 34 yards. Like Davis, Spiller had
a rushing touchdown and a receiving touchdown in
Clemson's 42-20 victory. It was one of four games
in the last two years that Spiller and Davis both had
at least 100 rushing yards. The duo combined for
280 rushing yards in the game, their second-high-
est combined total. They had 332 rushing yards
against Georgia Tech in 2006.
Spiller and Davis have combined for 61 1 rush-
ing yards on 88 carries (6.9-yard average) against
the Wolfpack.
James Davis vs. N.C. State
history, but his 15 takeaways are tied for second-
most in school history Only Terry Kinard, who was
inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame in
2001 and was a first-team Ail-American on Clem-
son's 1 981 National Championship team, has more
than Hamlin with 19. Hamlin is currently tied with
Fred Knoebel and Brian Dawkins, who has been a
six-time Pro Bowl selection with the Eagles.
Hamlin's 11 career interceptions are fifth-
most in the nation among active players. His 210
interception return yards are ninth-most as well.
Intercepting passes runs in the Hamlin family.
Two of his brothers, Markee and Marquais, play in
the secondary for S.C. State and will be at Memo-
rial Stadium next weekend when the Bulldogs face
the Tigers. Markee is a junior and was named MVP
of the Bulldog defense last year when he had five
interceptions. Hamlin's father once recorded five
interceptions in a high school game in Lamar, SC.
That is still a state high school record.
Year Car. Yds Avg. TD Rec. Yds TD
2005 12 143 11.9 2 Tiapr 1 par1pr< in farAf>r T;ik«>:«ui:iuc
2006 13 34 2.6 Rk Player, Pos. Years Int. RF Tot.
2007 24 166 6.9 1 4 13 1
1 . Terry Kinard. FS 1979-82 17 2 19
Totals 49 343 7.0 3 4 13 1
2. Michael Hamlin, S 2005-08 11 4 15
Fred Knoebel, DB 1950-52 15 15
C.3. Spiller vs. N.C. State Brian Dawkins, 88 1992-95 11 4 15
Year Car. Yds Avg. TD Rec. Yds TD 5. Eddie Geathers, CB 1977-80 12 2 14
2006 18 154 86 1 1 Robert O'Neal, FS 1989-92 12 2 14
2007 21 114 5.4 1 3 34 1 Justin Miller, CB 2002-04 13 1 14
Totals 39 268 6.9 2 4 34 1 8. Dexter Davis, CB 1988-90 10 3 13
Michael Hamlin tied tlie school record with
three interceptions against The Citadel.
Hamlin Ties Clemson Record
Graduate safety Michael Hamlin had his top
statistical game since he has been at Clemson in
the victory over The Citadel last weekend. The
Timmonsville, SC native had three interceptions, a
career high and a Tiger record-tying performance.
He also led the Tigers in tackles (8).
Hamlin became the fifth Tiger in history to re-
cord three interceptions in a single game. It was
first done by Kit Jackson against Wake Forest in
1965. The other four times it has taken place have
all come since 1995. Leomont Evans did it at N.C.
State in 1995 and Brian Dawkins did it the same
year against Duke. All three of Dawkins' thefts
came in the first quarter. Alex Ardley was the last
Tiger with three interceptions, as he did it against
Maryland in 2000
Hamlin had 78 return yards on those three
interceptions and moved from eighth place to sec-
ond place on the Clemson career interception re-
turn yardage list. Only Rex Varn (275) is ahead of
Hamlin's 210.
He has 11 career interceptions and four re-
covered fumbles for 15 total takeaways. His in-
terception total is tied for eighth-best in Clemson
Spiller Scores Three Times
Junior running back C.J. Spiller scored a ca-
reer-high three touchdowns, all rushing, in the vic-
tory over The Citadel last weekend. Spiller scored
on touchdown runs of 37, one, and 17 yards, as he
finished the day with six carries for 75 yards. For
the year, he has eight carries for 82 yards, a 10.3-
yard average.
Spiller has four total touchdowns, as he
scored on a 96-yard kickoff return in the season-
opener against #24 Alabama. That was his third
career kickoff return for a score. He is one of four
active FBS players with three kickoff returns for
touchdowns.
The Lake Butler, FL native leads the Tigers
in all-purpose yards (319) through two games He
has 82 rushing yards, 59 reception yards, 15 punt
return yards, and 163 kickoff return yards. Spiller
had 195 all-purpose yards versus the Crimson Tide
and 124 against the Bulldogs.
Spiller has 3,457 all-purpose yards in his ca-
reer, fifth-most in school history. He is just behind
James Davis, who has 3,592 in four years The
Tiger record of 4.839 is held by Derrick Hamilton
(2001-03).
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
Clemson vs. N.C. State
Clemson




Rushing Yards/Game 126.0 154
Passing Ysrds/Game 230.5 259.0
Passing Efficiency 128.6 137.6
First Downs/Game 18.5 22.0
Points/Game 27.5 25.5
Touchdowns 7 5
Field Goals 2-2 5-8
Punting Average 40.2 36.5
Punt Returns 4-ri 3-56
Kickoff Returns 9 ..J4 11-207
Penalties .,.-98 12-85
Turnovers 4 3
Third-Down Conversion % 21.4 53.1
Time of Possession/Game 22:47 37:13
Interceptions By Defense 3-78 1-7
Sacl<s 1-8 3-28
[JfiEGftig
# Player Car. Yards Avg. TD LG
1 James Davis 19 120 6.3 1 38
28 C.J. Spiller 8 82 10.3
"3
37
8 Jamie Harper 7 38 5.4
"
1 13
35 Paul Macko 3 18 6.0 10
Clemson 48 252 5.3 5 38







Cm. Att^arts Int. TD
34 52__38F_ 1 1
_ 7 11 81
41 63 461 1 1






# Player Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
13 Tyler Grisham 8 79 9.9 25
6 Jacoby Ford 7 113 16.1 47
80 Aaron Kelly 7 43 6.1 15
28 C.J. Spiller 4 59 14.8 27
Clemson 41 461 11.2 1 47
Opponents 47 518 11.0 4 50
# Player Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
33 Kavell Conner 25
20 Brandon Maye 16
25 Michael Hamlin 16 3-78
22 Chris demons 13
17 Stanley Hunter 12 1-1
18 Crezdon Butler 10
48 Jeremy Campbell 9
44 Scotty Cooper 8
97 Dorell Scott
Date Opponent W-L Score
8-30 ^ Alabama L 10-34
9-6 The Citadel W 45-17
Date Opponent TV Time
9-13 * N.C. State Raycom 12:00
9-20 S.C. State
9-27 * Maryland
10-9 * at Wake Forest 7:45
10-18 * Georgia Tech
11-1 * at Boston College
U-8 * at Florida State
11-15 *Duke
11-22 * at Virginia
11-29 South Carolina
* - ACC game; - Atlanta, GA; Note: All times aia \~M
and Eastern; home games in bold.
National Polls
(September 7, 2008) (September 7, 2008)
Rk Team Rk Team
1. Southern California (33) 1. Southern California (34)
2. Georgia (23) 2. Georgia (18)
J. uKianoma j 3.
—u____Ukianoma (JJ
A
t. rionoa \^) 4. rionaa (i;
5. unio otate (i) 5. Ohio state (1)
6. Missouri (1) 6. Missouri
7. Louisiana State (1) 7. Louisiana State (2)
8. Texas 8. Texas
9. Auburn 9. Auburn
10. Wisconsin 10. Wisconsin
11. Alabama 11. Kansas
12. Texas Tech 12. Texas Tech
1 Ti J. Kansas 13. Arizona State
14. East Carolina 14. Oregon
15. Arizona State 15. Brigham Young
16. Oregon 16. Alabama
17. Penn State 17. Penn State
18. Brigham Young 18. South Florida
19. South Florida 19. Wake Forest
20. Wake Forest 20. East Carolina
21. Fresno State 21. Fresno State
22. Utah 22. Utah
23. California 23. Clemson
24. Illinois 24. West Virginia
25. West Virginia 25. California
Junior linebacker Kavell Conner, a native of
Richmond, VA, leads the team with 25 tack-
les, nine more than the next closest Tiger.
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
N.C. State
Category N.C. State 0pp.




Rushing Yards/Game 78.0 143.0
Passing Yards/Game 153.5 193.0
Passing Efficiency 90.0 108.8
First Downs/Game 10.5 18.0
Points/Game 17.0 29.0
Touchdowns 4 7
Field Goals 2-3 3-3
Punting Average 41.7 45.4
Punt Returns 6-65 7-34
Kickoff Returns 6-90 7-141
Penalties 11-93 10-73
Turnovers 6 8
Third-Down Conversion % 20.0 32.3
Time of Possession/Game 27:34 32:26




Car. Yards Avg. TD LG
24 Andre Brown 38 144 3.8 1 16
3 Curtis Undemvood, Jr. 17 53 3.1 1 10
16 Russell Wilson 4 7 1.8 7
12 Harrison Beck 2 6 3.0 15
N.C. State 67 156 2.3 2 16
Opponents 75 286 3.8 2 50
Passing
# Player Cm. Att. Yards Int^ TD Pet.
12 Harrison Beck 17 28 246 1 2 60.7
7 Daniel Evans 8 23 49 3 34.8
N.C. State 26 56 307 4 2 46.4
Opponents 36 64 386 6 4 56.2
Receiving
# Player Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
13 Owen Spencer 8 109 13.6 31
84 George Bryan 5 41 8.2 1 20
6 T.J. Graham 4 88 22.0 47
24 Andre Brown 2 9 4.5 10
N.C. State 26 307 11.8 2 47
Opponents 36 386 10.7 4 34
Tackles
# Player Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
56 Nate Irving 23 3.5-10 2-10
34 Robbie Leonard 15
44 Ray Michel 12
14 J.C. Neal 12
97 Willie Young 9 1.5-9 1.5-9
28 Justin Byers 8 l-(-l)
98 Shea McKeen 7 1.5-6 1.5-6
21 DeAndre Morgan 7 1-20
30 Jeremy Gray 6 1-2
Results & Schedule
Date Opponent W-L Score
8-28 at South Carolina L 0-34
9-6 William & Mary W 34-24
Date Opponent TV Time
9-13 * at Clemson Raycom 12:00
9-20 East Carolina
9-27 South Florida
10-4 * Boston College
10-16 * Florida State ESPN 7:45
10-25 * at Maryland
11-8 * at Duke
11-15 * Wake Forest
11-22 *at North Carolina
11-29 * Miami (FL)
* - ACC game; Note: All times are PM and Eastern;




Naturally Fresh is the official
salad dressing of the Clemson
Tigers. Look for our all-natural,
preservative free dressings in
the refrigerated produce section of your
favorite supermarket! 60 TIGERS!
By Katrina Eddie
Now in his third year as a staple of Clemson's
defense at tackle, senior Dorell Scott has come into
his own. He received many preseason honors, in-
cluding his listing as a preseason candidate for the
Outland Trophy, which is given to the top lineman in
college football by the Football Writers Association
of America.
Scott was also named a preseas'^'^ first-team
AII-ACC selection by Athlon, Blue Ribbon, and
Phil Steele, and he is rated among the top-15
players in the nation at his position according to
CollegeFootballNews.com .
Scott enters today's game with 130 career
tackles, including 11 tackles tor loss and eight
sacks. The veteran of 37 career games and 28
starts has been a mainstay of three Tiger defensive
units that have finished in the top 25 in the nation
in the four major categories. It is the first time in
school history that Clemson has accomplished that
feat three years in a row.
But seven years ago, Scott, nor anyone
around him, may have guessed what his future had
in store. In fact, when he first attended Ridge View
High School in Columbia, SC, football was some-
thing he was determined not to pursue.
"When I first got to high school, I didn't want
to play football," recalled Scott. "They kept
asking me and I kept telling them, 'I'm not
playing football! Stop asking me!' They used
to call my mom and I would say, 'tell them I'm
not here.' They stayed on me and I ended up
playing."
That persistence is something Tiger
fans are surely thankful for.
As far as his football career at Ridge
View High School goes, it is not the dream
story that many may think #97 might tell. In
fact, he was shocked he was even recruited
at all.
"Our team wasn't very good, so I actually
was surprised that I got recruited by anyone,"
Scott admitted. "My first year playing was as
a sophomore and we had a 1-11 record. The
next year we went 2-11, and my senior year
we had a 6-6 record. We always had good
players, but we just never put it together on
the field."
Scott still managed to stand out, receiv-
ing awards such as Best Defensive Lineman,
State Player-of-the-Week, and he was cho-
sen for the Shrine Bowl.
When it came time to settle on a college,
like many Palmetto State natives, Scott had
to choose between Clemson and South Caro-
lina. The deciding factor was his desire to try
something different.
"I chose Clemson because I lived in Co-
lumbia all my life, so I needed to try something
new," stated Scott. "That was my motivation
to come up here."
Another aspect Scott enjoyed about
Clemson was the team unity he saw on his
visit.
"Being around the team and the players
lat were here before I got here. ..everyone
got along."
Though Scott red-shirted during his
^shman year in 2004, he considers his first
£ Senior Spotlight^ lHilrt-.«ilit- r i.„..i!-.iirU-.iV
time running down the Hill his favorite overall mo-
ment at Clemson.
"We had run down the Hill on our official visit,
but they had artificial noise. We were playing Wake
Forest in the first game of the year. I knew I wasn't
going to play, but finally experiencing it with the
team and all the fans was really memorable."
In 2005, Scott began his active role at defen-
sive tackle. His first playing time came against #25
Boston College in Death Valley and he had a tackle
in just three snaps. He tied for fourth in the ACC
in recovered fumbles, as both came in the win over
Temple. He added six tackles and a sack in that
contest as well.
The 2005 campaign also saw him total 14
tackles. Scott averaged 25 snaps of playing time
in the last six games, as things were looking up
heading into the 2006 season.
His sophomore year marked the beginning
of his first-team status on the defensive line. He
started all 13 games at defensive tackle and had
at least two tackles in every contest. He recorded
seven tackles at Virginia Tech, five against Florida
Atlantic, and a sack against North Carolina, for
which he was named defensive player-of-the-game
by the coaches. His best game was the Music City
Bowl against Kentucky, where his statistics includ-
ed nine tackles and a sack in 44 snaps.
Two ofScott's best moments as a Tiger came in his
hometown wtien tie recorded his flrst career intercep-
tion and made a l<ey taclde on third down late In the
game in Clemson's 23-21 win at South Carolina in 2007.
The 2007 season only saw more improve-
ment from Scott. He was third among Tiger de-
fensive linemen with 50 tackles and started all 13
games for the second year in a row. Clemson fin-
ished 10th in the nation in scoring defense and was
ninth in total defense, thanks in part to his presence
in the middle.
Scott registered three sacks during the 2007
season and tied his season-high with eight tack-
les against Louisiana-Monroe. He later matched
that total against #18 Boston College with eight
_ more stops. He also recorded six tackles,
one sack, and three quarterback pressures
against Wake Forest and six tackles at N.C.
State. Scott was named defensive player-of-
the-game by the coaches twice last season,
games against Louisiana-Monroe and Wake
Forest.
Perhaps his most unforgettable game in
2007 was the last regular-season contest at
rival South Carolina. It was a homecoming for
Scott, and he made the most of it. He joined
with linebacker Antonio Clay to stop Cory
Boyd on the Gamecocks' last offensive play
of the game, which led to the last Clemson
drive with 2:09 left and the eventual winning
field goal. Had Scott and Clay not stopped
Boyd, the Gamecocks would have run out the
clock and won the game.
Scott also had an interception in that
game, his favorite moment of the season.
Defensive Line Coach Chris Rumph easily
recalled Scott's role in that game.
"That was a big moment for him, being
a local guy and coming back home. He really
played a good game. That was definitely a
big deal for him."
Rumph has coached Scott the past three
years and has seen a lot of development dur-
ing that time. "As a player, the #1 thing that
Dorell has done is control his weight. He has
really understood eating habits, weightlifting,
and conditioning. I think those are all impor-
tant to him. But now, he understands the im-
portance of taking care of his body."
Like many others, Rumph anticipates a
great senior season from Scott. "He has the
ability and he has worked himself into shape
with conditioning to where he can do pretty
much anything he wants to if he sets his mind
to it. He's stronger, he's faster, and he's light-
er. He has spent three years in the system,
so he knows the defense. We're really look-
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ing for a banner year from him. ..an AII-ACC-type
year."
Scott has some pretty big goals for himself,
"My individual goal for 2008 is just to be better and
turn out my stats better than they were last year
If I have better stats and more sacks, it will mean
the team is winning and will compete for the ACC
Championship."
Some thought Scott might consider turning
professional after his junior year, but he has one
big goal to attain off the field. ..earning his degree.
"I'll be the first person to graduate in my fam-
ily," said Scott. "I know it will make my mom re-
ally happy to see me walk across the stage. That
played a big role in it."
Rumph echoed those sentiments. "I'm happy
for him and I'm happy for his family. He's going to
leave Clemson with a degree in hand, and I know
that's important to him and his family. I can't wait
until that day comes.
"I know he's talking about the NFL and that's
also important. It's a great obstacle and a great
goal, but the time I'm going to be really proud is
when he walks across that stage and receives his
diploma from Clemson University."
The NFL is certainly a dream that Scott plans
on pursuing. "After this season, I plan on going
somewhere and training for the NFL Combine.
Hopefully, that will turn out well.
"Clemson has prepared me for a lot of things.
The main thing it prepares you for is that you're go-
ing to have to work hard no matter what. Even if
you may not want to do it, you have to because
there is always going to be someone above you,
telling you what to do. You're always working for
someone. It has prepared me to always work
hard."
One aspect Tiger fans may not know about
Scott is that he is very laid back, a "gentle giant"
one may even say.
"I'm easy to get along with," he said with a
smile. "I like to laugh and play around. I know
when to take things seriously and when not to take
them too seriously." One thing he does
Scott is one ofClemson's most productive defensive linemen in re-
cent tiistory. The senior defensive taclde fias averaged a tackle every
8. 7 snaps in his 37 career games and 28 starts since the 2005 season.
not joke around about,
however, is Boston Col-
lege, whom he names
as his favorite oppo-
nent. Why? 'Due to
the fact that we have
never beat them," he
stated. "And we always
lose to them in over-
time or at the last min-
ute. I certainly want to
change that this year."
With the 2008
season now under-




Alabama did not turn
out as he would have
liked, he is taking it
all in stride and look-
ing ahead to what will
come. Despite the loss,
Scott played 47 snaps
and led all defensive
linemen in tackles (5)
along with a pass breakup. He has refused to let
this setback set the tone for his final season.
"We made some mistakes and could not get
anything going. " recalled Scott. "So we are going
to learn from this experience, take away what we
can, and get ready for our remaining games. We
have some things to work on, but we can do it."
Last weekend's game against The Citadel
marked the Tigers' first game in Death Valley in
2008, as he totaled three stops in just 24 snaps
against the Bulldogs. In his first two games of
2008, he leads all Tiger defensive linemen with
eight tackles.
Change and motivation have been recurring
themes in the offseason for Scott. His workout
regimen has improved significantly to allow him
more versatility at his position, which will in turn
help him add to the already impressive statistics he
has accumulated. And hopefully that will create an
avenue for him to continue playing football after his
college career has ended.
With this being his senior season and there-
fore his last in a Tiger uniform, he is ready to leave
it all on the field.
Kalnna Eddie, a junior from Sacramento. CA. is a student as-
sistant in the Clemson Sports Inlormation Office. /
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By Sanford Rogers
A 13-3 loss at Georgia Tech on September
29, 2007 was a disappointing one to Tiger players,
coaches, and fans alike. Clemson had multiple op-
portunities that sun-drenched afternoon in Atlanta
against the Yellow Jackets, only to come up short
in a game that the Tigers had countless chances to
gain victory.
While the loss itself was certainly a stinging
one, the emotion displayed by defensive tackle
Rashaad Jackson in the locker room following the
contest set the stage for the type o' leadership that
will be counted on duhng his senior campaign in
2008.
But Jackson suffered a knee injury during pre-
season practice, so his contributions will be in a
leadership role until at least midseason. It is a big
loss because Jackson was listed as a starter enter-
ing 2008 and he had more career tackles for loss
than any other active Tiger.
But his leadership contributions through Sep-
tember and October will be vital as the Tigers try to
win their first ACC Championship since 1 991
.
It should come as no surprise that Jackson is
at the forefront when leadership is mentioned. He
has displayed a can-do attitude and the willingness
to lead ever since stepping on campus in 2004.
For Jackson, the thought of providing leader-
ship, both on and off the field, at a major university
is much wider than the distance of 90 miles that
separates his hometown of Union, SC from the
Clemson campus. During his time in high school,
he had his doubts that he would ever play football
at the highest level in college.
"I was not recruited by many schools com-
ing out of high school," recalled Jackson. "I did
not have the size that most coaches look for and
almost everyone doubted that I could qualify aca-
demically."
Jackson's height was an issue with some col-
lege coaches. But taking a look at the three-year
starter from Union High School, the greater issue
was his difficulties when it came to taking standard-
ized tests used to gain admittance to college.
The reason for his challenges became clear
when he was diagnosed with Attention Deficit Dis-
order. That diagnosis allowed him to be eligible
to matriculate to Clemson as a freshman in 2004
instead of first attending a preparatory school or
junior college.
Tiger Linebacker Coach David Blackwell, who
recruited Jackson, predicted early on that he would
be successful at the college level.
"I remember telling everyone that he would be
successful because he has a great work ethic," said
Blackwell. "I knew that he would be determined to
make it."
Since stepping foot on campus, the work eth-
ic displayed by Jackson has been evident for all to
see. From his success on the field (team defensive
rookie-of-the-year in 2005) and off the field (ACC
Academic Honor Roll member in 2006-2007 with
a GPA of over 3.0 both semesters), Jackson has
been the perfect example of what hard work can
accomplish.
"When I was accepted to Clemson, I was de-
termined that I was going to make it," he exclaimed.
"If it meant studying every hour and every second,
that is what I was going to do."
Jackson's position coach, Chris Rumph, who
like everyone involved with the Tiger program has
been impressed with his hard work in the class-
room, is just as pleased to have a player with the
ability of Jackson.
Jackson has played 37 games during his ca-
reer, including 12 starts. He registered seven tack-
les for loss in 2007, giving him 16.5 for his career.
"Rashaad brings so much to our team," said
Rumph. "He is fast and active with a motor that
does not stop. There is no question he can be a
tough guy to block."
When Jackson's name is mentioned to coach-
es, teammates, and administrators, his success on
the gridiron is always mentioned. However, his at-
tention to detail in academics outshines his Satur-
day achievements.
Wayne Coffman, an athletic academic advi-
sor for football, speaks glowingly of Jackson's de-
termination to be successful in the classroom. "I
have never worked with a young man as dedicated
as Rashaad Jackson. He has maximized every
opportunity he has been granted and is a real suc-
cess story."
Coffman is quick to mention there is no mys-
tery to the success achieved by Jackson. "Rashaad
is willing to ask for help. If he needs an office visit
with a professor, he does it. If he needs a tutor, he
gets it. He is a perfect example of using all of the
resources that Vickery Hall has available for all of
its student-athletes."
Jackson is like all student-athletes at every
NCAA institution that are limited to 20 hours a week
of organized practice. But he has no clock when it
comes to being a success in the classroom.
"During my freshman and sophomore years,
I spent 20-25 hours a week in Vickery Hall," stated
Jackson. "The people at Vickery Hall, from Wayne
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Coffman to (learning specialist) Maria Herbst. are
there to help you be successful. I would have been
crazy not to have taken advantage of that."
The attention to detail in regards to academ-
ics is why Jackson was asked to speak to incoming
freshman student-athletes earlier this summer His
story is one that should motivate all of them.
"I told them that they had a great opportunity
in front of ihem, but there would be times where it
will be difficult," recalled Jackson. "The main thing
I wanted them to know is that there are people at
Clemson that are determined for them to be suc-
cessful. But for them to be successful, they have to
put in the time and hard work to make it happen
"
Head Coach Tommy Bowden views Jackson
as a real success story. He also sees Jackson as
an example as what hard work can accomplish.
"Rashaad is a guy that did not have all the
luxuries of academic support in high school," said
Bowden. "He has taken every advantage of what
our academic support staff at Vickery Hall has pro-
vided him.
"If you were to look back five years and just
look at his transcript and test scores, you would say
this is a kid that will not make it. But to his credit, he
has made it and is an example of what hard work
can accomplish. There is no way to measure heart,
and he has a lot if that."
The straight talk displayed by Jackson in re-
gards to academics is also evident in between the
white lines of the gridiron. When Clemson endured
the difficult loss at Georgia Tech last season, it was
Jackson who gathered the team together and told
the players that they still had everything to play for
This was before Bowden had even spoken to the
Jackson, who has 102 tackles and 16.5 tackles for
loss In 37 career games, is an outspoken leader on
the 2008 team despite being sidelined by injury.
squad with the same mes-
sage.
"My focus at that time
was to make sure the guys
continued to work hard and
get better, even after a loss,"
remembered Jackson. "It is
easy to be down and point
fingers. I just wanted to
make sure that we were to-
gether and know we had ev-
erything to play for."
Bowden welcomed the
leadership that Jackson dis-
played. On a team with all
types of leaders and leader-
ship styles, Jackson has a
vocal component that the
head coach thinks is impor-
tant.
"Football is a game of
emotion," stated Bowden.
"Some guys display that in
an outward fashion, which is
not a bad thing. Every team
needs a guy with that out-
ward display of emotion, and Rashaad does that
for our team."
"I think leadership is very important to any
team," added Jackson. "The coaches put us in a
position to win every time we step on the field, but
we must have team leaders making sure things are
done right when the coaches are not there or in the
huddle. I think this team is blessed to have a lot of
great leaders willing to do what it takes to win."
With a roster that includes two return-
ing team captains (Cullen Harper, Michael
Hamlin), Jackson believes the 2008 senior
class Is ready to display the leadership
needed on a team that could have as many
as 10 first-year freshmen earn playing time
on a nationally-ranked squad.
"The older players are here to give guid-
ance," said #91. "When you come in here
as a freshman, your head is spinning. The
adjustment to football and just being a col-
lege freshman can be overwhelming. I think
the older guys on the team have been good
about not just telling them what to do, but
guiding them through the process. For us
to be where we want to be at the end of the
season, we are going to need everyone to
step up."
As the calendar turned during the sum-
mer of 2008, expectations for this squad
was as high as any since the early 1990s,
Clemson was a consensus preseason top-
10 pick and was also tabbed to win the ACC
title,
Jackson and his teammates cannot help
but notice the accolades, but they also know
that trophies are not awarded in August.
"All the expectations and hype can be
a good motivator," said Jackson. "But all it
IS right now is just 'talk.' Until we get over
that hump and win a championship, it is just
talk.' What I want to happen is that people
are talking about Clemson after the season.
We control our own destiny. It is up to us as
a team to live up to those expectations. No
Jackson hopes that his presence on the defensive line will help
the Tigers reach the ACC Championship game in December.
one has higher goals for Clemson than we do as a
team."
When Jackson talks about the expectation
for this team, he knows that Tiger fans everywhere
are hoping that this is "the year. " As a 14-year-old,
he got his first glimpse of the passion displayed
at a Clemson home game. He had a chance to
attend the 1999 season-opener against Marshall,
Bowden's first game guiding the Tiger program.
"Being from such a small town is an experi-
ence that amazed me," said Jackson. "I can re-
member getting chills when I saw the team run
down the Hill. It is something that I never forget.
When we get on the buses now to go around to the
Hill, I think about seeing that for the first time. It is
hard to describe all the emotion and excitement.
The fans at Clemson are great. They are ready for
the game from the first time they see us until the
last play."
For Jackson, the last time he will run down
the Hill and rub Howard's Rock will come against
South Carolina in late November While that will
be a time of reflection and excitement, December
could be an even bigger month. Most pundits have
projected Clemson as a top candidate to play in the
ACC Championship game on December 6.
While that date is not a certainty at this time,
December 1 8 is already marked on Jackson's to-do
list. That is the date he will earn a degree in com-
munity recreation management.
Rumph IS already looking forward to that day.
"I'm so proud of him," said Rumph. "To see what he
has accomplished is special For him to earn that
degree will mean so much to him and his family."
Final results for the 2008 season are not
known at this time. Whether the season is judged
an overwhelming success is still far from being
determined. But there is no doubt about the suc-
cessful conclusion of Jackson's career at Clemson,
both on and off the field. He is the perfect example
of what hard work and determination can lead to
Santord Rogers worked in the Clemson Sports Inlormation Ollice
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By Trey McCurry
It is fitting that one of the tallest players on
Clemson's 2008 football team had aspirations of
being a basketball star. Growing up in Opelika, AL,
Jock fi/lcKissic was a standout on the hardwood
and preferred basketball over football ainnost all
throughout high school.
IVlcKissic began playing football at the age of
seven so he could play with his older brother and
friends. After one year playing tailback, he decided
he did not like football. So after one season, he
walked away from the gridiron until his freshman
year at Opelika High School. During this time away
from football, fVlcKissic instead played basketball
and became an accomplished player.
At the beginning of his freshman season, his
high school coaches talked with him about future
scholarship opportunities in football. Due to his size
and athletic ability, the football coaches
convinced him that he had a great op-
portunity to earn a football scholarship if
he would play for the squad.
During IVlcKissic's freshman sea-
son, he played defensive end but never
took the sport seriously. However as a
freshman on the hardwood, IVIcKissic
averaged 26 points per game and re-
ceived his first scholarship offer.
"IVIy main focus and sport was
basketball," fVlcKissic admitted. "Foot-
ball was just something to help pass the
time and keep me in shape."
It was also during his freshman
season that McKissic had what he still
calls his most memorable sports mo-
ment,
"It was a game during my freshman
year and I was benched until the second
half. When the coach finally put me in, I
took out all the frustration I was holding
in from being benched and threw down a
dunk to open the second half. I became
the first freshman to dunk in a game in
our high school's history, and the fans
rushed the court. The game had to be
stopped for the court to be cleared. It's
a moment I'll never forget."
Entering his sophomore year, McK-
issic broke his tibia and fibula, causing
him to miss both the football and basket-
ball seasons. While still battling injury
as a junior, IVIcKissic managed to total
32 tackles and eight sacks in only six
games while also playing offensive tackle.
He played solely on the defensive line as a
senior and started at nose guard on a team that al-
lowed only 37 points in 1 2 games. For the season,
McKissic registered 43 tackles, eight sacks, and an
interception. Throughout this time, McKissic was
also going through a strenuous recruiting process.
He initially received offers from over 20
schools. Growing up in Alabama. McKissic elimi-
nated the state schools because he wanted to get
away from home while still staying close enough for
family members to attend games.
McKissic chose to leave SEC country and
narrowed his choices down to Clemson and N.C.
State. After his visits, he decided on Clemson
due to the small-town atmosphere where he could
remain focused. He also cited team chemistry
and how the team felt like a family as reasons for
choosing the Tigers.
Once McKissic arrived in Tigertown, adjust-
ments had to be made from high school. A more
demanding class load, more individual work, and
less structure were some of the challenges McK-
issic faced in the classroom. On the field, the
workouts became more demanding and more was
expected out of each player while facing better
competition on a daily basis.
Once his freshman year began, he made an
immediate impact by playing double-figure snaps in
all 12 games, including starting at defensive tackle
in the Champs Sports Bowl against Colorado.
In his second season, McKissic again played
all 13 games, averaging 32 snaps per contest. It
was during the South Carolina game that McKissic
had his most memorable moment as a Tiger
With the Gamecocks driving for a go-ahead
touchdown and less than 30 seconds remaining
before halftime, they faced first-and-goal on the
Clemson eight. Ail-American Gaines Adams and
McKissic both put pressure on quarterback Blake
Mitchell. Adams batted the pass and the ball fell
into McKissic's waiting hands.
"As soon as I caught the ball, I immediately
thought 'touchdown'," recalled McKissic. "The
endzone seemed huge and the first 20 yards were
easy, then it started getting harder and harder.
Gaines was running behind me screaming 'run,
run.' Kenny McKinley caught up to me and was
trying to strip the ball as I crossed the goal line."
McKissic's interception, credited as an 82-
yard return, was the longest in Clemson history
by a defensive lineman. The return was also the
fourth-longest by any Tiger in history and was the
longest since 1978.
McKissic continued to impress, as he played
1 2 games as a junior in 2007. He tallied a sack and
three quarterback pressures in the season-opening
victory over #19 Florida State. He continued his
steady play throughout the year and ended the
season by registering a season-high four tackles in
the Chick-fil-A Bowl against #21 Auburn, a school
located less than 20 miles from his hometown of
Opelika.
Before even taking a snap in his senior sea-
son, McKissic faced another challenge in being
asked to move to the offensive line during spring
drills. Similar to the switch from basketball to foot-
ball, the move was made in an attempt to further
his potential NFL career. After giving it a shot and
having a successful spring, the coaches decided
due to personnel issues, the best move
for McKissic was to return to his natural
defensive line position.
After the switch back, McKissic had
the opportunity to open his senior sea-
son against the team he grew up pull-
ing for as a youngster when the Tigers
faced #24 Alabama.
"Growing up an Alabama fan and
having a chance to play against them
meant a lot to me," said #50. "I grew up
with several guys that played with them
and still stay in contact with many of the
Crimson Tide players."
When asked about personal goals
for this season, McKissic replied, "I want
to be a good team leader and a person
the younger guys can come to for ad-
vice. I'll do whatever is necessary to
help the team win."
Off the field, McKissic hopes the
team can come together as a closer
family. Then everything else will take
care of itself.
As McKissic wraps up his Tiger ca-
reer with plans of graduating in Decem-
ber, Clemson should be glad McKissic
decided to stick with football over the
years and provide fans with some great
memories during the past three sea-
sons, with hopefully many more to come
in 2008
Trey McCurry. a lirsl-year graduate student from
Honea Path. SC. is a student assistant in thi
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70th Anniversary of the 7-1-1 Season
By Brent Breedin
Clemson's 1939 team that defeated Boston
College in the 1940 Cotton Bowl has deservedly
received recognition from the Tiger family over the
years. In 1964, on the 25th anniversary of that
team's great year, a Clemson tradition of honor-
ing bowl teams began. On hand for the occasion
was Head Coach Jess Neely and legendary former
Duke Head Coach Wallace Wade. Perhaps be-
cause over half of the 1 939 team had played on the
1938 team, it has never been considered important
to give this predecessor band of Tigers much atten-
tion. ..until now.
But it certainly should. Research shows that
the 1938 team was the first to finish in the final As-
sociated Press top 25 after posting a fine 7-1-1
record.
Seven decades ago this month, Neely (also
the athletic director) was commencing his eighth
year at Clemson. He had taken the job following
huge successes at Alabama in the late 1920s as
Wade's assistant. These included three Rose Bowl
wins and three shared national titles. When Wade
left Alabama for Duke in 1 931 , Neely chose to see
what he could do at "little Clemson."
It was the third year of the "Great Depression"
and Clemson's economic fortunes were at a low
ebb. To compensate, Neely allowed his first seven
teams to play the role of "sacrificial lamb" against
the likes of powerhouses Alabama, Duke, Georgia
Tech, and Tennessee.
Tiger fans were aware of what was going on
and rallied behind Neely by forming IPTAY in 1934,
and toward the end of the 1937 season, Clemson
could no longer be taken lightly by even the best in
the nation. The Tigers won at Florida near the end
of the 1937 season to give the program a jumpstart
on the 1938 campaign.
The 1 938 season actually began in mid-March
at Duke, where Neely's Tigers played Wade's
strong Blue Devils in an end-of-spring-practice ex-
hibition game. Except for future NFL Hall-of-Famer
George McAfee's brilliant halfback play, Clemson
held Its own even though it lost 30-24. Not playing
in the game was future Tiger All-American Banks
McFadden, who a week earlier was a unanimous
All-Southern Conference Tournament selection in
leading Clemson to the finals on the hardwood.
His team's performance against a Duke
squad, that would finish the 1938 season unde-
1938 Results (7-1-1)
Date Score W-L Site Opponent Final
9-17 26-0 W H Presbyterian 6-4
9-24 13-10 w A Tulane 7-2-1
10-1 7-20 L A Tennessee 11-0
10-8 7-7 T N1 Virginia Military 6-1-4
10-20 34-12 W A South Carolina 6-4-1
10-28 7-0 w A Wake Forest 4-5-1
11-5 27-0 w N2 George Washington 5-4
11-12 14-0 w A Kentucky 2-7
11-24 10-7 w H Furman 2-7-1
N1 - Charlotte, NC; N2 - Greenville, NC; Note: Home
games in bold.
feated, untied, unscored upon, and ranked #3 in
the Associated Press poll before losing 6-3 in the
final minutes of play to Southern California in the
Rose Bowl, was encouraging. And a veteran Tiger
team did not disappoint.
Big games early in the 1938 season were
against nationally-ranked Tulane and Tennessee.
In New Orleans, McFadden, filling in for injured
all-state tailback Bob Bailey in the second half,
showed the athletic skills that had made him all-
conference in basketball. While Bailey's first-half
play had enabled Clemson to hang tough, McFad-
den's duplication of the senior back's effort, along
with solid line play, resulted in an upset 13-10 vic-
tory. Tulane would finish the 1938 season ranked
#19 in the third-annual Associated Press poll with
a 7-2-1 record. It was Clemson's first win over a
team that would end the season in the top 20.
A week later in Knoxville, General Bob Ney-
land's Tennessee team survived inspired Tiger play
to win by a score of 20-7. The Volunteers would go
undefeated and finish the season ranked #2 in the
final AP poll.
Except for a 7-7 tie against Virginia Military in
Charlotte, Clemson would go undefeated the rest
of the way and finish the season ranked in a tie for
#23 in the nation with Iowa State and Georgetown
in the AP poll. It was not until recently that I found
the "others receiving votes" listing in an old news-
paper article, thus proving this was a top-25 team.
1938 Starters
Poa. Player Wgt. CI. Starts
LE Wister Jackson 190 Jr. 5
LT Curtis Pennington 200 Sr. 8
LG Joe Payne 176 Jr 8
C Charlie Woods 180 Sr 8
RG Tom Moorer 198 Jr. 8
RT H.E. Miller 202 Sr. 8
RE Gus Goins 190 Sr. 8
TB Banks McFadden 178 Jr. 6
FB Don Willis 190 Sr. 8
BB Ben Pearson 170 Sr. 7
WB Shad Bryant 160 Jr. 6
Clemson's defense was outstanding in the
five-game winning streak to end the season. The
Tigers defeated South Carolina 34-12 in October
behind the all-around play of Shad Bryant. The de-
fensive back and kick returner had 10 carries for
118 yards and a touchdown, a 13-yard interception
return, a 28-yard punt return, and an 18-yard kick-
off return. Clemson then registered three straight
shutouts (against Wake Forest, George Washing-
ton, and Kentucky) before finishing with a 10-7 win
over Furman in a game played at Riggs Field,
Bryant was a terrific player all season. He
had 27 punt returns that year for 487 yards, good
for an 18-yard average. That remains the school
record for punt return yards and average in a sea-
son among players with at least 10 returns. He
also averaged 26 yards on kickoff returns and tied
McFadden for the team lead in scoring.
End-of-season honors went to Bryant (WB),
end Gus Goins (Second-Team All-Southern Con-
ference, all-state), McFadden (TB), tackle H.E.
Miller (second-team all-state), guard Joe Payne
(all-state), blocking back Ben Pearson, tackle Cur-
tis Pennington, fullback Don Willis (All-Southern
Conference, all-state, Jacobs Blocking Trophy),
and center Charlie Woods (Honorable Mention All-
Southern Conference, all-state).
Brent Breedin served as Clemson Sports Information Director
Irom 1952-55. He is now semi-retired and living in Columbia.
SC
Banks McFadden (left) and Shad Bryant (right) wereJunior backs on the 1938 squad, the
Tigers' first team to finish a year ranked In the Associated Press poll with a #23 ranking.
Origin of National Ranlcings
As the nation's college football teams began play
in September of 1938, ratings, or rankings, of the
gridiron titans were in their infancy. The question of
"Who's #1 ?" had been asked by fans as far back as
1869. However until 1902, the answer was a monoto-
nous "Harvard, Princeton, or Yale." That year, Michi-
gan, with consecutive 11-0 seasons, was proclaimed
undisputed champion.
For the next 35 years, those in the media who
judged the teams pretty much narrowed their choices
to the best in the East, Midwest, and Pacific Coast,
though John Helsman's 1917 Georgia Tech team was
consensus #1
.
In 1936, football fans' insistence that "their" teams
get a fair chance at earning national rankings resulted
In the Associated Press weekly ratings that we have
all come to know. Clemson finished in a tie for #23 in
the final 1938 poll, the Tigers' first top-25 season.
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
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er came to the
office in 1999
with a clear vision and goal of making Clemson one
of the nation's top-20 public universities. ..an institu-
tion that draws outstanding faculty and students,
provides an unmatched academic experience, and
helps drive the state's economic development.
A 1970 Clemson graduate. Barker has said,
"South Carolina needs a top-tier research univer-
sity, and our students deserve to have access to a
top-tier education without leaving their home state.
Building Clemson's academic, research, and ser-
vice programs to the level where we can compete
with anyone will benefit our state, our students, and
our alumni."
Clemson, already South Carolina's top-
ranked national public university, is making strides
toward that goal. During Barker's presidency, the
university has:
• been recognized as Time Magazine's "Public
College-of-the-Year" and twice ranked #1 among
the "Best Places to Work in Academia" by The
Scientist IVIagazine.
• been ranked among the nation's top-30 public
universities by U.S. News & World Report.
• developed and implemented an academic "Road
IVIap" with eight emphasis areas aligned with
South Carolina's economic needs.
• launched major new education and research-
based economic initiatives. Including the Clem-
son University International Center for Automotive
Research (CU-ICAR) in Greenville, the Center for
Advanced Materials in Anderson County, and the
Clemson University Restoration Institute In North
Charleston.
• redesigned the general education curriculum to
focus on learning outcomes and give undergradu-
ates more opportunities for study abroad, service-
learning, and research.
• developed an innovative undergraduate research
program called "Creative Inquiry," which pairs
small teams of students with a senior faculty
member on multi-year voyages of discovery.
• set new records for students applications (at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels), private
giving, external research support, and study-
abroad participation.
• opened a new "European portal" with the launch-
ing of the Thomas Green Clemson University
Center in Brussels, Belgium.
Working with state leaders and private Indus-
try partners. Barker has steered Clemson Into a
greater economic development role. The first tech-
nology neighborhood at the CU-ICAR campus near
1-85 Is complete and classes are being taught at
the Campbell Graduate Engineering Center there.
Head Coach Tommy Bowden and President
Jim Barker have worked together in their
current positions for nearly a decade.
Planning has begun for Technology Neighbor-
hood II. Leading the academic programs are dis-
tinguished professors brought to the state to hold
endowed chairs established under the South Caro-
lina Research Centers of Excellence Act. Three of
the four chairs devoted to automotive engineering
(funded by financial support from BMW, Michelin,
and TImken) have been filled.
Clemson Is also Investing more than $80
million to support an advanced materials industry
cluster The linchpin is the Advanced Materials Re-
search Laboratory, located at the Advanced Mate-
rials Center off 1-85 in Anderson County (formerly
known as Clemson Research Park). The facility
Includes one of the nation's top optical materials
and electron microscopy laboratories. Ground was
broken in June of 2008 for a new Innovation Cen-
ter, which will provide space for startup companies
that spin off from Clemson research advances.
Barker is a leading voice In higher education,
not only In South Carolina but nationwide. He cur-
rently chairs the Division I Committee of the NCAA
Board of Directors and delivered a keynote address
at a symposium In Washington D.C. on Global Best
Practices In science & technology parks. It was
sponsored by the U.S. National Academy of Scienc-
es In cooperation with the Association of University
Research Parks, and his topic was CU-ICAR. His
essay, 'The Architect as University President," was
published In The Chronicle of Higher Education
in March of 2008.
For his leadership. Barker has received the
Order of the Palmetto, South Carolina's highest
civilian honor, and The Cliff's Business Person-of-
the-Year Award from Greenville Magazine. He
has also received the James T. Rogers Meritorious
Service Award from the Southern Association of
Colleges & Schools.
As Clemson's President, Barker remains com-
mitted to the classroom. Each spring, he is part of
a team that teaches an undergraduate course ex-
ploring "a sense of place" In architecture, literature,
and history.
In presenting Barker with the Distinguished
Alumnus Award In 2005, Washington University
Chancellor Mark Wrighton said, "James F. Barker
has taken the architectural skills and knowledge
required to design a building and applied them to
the future of a university. His architect's vision,
collaborative Instincts, and sense of place are rap-
idly pushing Clemson up through the ranks of the
nation's top public universities. He has become a
leader In national academic circles by creating a
new model of education, building interdisciplinary
partnerships among the professional schools and
the basic curriculum by tearing down artificial walls
between disciplines."
A native of Kingsport, TN, Barker earned his
bachelor of arts degree from Clemson in 1970 and
his master of architecture & urban design degree
from Washington University In Saint Louis, MO In
1973. He and his wife Marcia have a son Jacob
and daughter-in-law Rita Bolt, and another son
Britt.
Iim & Marcia Barker dlong with Terry Don & Tricia Phillips
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recent inclusion as one of the 100 Most Influential
Sports Educators in America, as named by The
Institute for International Sport at the University of
Rhode Island. The Institute's objective Involved a
four-year process and resulted in a list that spans
scholars, Olympians, coaches, and other Industry
leaders "who have creatively and effectively used
sport In the very best way as a means to educate
and shape positive values."
Phillips' athletic career and academic pursuits
epitomize that desire. Perhaps still the only Divi-
sion I athletic director with both a doctorate and
law degree, he uniquely blends the discipline and
inspiration created on each side of campus. In his
seventh year at Clemson, he has firmly put his im-
print on the University and Tiger athletics through
his leadership toward a balanced, positive environ-
ment for success.
Those Influences are obvious In his strategic
plan for Tiger athletics, which provides for a model
program that can compete at the highest levels with
academic integrity, concern for the student-athlete,
financial responsibility, and In full compliance.
By far, Phillips' deepest professional satisfac-
tion Is reflected in the young man or woman who
defies the rigor and challenges of a student-athlete,
achieves In the classroom, triumphs In competition,
acquires healthy life skills, and leaves Clemson
with a degree, fully prepared for a bright future.
Phillips' leadership is obvious both visually
and through the vast Improvements in Clemson's
facilities, most notably the new WestZone at Me-
morial Stadium. Through a practical and steady
fiscal approach, the first phase of the $57-milllon
project was completed In the fall of 2006 with the
installation of new locker rooms and 1,000 private
luxury club-level seats.
The Phase II funding, which Includes a com-
prehensive football facility and new strength train-
ing center for the program, has been finalized and
construction began in the summer of 2008. When
complete, the Jervey and McFadden buildings will
undergo a makeover for the men's and women s
Olympic sports.
Other improvements have taken place at
many other athletic facilities, contributing to the
program's all-around performance in 2007-08
Eight Tiger programs finished in the top 25 for the
second straight year.
The Clemson football and men's basketball
teams both finished In the final top 25 of their re-
spective AP polls. That was just the third time in
school history that had been achieved. Including
the first time since the 1989-90 academic year.
Clemson was one of just five programs nationally
' anked in the top 25 of both sports.
Clemson's women's programs had a strong
year, as the women's tennis and volleyball teams
claimed ACC Championships. Both of those pro-
grams, plus the young rowing program, received
NCAA bids and were ranked in the final top 25,
From an academic standpoint, all of Clem-
son's sports programs performed strongly in terms
of the NCAA's graduation success rate and APR
statistics. The student-athletes combined to earn a
2.89 GPA for the 2007-08 academic year, with eight
sports programs posting at least a 3.0 GPA in one
of the two semesters. The football program posted
its highest team GPA on record as well.
Phillips was recognized nationally for his per-
formance at Clemson In June of 2006 when he was
honored by NACDA (National Association of Colle-
giate Directors of Athletics) as the 2005-06 Gener-
alSports Turf Systems Athletic Director-of-the-Year
for the Southeast Region of the FBS. He was one
of just four FBS athletic directors honored at the
annual convention in New Orleans, LA.
Excellence In academics has been a constant
on his resume. He has an undergraduate degree
from Arkansas (1970), a master's degree from Vir-
ginia Tech (1974), a doctorate from Virginia Tech
(1978), and a law degree from the University of Ar-
kansas School of Law (1996). He Is a member of
the Arkansas Bar, American Bar Association, and
Sports Lawyers Association.
Phillips remains a classroom presence by
teaching a sports law section In Clemson's Accoun-
tancy & Legal Studies department. In addition, he
is past chair of the NCAA Division I Infractions Ap-
peals Committee. He has written on diverse areas,
such as antitrust and the NCAA, student-athlete
welfare, alternative dispute resolution, and Title IX.
His doctoral dissertation on Title IX involved a his-
torical review of the law and was the first national
study of Title IX implications on college athletic
Terry Don Phillips, in his seventh year as
head of the athletic department, teaches an
undergraduate law course at Clemson.
programs. This research spawned his Intent and
desire to study law.
From an experience standpoint, Phillips has
worked in nearly all phases of college athletics. He
coached on the football staff at Virginia Tech. su-
pervised spring sports and student-athlete enrich-
ment at Florida, handled athletic fundralsing at Mis-
souri and Arkansas, and had 15 years experience
as an athletic director. Including 13 at the Division 1
level, prior to his appointment at Clemson, coming
from Oklahoma State.
Football was transformed from a perennial
losing status to defeating Oklahoma during five of
the eight years he was associated with Oklahoma
State (1994-02). For this, he received the National
Football Foundation Oklahoma Chapter Outstand-
ing Contribution to Amateur Football Award In
2002. Additionally in 2006, he was named one of
the top-25 most Influential people In the history of
Oklahoma State Athletics by GoPokes Magazine.
When It came to success on the field and in
the classroom, Oklahoma State's programs were
among the Big 12's best. The achievements of the
program Included two national titles In men's golf, a
men's basketball Final Four appearance, two trips
to the College World Sehes, 1 3 Big 1 2 titles, and 1
1
individual national champions along with 53 aca-
demic Ail-Americans.
Before leading Oklahoma State, Phillips
served as senior associate athletic director at Ar-
kansas from 1988-94. He ran the dally operations
and had oversight of facility projects for the men's
programs, and he was president of the Razorback
Foundation.
Phillips was the athletic director at Liberty
(1980-81) and Louisiana-Lafayette (1983-88). He
was also an assistant athletic director at Missouri
(1981-83) and began his administrative career In
1979 as an assistant athletic director at Flohda.
Phillips began his career In college athletics
coaching football. He started as a graduate assis-
tant at Arkansas in 1970 and 1971 He moved on
to Virginia Tech as an assistant coach (1971-78)
before joining the ranks of athletic administration.
Winning has been on Phillips' resume since
his playing days at Arkansas. He lettered on three
Frank Broyles teams (1966,68,69), where he and
his brother Loyd, an Outland Trophy winner, were
starting defensive tackles. Arkansas had a 27-5
record in the three years, played two Sugar Bowl
games, and played in the memorable 1969 Nation-
al Championship game against Texas
In addition to Phillips' tenure with the NCAA
Infractions Appeals Committee, he also serves on
the NCAA Select Committee for At-Risk Student-
Athletes and works with the NCAA certification pro-
gram. He currently serves on several ACC Com-
mittees... chair of the Committee on Infractions &
Penalties, Committee on Awards, Television Com-
mittee, Men's Basketball Committee, and Football
Committee.
Phillips has two children. John Dennis (31)
and Sarah-Jane (28). and three stepchildren,
Meagan (19), a sophomore at Clemson and proud
member of Tiger Band, Marshall (18), and Madison
(16). His wife Tncia Is a graduate of the University
of Missouri School of Journalism and earlier en-
joyed a career in athletics and development She
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Wide receiver at West Virginia (1973-76).
Education
B.S. degree in physical education with a minor in health
from West Virginia in 1977.
Head Coaching Record
87-46 (.654) in 11 seasons. ..18-4 (.818) in two seasons
at Tulane.. .69-42 (.622) in nine seasons at Clemson.
Personal Data
Born July 10, 1954... married to the former Linda Joan
White. ..the couple has a son Ryan (26), a 2004 Clem-
son graduate and 2007 law school graduate of Regent









to mind is consis-
tency. Bowden
has completed
11 seasons as a
Division I head
coach, and all
i1 of his teams
have been bowl
eligible. Only five other active i lead coaches have
had a team bowl eligible every year since 1 997. His
65.4 winning percentage as a head coach is in the
top 1 5 In the nation among active Division I coaches
with at least 10 years of experience.
Each of his last eight teams has had a winning
record. A winning season in 2006 gave him a Clem-
son coaching record seven consecutive winning
seasons (now eight in a row), and he became just
the fifth head coach in ACC history to record seven
straight winning seasons with the same program.
There has also been consistency in terms
of success against Clemson's in-state rival South
Carolina. The Tigers have won seven of the nine
meetings since Bowden became Clemson's head
coach in 1999, and the 78-percent winning mark is
the best of any Tiger head coach in history against
the Gamecocks given a minimum of five games. He
has an average scoring margin of -1-9.4 points per
game in the rivalry game, and all seven wins have
been recorded against future Hall of Fame Head
Coaches Lou Holtz and Steve Spurrier.
In 11 seasons as a Division I head coach,
Bowden has an 87-46 record (.654). In con-
ference games, he has never had a sub-.500
record, and his overall conference record
stands at 53-31 (.631).
In nine years at Clemson, he has a 69-42
record (.622) and eight bowl appearances. He
has 42 ACC wins as well. The only programs
with more ACC victories during this time are
Florida State and Georgia Tech. The 69 overall
victories are third-most in Clemson history.
The 29-7 victory over South Carolina in the
2004 season-finale moved Bowden ahead
of Hall of Fame Coach Jess Neely into third
place on Clemson's coaching wins list. Only
Frank Howard and Danny Ford are ahead of
Bowden.
Clemson has won at least eight games
each of the last three years, as he became the
first Tiger head coach to record back-to-back
eight-win seasons in 15 years.
Twice Bowden has been named ACC
Coach-of-the-Year (1999.03), joining Howard,
Charley Pell, and Ford as the only Iwo-time
~ipients of that award in Tiger history. In
nuary of 2006, he was given the Grant Teaff
National Coach-of-the-Year Award by the Fel-
lowship of Christian Athletes.
; Off the field, Clemson has graduated
Ipearly 80 percent of its seniors in his nine
*^years. Clemson's graduation success rate of
94 percent in 2005 was fourth-best among the
119 Division l-A programs. In 2003, Clemson
^s#11 in the nation, including second among
public institutions, in the NCAA graduation-rate
study for scholarship football signees who entered
Clemson In 1996. Clemson was #1 in the nation
in graduation rate among African-Americans (100
percent). Each of the top-eight semester team GPAs
have been recorded under Bowden as well.
The 2007 Tigers had a 9-4 overall record
thanks in part to the right arm of first-year starting
quarterback Cullen Harper. The Tigers were ranked
#21 in the final AP poll with a team that started only
six seniors. Harper passed for 2,991 yards and a
school-record 27 touchdowns against only six in-
terceptions. He led an offensive unit that averaged
403 yards and 33 points per game.
For the second year in a row, the Tigers had
four First-Team AII-ACC selections on offense, in-
cluding wide receiver Aaron Kelly, in 2007. The junior
had a Tiger-record 88 receptions for 1 ,081 yards and
11 touchdown catches (also a school record).
Clemson was ninth in the nation in yards al-
lowed per game (307). The Tigers were also in the
top 10 in the nation in scoring defense (18.7) and
turnover margin (-i-l .0).
The Tigers ran off two four-game winning
streaks in 2007, starting with a season-opening
24-18 win over #19 Florida State. It was Clem-
son's fourth win in the last five games against the
Seminoles. The season was also highlighted by a
70-point scoring performance in a win over eventual
MAC champion Central Michigan and a 44-10 win
over Wake Forest. The Tigers also defeated rival
South Carolina 23-21 on Mark Buchholz's field goal
as time expired.
His 2006 team set numerous offensive records
on its way to totaling 55 touchdowns and scoring
nearly 33 points per game. Clemson had four
The Bowdens - Ryan, Linda, Lauren, Tommy, dog Lucy
First-Team AII-ACC selections on offense, including
1 ,000-yard rusher James Davis, and the Tigers led
the ACC in a majority of offensive categories.
The Tigers had a landmark 31-7 win over
#13 Georgia Tech at Memorial Stadium. Clemson
dominated the Yellow Jackets thanks in part to 332
combined rushing yards by James Davis and C.J.
Spiller That same weekend, ESPN College Game-
Day made its first-ever appearance in Tigertown. It
was the second win over a top-1 5 team in 2006, as
the Tigers also won at #9 Florida State.
In November of 2006, Bowden was named a
semifinalist for the Maxwell Club George Munger
National Coach-of-the-Year Award. A big reason for
his naming was the fact that the Tigers overcame
numerous injuries, including the loss of linebackers
Anthony Waters and Tramaine Billie. His team
defeated ACC Champion Wake Forest, the second
straight season he beat the league cham-
pion.
In 2005, Clemson had an 8-4 record,
including a 3-2 mark against top-25 ranked
teams. All four of the losses were by six points
or less and by a total of 1 4 points. Two of those
losses came in overtime, therefore the Tigers
lost the four games by a combined five points
at the end of regulation.
The 2005 team won six of its last seven
games, including a 19-10 win over Colorado
in the Champs Sports Bowl. The Tigers had
the best record among the 1 2 ACC teams over
that time period.
Bowden's 2004 Tiger team featured a
defense that was 11th in the nation in pass
efficiency defense. The unit had 42 sacks to
finish in the top 10 in the nation. Leroy Hill was
named ACC Defensive Player-of-the-Year and
an AP Third-Team All-American. Cornerback
Justin Miller was a semifinalist for the Jim
Thorpe Award and was a second-team All-
American as a kick returner. Wide receiver
Airese Currie led the ACC in receptions and
receiving yards.
Clemson played a complete game at #1
Miami (FL) on November 6, 2004 and beat the
Hurricanes 24-17 in overtime in the Orange
Bowl. It was the second overtime win of the
year for the Tigers.
The win over Miami gave Bowden three
wins over top-1 programs in a 13-game span,
something that had been done at Clemson just
once previously ( 1 981 National Championship
200R TlfiFR FArtTRAf I
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team). All three of those programs (Florida State,
Tennessee, Miami) have won the national title within
the last decade.
During the last five seasons. Bowden has won
1 1 games over coaches who have won the national
title (Bobby Bowden (four times), Phillip Fulmer, Lar-
ry Coker, Holtz (twice). Spurrier (twice), and Howard
Schnellenberger). These big wins have stimulated
interest in the program. The Tigers averaged 81 ,335
fans per home game in 2007. Clemson has finished
in the top 20 in home football attendance each of
the nine seasons Bowden has been at Clemson,
and six of the top- 10 average attendance seasons
have come during his tenure.
With Clemson's selection to the 2004 Peach
Bowl, Bowden became the first head coach in
Clemson and ACC history to take a team to a bowl
game in each of his first five seasons. In fact, no
Tiger coach had ever done so more than twice to
open his career.
The 2003 season was a breakthrough year in
many ways. Clemson earned its highest-ever win
over a ranked team with a 26-1 win over #3 Florida
State. The Tigers also beat #24 Virginia in a thrilling
overtime contest. The 39-3 win over a bowl-bound
Georgia Tech team in Atlanta was Clemson's largest
victory margin in the series since 1900 as well.
The 2003 victory over Florida State, Clemson's
first in 1 2 tries since the Seminoles joined the ACC,
was the beginning of a four-game winning streak to
close the season. In those four games, Clemson
outscored its opponents 1 56-48, an average score of
39-12. Clemson defeated South Carolina in Colum-
Under Tommy Bowden, Clemson has reached
new heights in terms ofoffensive production.
bia by a score of 63-1 7. It was the most points ever
scored by a team in series history and the Tigers'
largest victory margin in the series since 1900.
The season concluded with a 27-14 win over
#6 Tennessee, the highest-ranked team Clemson
has defeated in a bowl game since 1981, when the
Tigers beat #4 Nebraska in the Orange Bowl to claim
the national title. As a result, Clemson finished with
nine wins and a #22 national ranking.
Over the final four games of the season,
Bowden defeated two coaches (Bobby Bowden,
Holtz) who had already earned 200 wins to become
the first coach in NCAA history to beat a pair of 200-
game winners in a month's time. He also registered
wins over three coaches (Bowden, Holtz, Fulmer)
who had previously won a national title.
The 2002 season included victories over bowl
teams Georgia Tech and Wake Forest, and a third
victory in four years over arch-rival South Carolina.
Clemson gained 434 yards of total offense In the 27-
20 win over the Gamecocks, the most yards against
Holtz's defense all season.
The 2001 campaign demonstrated Bowden's
ability to win in the long run, as he had the second-
youngest 'two-deep" in the ACC. Thirty-four of his
top 44 players were underclassmen. Fourteen
different freshmen saw action in 2001 , including 10
who played at least 10 games.
When Bowden came to Clemson in 1998, he
inherited a team with a 3-8 record By late October
of 2000, just 1 4 months after his first game, Clemson
was ranked #3 (USA Today) in the nation after an
8-0 start. That ranking was Clemson's highest in 16
years The #14 final ranking by that same publication
was its highest final listing since the 1990 season
Considerable improvement is a common
phrase for Bowden-coached teams. In each of his
first four years he coached at the Division I level, his
team showed at least a three-win improvement over
the previous year, believed to be a first in Division
I history. Bowden is just the third coach in history
to bring the Tigers to a three-win improvement in
coaches to do it over the 1999 and 2000 seasons.
Bowden's second Clemson team (2000) was
one of the most decorated in history. Six different
Tigers were finalists or semiflnalists for national
position awards, including linebacker Keith Adams,
who was one of three finalists for the Butkus Award.
Clemson finished the season 9-3 in 2000 and had a
#14 final ranking in the USA Today poll.
In 1999, Bowden accomplished a personal
milestone that no Clemson coach had attained
since 1981, the year the Tigers won the National
Championship. He became the first Clemson coach
since Ford to be named ACC Coach-of-the-Year.
Bowden led the Tigers to a 6-6 record and
5-3 mark in the ACC against the nation's seventh-
toughest schedule according to the Sagarin rating.
The Tigers finished tied for second with Georgia Tech
and Virginia in the final ACC standings, a six-place
improvement over the previous season, the greatest
one-season jump in ACC history in league play.
Making strong improvement in his first year
with a program was nothing new for Bowden. In
the two seasons he was the head coach at Tulane,
Bowden took a team that had been 4-18 in the two
years previous to his arrival, and he emotionally and
numerically reversed the team's fortunes with an
18-4 record, posted an 11-1 conference mark, and
finished the 1998 season ranked #7 in the nation
in both polls. Tulane and Tennessee were the only
undefeated teams in college football in 1998.
Tulane's accomplishments on offense were
noteworthy in 1997. but its offensive numbers
reached uncharted areas in 1998. Tulane was the
only school in the nation that averaged over 300
passing yards per game and 200 rushing yards per
game. The teami was fourth in the nation in total
offense (507.1) and second in scoring (45.4).
His team ranked #7 in the final AP poll and was
a mainstay there from the third week of the season.
Tulane had not been ranked at any time since 1 979
and had not been ranked in a final poll since 1973.
After Bowden accepted the job at Clemson. Tulane
defeated Brigham Young in the Liberty Bowl.
A look to the list of coaches who had unde-
feated seasons in the 1990s shows two other men
named Bowden. His father, Florida State Head
Coach Bobby Bowden, had a perfect regular season
in 1996 and 1999, while his brother Terry posted a
perfect regular season at Auburn in 1 993. Obviously,
the Bowdens are the first family of college coaching,
and this "Wonder Years" environment had a lot to do
with Tommy Bowden's decision to enter coaching.
The fatherly influence of a college coach who
reached 300 career wins against his son in 1 999 also
had an influence on other members of the family.
Bobby Bowden is the winningest coach in Division
I history, Terry has been a head coach at Samford
and Auburn, posting a 47-17-1 record at the latter.
Tommy Bowden began his college football ex-
perience as a walk-on wide receiver at West Virginia.
He played for his father between 1973-75 and then
for Frank Cignetti during the 1976 season.
Born July 10. 1954 in Birmingham, AL. he is
married to the former Linda Joan White, who he
first met when the two were in school together at
Morgantown (WV) High School. The couple has
two children. Ryan (26). a 2004 Clemson graduate
and 2007 law school graduate of Regent University,
and Lauren (23). a 2007 graduate of Clemson, who
Bowden's Coaching Records
Year School Posltlon(s) W-L Bowl
1978 Florida State DB 8-3
1979 Florida State DB 11-1 Orange
1980 Auburn RB 5-6
1981 Florida State TE
"
6-5
1982 Florida State TE 9-3 Gator




1985 Duke _ OCQB 4-7
1986 Duke _ OCQB 4-7
1987 Alabama WR 8-4 Hall of Fame
1988 Alabama WR 9-3 Sun
1989 Alabama WR 10-2 Sugar
1990 Kentucky OCWR 4-7
1991 Auburn OCWR 5-6
1992 Auburn OCWR 5-5-1
1993 Auburn OCWR 11-0
1994 Auburn OCWR 9-1-1
1995 Auburn OCWR 8-4 Outback
1996 Auburn OCWR 8-4 Independence
1997 Tulane HC 7-4
1998 Tulane HC 11-0 •Liberty
1999 Clemson HC 6-6 Peach
2000 Clemson HC 9-3 Gator
2001 Clemson HC 7-5 Humanitarian
2002 Clemson HC 7-6 Tangerine
2003 Clemson HC 9-4 Peach
2004 Clemson HC 6-5
2005 Clemson HC 8-4 Champs Sports
2006 Clemson HC 8-5 Music City
2007 Clemson HC 9-4 Chick-fil-A
* - did not coacti team in bowl game
Years as a coach: 30
Record of teams as assistant: 129-85-2 (.602)
Record of teams as head coach: 87-46 (.654)
Record of teams In conference games: .. 53-31 ( 631)
Record at Clemson: 69-42 (.622)
r?TimmmTTiTwmmiiiiimTiiim^^^^^^
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• 10th Season at Clemson
• 28th Season Overall
• South Florida '79
• Born September 30, 1954
Playing Experience
Three-year letterman and two-year starter on the offensive
line at MIssourl-Rolla (1973-75).
Education
B.A. degree In science education from South Florida in
1979. ..M.S. degree in athletic administration from Florida
State in 1 984.
Coaching Experience
Assistant coach at DeSoto High in Arcadia, FL (1979)
assistant coach at Hardee Senior High in Wauchula, FL
(1980)...graduate assistant coach at The Citadel (1981)..
head coach at DeSoto High (1982). ..graduate assistant
coach at Florida State (1983. 84). ..recruiting coordinator/
tight ends at Florida State (1985-89). offensive coordina-
tor/offensive line at Florida State (1990-93), ..head coach
at South Carolina (1994-98). .assistant head coach/tighl
ends at Clemson (1999, 00). .assistant head coach/offensive
coordinator/tight ends at Clemson (2001 -03). . .assistant head
coach/offensive line at Clemson (2004-06). ..associate head
coach/offensive line at Clemson (2007)
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1983 Peach Bowl. .1984 Citrus Bowl. .1985 Gator
Bowl. .1986 All-American Bowl. .1988 Fiesta Bowl . 1989
Sugar Bowl. .1990 Fiesta Bowl, ,1990 Blockbuster
Bowl. . . 1 992 Cotton Bowl. , . 1 993 Orange Bowl. . . 1 994 Orange
Bowl .. .1999 Peach Bowl. ..2001 Gator Bowl. . 2001 Humani-
tanan Bowl...2002 Tangenne Bowl ,2004 Peach Bowl , 2005
Champs Sporls Bowl, ,2006 Music City Bowl, .2007 Chick-
fil-A Bowl.
Bowl Seasons as a Head Coach
1995 Carquest Bowl,
Personal Data
Born September 30. 1954 in Arcadia, FL. ..married to Daryle. ..
the couple has two sons (Jeff 27, John 24); Jeff is a graduate
assistant coach at Clemson on the 2008 staff.
• Defensive Coordinator
• Defensive Backs
• 4th Season at Clemson
• 23rd Season Overall
• Kansas State *83
• Born February 26, 1960
Playing Experience
Played linebacker at Kansas State (1979-82). ..three-year
starter and team captain in 1982.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1982 Independence Bowl
Education
B.S. degree in communications from Kansas State in
1 983. ..M A. degree in athletic administration from Memphis
in 1989.
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant/strength training coach at Memphis
(1986-90). .-defensive backs at Mem-
phis (1991-96), -defensive coordinator
at Wyoming (1997-99)---head coach
at Wyoming (2000-02). ..defensive
coordinator at Troy (2003,04) . defen-
sive coordinator/defensive backs at
Clemson (2005-07)-
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
2004 Silicon Valley Bowl - 2005
Champs Sports Bowl ,2006 Music
City Bowl---2007 Chick-fil-A Bowl,
Personal Data
Born February 26, 1960 in Owasso,
OK--. married to Tracey...the couple
has four children (Kimberly 28, Brady





• 4th Season at Clemson
• 18th Season Overall
• lona '81
• Born October 10, 1958
V
Playing Experience
Played tight end at lona (1978-81)
Education
B.A degree in social work from lona in 1981 ..M.S. degree
in education from lona in 1990
Coaching Experience
Assistant coach at Pelham Memonal High in Pelham, NY
(1981 )...offensive coordinator/junior varsity head coach at
lona Prep in New Rochelle, NY (1982.83). ..head coach at
lona Prep (1984-88) . .offensive coordinator at lona (1989)...
offensive coordinator/quarterbacks at Hofstra (1990) . quar-
terbacks at Holy Cross (1991) ...inside receivers/tight ends
at Maryland (1992,93) ..quarterbacks
at Maryland (1 994-96)- . offensive
coordinator/quarterbacks at Hofstra
(1997, 98). -associate head coach/of-
fensive coordinator at Hofstra (1 999) . ,
.
co-offensive coordinator/quarterbacks
at Louisiana Tech (2000). .assistant
head coach/offensive coordinator
at Toledo (2001 -04)---offensive co-
ordinator/quarterbacks at Clemson
(2005-07)
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
2001 Motor City Bowl 2002 Motor
City Bowl .2005 Champs Sports
Bowl . 2006 Music City Bowl. . 2007
Chick-fil-A Bowl.
Personal Data
Born October 1 0. 1 958 in Middletown,
DE - married to Susan. - the couple has





• Assistant Head Coach
• Wide Receivers
• 6th Season at Clemson
• 14th Season Overall
• Alabama '93
• Born November 20, 1969
Playing Experience
Lettered three years at Alabama ( 1 990-92) .also a member
of the 1988 and 1989 teams. ..member of *ne 1992 National
Championship team. . .Academic All-SEC in 1990,92.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1990 Sugar Bowl. .1991 Blockbuster Bowl. .1991 Fiesta
Bowl... 1993 Sugar Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in commerce & business administration from
Alabama in 1993. ..master of business administration from
Alabama in 1995.
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Alabama
(1993-95)...wide receivers/tight ends
at Alabama (1996). ..tight ends at
Alabama (1 997). ..wide receivers at
Alabama (1998-00). ..wide receivers
at Clemson (2003-06). ..assistant
head coach/wide receivers at Clem-
son (2007).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1994 Gator Bowl .1995 Citrus
Bowl. .. 1 997 Outback Bowl. . .1 998 Music
City Bowl...2000 Orange Bowl...2004
Peach Bowl. . 2005 Champs Sports
Bowl. . 2006 Music City Bowl. . 2007
Chick-fil-A Bowl.
Personal Data
Born November 20, 1969 in Birming-
ham, AL... married to the former Kath-
leen Bassett . the couple has three
sons (Will 10, Drew 8, Clay 5).
• Inside Linebackers
• 6th Season at Clemson
• 17th Season Overall
• East Carolina "97
• Born May 4, 1971
Playing Experience
Played on the offensive line at East Carolina in the 1990
season.
Education
B.S. degree in exercise science from East Carolina in
1997.
Coaching Experience
Undergraduate assistant coach at East Carolina (1992)...
rush end linebackers at East Carolina (1993-95). ..recruit-
ing coordinator/defensive line at Illinois State (1996,97),..
recruiting coordinator/linebackers at Illinois State (1998,99),.,
linebackers at Pittsburgh (2000-02) , recruiting coordinator/
linebackers at Clemson (2003-06). ..in-
side linebackers at Clemson (2007).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1994 Liberty Bowl. .1995 Liberty
Bowl. ..2000 lnsight.com Bowl. . 2001
Tangerine Bowl. ..2002 lnsight.com
Bowl. ..2004 Peach Bowl. .2005
Champs Sports Bowl. ..2006 Music
City Bowl. .2007 Chick-fil-A Bowl.
Personal Data
Born May 4, 1971 in Greenville, SC..
married to the former Melissa Androut-
sos,,.the couple has a son (D.J. 2).
• Recruiting Coordinator
• Tight Ends
• 3rd Season at Clemson
• 4th Season Overall
• Furman '03
• Born July 21, 1979
Piaying Experience
^uu!-yea^ letterman and two-year starter at quarterback
a1 Furman (1999-02). ..two-time All-Southern Conference
'^/ction at quarterback.
Education
B.A. degree in health & exercise science from Furman in
2003
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Clemson (2004)...q'jarterbacks
at S.C. State (2005)...tight ends at Clemson '2006). ..recruit-
ing coordinator/tight ends at Clemson (2007!.
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
2006 Music City Bowl. .2007 Chick-fil-A Bowl.
Personal Data
Born July 21 , 1979 in Cookeville, TN... married





• 2nd Season at Clemson
• 18th Season Overall
• Indiana '89
• Born September 29, 1966
Playing Experience
Letterman at Indiana in 1986 and 1987. .named Most
Improved Player In 1987asasenior...attended Lees-McRae
prior to attending Indiana.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1986 All-American Bowl. .1988 Peach Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree In health, physical education. & recreation from
Indiana in 1989
Coaching Experience
student assistant coach at Indiana (1988). .graduate
assistant coach at Indiana (1989).
graduate assistant coach at South
Carolina (1990). ..inside linebackers
at Army (1 991 ) . running backs at
Virginia Military (1992). ..running
backs at Rhode Island (1993.94)...
running backs at Army (1995),..
running backs at Virginia (1 996,00) ..
wide receivers at Virginia ( 1 997-99) . .
.
running backs at North Carolina
(2001 -06). ..running backs at
Clemson (2007)
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1988 Liberty Bowl. .1996 Carquest
Bowl. .1998 Peach Bowl. ,1999
MicronPC.com Bowl, . 2000 Oahu
Bowl. ..2001 Peach Bowl. .2004
Continental Tire Bowl...2007 Chick-
fil-A Bowl.
Personal Data
Born September 29. 1 966 in Lockhart.
SC. ..married to Joann...the couple
has one son (Andre II 12) and two
daughters (Alayna 9. Mikala 6).
i
• Defensive Line "
• 3rd Season at Clemson
• 7th Season Overall
• South Carolina '94
• Born December 21, 1971
Playing Experience
Lettered four times as a linebacker at South Carolina
(1991-94).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1995 Carquest Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in retail management from South Carolina
in 1994.
Coaching Experience
Head coach at Calhoun County High in Saint Matthews. SC
(1997-01), ..defensive backs at S.C. State (2002). ..outside
linebackers at Memphis (2003-05).,.
defensive line at Clemson (2006.07).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
2003 New Orleans Bowl. .2004 GMAC
Bowl. .2005 Motor City Bowl . .2006
Music City Bowl. . 2007 Chick-fil-A
Bowl.
Personal Data
Born December 21. 1971 in Or-
angeburg, SC. ..married to Kila . the
couple has two sons (Christopher 9,
Elijah 2).
• Outside Linebackers
• 10th Season at Clemson
• 30th Season Overall
• Clemson "79
• Born February 12, 1957
li
Playing Experience
A member of two Gator Bowl teams as a reserve offensive
lineman for Clemson In 1977 and 1978.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1977 Gator Bowl. ..1978 Gator Bowl
Education
B.A. degree in industnal education from Clemson in 1979.
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Livingston ( 1 979) . tight ends at
East Carolina (Spring 1980). ..offensive line at North Texas
(1980).. offensive line/special teams at Texas Tech (1981-
84). . assistant linebackers at Texas
Tech (1985). ..defensive coordinator/
inside linebackers at Louisiana-Lafayette
(1986-91). ..assistant head coach/de-
fensive coordinator/inside linebackers
at Louisiana-Lafayette (1992). ..offen-
sive line at Baylor (1993-95). ..running
game coordinator/offensive line at
Baylor (1996). offensive line at Tulane
(1 997, 98). ..offensive line at Clemson
(1999-03) defensive line at Clemson
(2004). outside linebackers at Clemson
(2005-07).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1994 Alamo Bowl 1998 Liberty
Bowl. .1999 Peach Bowl 2001 Gator
Bowl . 2001 Humanitarian Bowl 2002
Tangerine Bowl , 2004 Peach Bowl 2005
Champs Sports Bowl 2006 Music City
Bowl 2007 Chick-fil-A Bowl.
Personal Data
Born February 12, 1957 married 'o the
former Becky Home, ..the couple has two
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Clemson's Memorial Stadium has been held in
high esteem for many years. Whether it be players
from the 1940s and 1950s, opposing players from
the 1 970s and 1 980s, or even professional players
in the 1990s, the ambiance of this special setting is
what college football is all about.
The storied edifice added to its legend when
the first meeting of father and son head coaches
(Bowden Bowl I) took place before a sellout crowd of
more than 86,000 fans in 1999. Clemson has been
in the top 20 in the nation in attendance 27 straight
seasons. A crowd has exceeded 80,000 fans 52
times since the 1983 season. In 2007, Clemson
was #1 6 in the nation in average home attendance
with its 81,335 average, just under 100 percent of
Memorial Stadium's capacit>'.
The facility's mystique is derived from its
many traditions, which date to its opening in 1942,
the legendary games and players, and Clemson's
corresponding rate of success. Clemson has won
;40 games in 66 years there and has won over 71
int of the contests (240-94-7).
The stadium has definitely beei ; :^oo6 to the
Tigers, but it was constructed against the advice of at
least one Clemson coach. Just before Head Coach
Neely left for Rice after the 1939 he
gave Clemson a message.
"Don1 ever let them talk you into building a big
stadium," he said. "Put about 1 0,000 seats behind
the YMCA. That's all you'll ever need."
Instead of following Coach Neely's advice,
however, Clemson officials decided to build the new
stadium in a valley on the western part of campus.
The place would take some clearing, as there were
many trees, but luckily there were no hedges.
The crews went to work, clearing, cutting, pour-
ing, and forming. Finally on September 19, 1942,
Memorial Stadium opened with Clemson defeating
Presbyterian 32-13. Those 20,000 seats installed
for Opening Day would soon grow.
When the original part of the stadium was built
in the early 1 940s, much of the work was done by
scholarship athletes, including many football play-
ers. The first staking out of the stadium was done
by two members of the football team, A.N. Cameron
and Hugh Webb. Webb returned to Clemson years
later to be an architecture professor and Cameron
went on to become a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not proceed
without problems. One day during the clearing of
the land, a young player proudly announced that he
was not allergic to poison oak. He then proceeded
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
Top Death Valley Crowds
Rk Attendance Date Opponent Score
1. 86,092 10-23-99 Florida State 14-17
2. 85,872 11-19-94 South Carolina 7-33
3. 85,187 11-18-00 South Carolina 16-14
4. 85,036 11-3-01 Florida State 27-41
5. 84,869 10-20-01 North Carolina 3-38
6. 84,867 11-19-88 South Carolina 29-10
7. 84,576 9-17-88 Florida State 21-24
8. 84,423 11-21-98 South Carolina 28-19
9. 83,909 11-23-02 South Carolina 27-20
10. 83,823 11-17-90 South Carolina 24-15
11. 83,752 10-14-00 Maryland 35-14
12. 83,472 11-17-07 Boston College 17-20
13. 83,428 11-25-06 South Carolina 28-31
14. 83,356 10-15-88 Duke 49-17
15. 83,312 11-21-92 South Carolina 13-24
16. 83,194 9-28-91 Georgia Tech 9-7
17. 83,170 9-12-92 Florida State 20-24
18. 83,127 10-6-90 Georgia 34-3
19. 82,929 11-23-96 South Carolina 31-34
20. 82,630 10-21-06 Georgia Tech 31-7
21. 82,492 11-22-86 South Carolina 21-21
22. 82,422 11-10-07 Wake Forest 44-10
23. 82,372 11-20-04 South Carolina 29-7
24. 82,333 10-12-91 Virginia 21-21
25. 82,093 11-24-84 South Carolina 21-22
"Death Valley
"
to attack the poison oak with a swing blade, throw-
ing the plants to and fro. The next day, the boy was
swollen twice his size and was hospitalized.
There are many other stories about the sta-
dium, including one that Frank Howard put a chew
of tobacco in each corner as the concrete poured.
Howard said that the seeding of the grass
caused a few problems. "About 40 people and I laid
sod on the field," he said. "After three weeks on July
15, we had only gotten halfway through.
"I told them that it had taken us three weeks to
get that far, and I would give them three more week's
pay for however long it took, i also told them we
would have 50 gallons of ice cream when we got
through. After that, it took them three days to do the
rest of the field. Then we sat down in the middle of
the field and ate up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard said that on the day of the first game
in the stadium, '1he gates were hung at 1 :00 and we
played at 2:00." But that would be all of the construc-
tion for a while. Then in 1 958, 1 8,000 sideline seats
were added, and in 1 960, 5,658 west endzone seats
were added in response to increasing attendance.
With the large endzone ("Green Grass" section), this
expansion increased capacity to 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each side of
the stadium as crowds swelled - the first in 1 978 and
the second in 1983. It increased capacity to over
80,000, which makes it one of the nation's largest
on-campus stadiums.
In 2006, the WestZone was added, an area
that contains locker rooms and a luxury club level
that holds 1,000 seats.
The effect that spiraling inflation has had in this
century can be dramatically seen in the differences
in stadium construction. The original part of Memo-
rial Stadium was built at a cost of only $1 25,000, or
SB.25 per seat. The stadium's newest upper deck
was finished in 1983 at a cost of $13.5 million, or
$866 per seat.
Through the years. Memorial Stadium has
become known as "Death Valley." It was tagged by
the late Presbyterian Coach Lonnie McMillan. After
bringing his teams to Clemson for years and getting
whipped, he said the place was like "Death Valley."
A few years later, the name stuck.
In 1 974, the playing surface was named Frank
Howard Field for the legendary coach because of
his long service and dedication to the University.
Luckily, it wasn't built behind the Y.
Death Valley Quotes
"Runningdown the Hillis stilltalkedabouteverywhere
Igo. Players whoplayedagainstClemson when I was in
college remember us running down the Hilland thinking
we would gain some type of spirit. The adrenalin rush
was unbelieveable for a Clemson player and quite a
shock for the opponent. "
I
Former Clemson All-American Jerry Butler
"Icame here knowing it wouldbe loudandClemson
would hit hard, but the noise was the biggest factor. I
didn 't concentrate as well because of it
"
Herschel Walker afterClemson's 13-3 win in 1981,
his only regular-season loss
j
"The Rock has strange powers. When you rub it
andrun down the Hill, the adrenaline flows. It'sthemost
emotional experience I've ever had.
"
Six-time All-Pro and Tiger All-American Michael
Dean Perry
I
"When Clemsonplayers rub thatRockandrundown !




Brent Musburger, ABC Sports
7rememberbeingnervousbefore thegamebecause
there were 80,000 people dressed in orange. I even
threw up before the game. It's the only time I've ever
done that
"
Former Duke quarterback Dave Brown
"There is no place louder or more picturesque than
]
Death Valley There, where Clemson folks seemagic ina
hillanda rock, orange getsmore respect than anywhere
this side of Gainesville, Florida. "
j
Terence Moore, Atlanta Journal-Constitution
j
"Whenyouget to thebottom ofthe Hill, it's likeyou 're
\
in a hole and all around you are nothing but Clemson
j
fans. It's like the crowd is one big voice. You feel like .
little kings. " *
Former Clemson running back Rodney Blunt
"Death Valley really lives up to its image. I was
|
impressed with this stadium. When you put 80,000 i
people in there, it feels like they are on top of you. I'd
hate to be whoever comes here to play Clemson.
"
San Francisco quarterback Steve Young
"Florida was loud in the swamp. But the loudest,
\
not only the stadium, but the loudest place I have ever
'
been around in my life was definitely Death Valley. I
;
was yelling at the top of my lungs and I couldn 't even
j
hear what I was saying. That place was unreal in how
j




Florida State quarterback Chris Rix, 2001
"I'm very thankful that we're playing a day game '
at Clemson. The last time we were up there, it was
'
extremely loud. I'm sitting here yelling the calls to my
,
guard, but we couldn 't hear each otherand we couldn t
j
hear each other in the huddle. When you have fans '
that can get that loud and distract offenses like that,
i
that's as important as having an All-American on your
defense.
"
Florida State center David Castillo, 2005
\
I
"In the 2005 season, Clemson's Memorial Stadium,
commonly known as Death Valley ' reached an i
astounding 126 decibels when a packed crowd of
\
79, 135 fans observed Charles Bennett's sack of
quarterback Kyle Wright during the Tigers ' three-
]
overtime heartbreaker against the Miami Hurricanes.
This leveleasilysurpassed the ok/record of 121 decibels
,
setby Louisiana State fani in Tiger Stadium, whichtKMs
92.400." u
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
"The Most Exciting 25 Seconds in College Football"
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What has been described as, "the most excit-
ing 25 seconds in college football from a color and
pageantry standpoint," actually started out as a
matter-of-fact entrance, mainly because of neces-
sity.
The first 20,000 seats In Memorial Stadium
were built and ready for use before the 1 942 season,
less than a year after Pearl Harbor was bombed and
the United States was drawn into World War II.
The shortest entry
into the stadium was a
short walk down Wil-
liamson Road from Fike
Fieldhouse's dressing
rooms to a gate at the
top of the Hill, which is
located behind the east
endzone. There were
no dressing facilities
in the west endzone,
there was only a big
clock where the hands
turned and a score-
board that was oper-
ated by hand.
The team would
dress at Fike, walk
down Williamson
Road, come in the
gate underneath where
;he scoreboard now
stands, and jog down




no fanfare, no cannon shot fired,
no Tiger Paw flag, no Tiger Rag
played. ..just the team making its
entrance and lining up to do the
side-straddle hop.
That is pretty much the
way things went for the next 25
years.
Either in 1964 or 1965, S.C.
Jones, a member of the class of
1919, made a trip to California.
He stopped at a spot in Death
Valley, CA and picked up a white
flint rock. He presented it to Head
Coach Frank Howard as being
from Death Valley, California to
Death Valley, South Carolina.
The rock laid on the floor in
Howard's office in Fike Field-
house for years. One day, he
was cleaning up his office and
told Gene Willimon, who was executive secretary of
IPTAY, to 'lake this rock and throw it over the fence
or out in the ditch. ..do something with it, but get it
out of my office!"
Willimon did not think that was the way a rock
should be treated. After all, it had been brought
3,000 miles by a very sincere Clemson fan.
By the mid-1960s. Memorial Stadium was liv-
ing up to its moniker ("Death Valley") because of the
number of Tiger wins
that had been recorded
there. Actually, the





other Blue Hose coach-
es before him used to
open each season by
playing at Clemson.
Seldom scoring (24
shutouts in 39 games),
and with only three
victories and four ties
to show for it, his teams
were getting "killed" by
the Tigers regularly. In
1948, McMillan made
the comment to the
press that he was tak-
ing his team to play
Clemson in "Death Val-
ley."
An occasional reference to
Memorial Stadium by that name
could be heard for the next four
years, but when Howard started
calling it "Death Valley" in the
1950s, the name took off like
wildfire. Clemson celebrated its
66th year in the "Valley" in 2007.
But getting back to Howard's
Rock.
The Rock was mounted on a
pedestal at the top of the Hill on
the east side of the stadium. It
was unveiled September 24, 1 966
when Clemson played Virginia.
The Tigers were down 18 points with 17 minutes
left and came back to win 40-35 on a 65-yard pass
from Jimmy Addison to Jacky Jackson in the fourth
quarter. That was quite a debut for the Rock.
The team members started rubbing the Rock
prior to running down the Hill on September 23,
1967, a day when Clemson defeated Wake Forest
by a score of 23-6.
V j(^gan the tradition ofrun-
hill out ofconvenience after
*l/e street at Fil<e Fieldhouse.
FOOTBALL
"The Most Exciting 25 Seconds in College Footba
Prior to running down the Hill that day, How-
ard told his players. "If you're going to give me 110
percent, you can rub that Rock. If you're not, keep
your filthy hands off it."
Howard told of the incident the next day on
his Sunday television show, and the story became
legend.
When Hootie Ingram succeeded Howard as
head coach prior to the 1970 season, Ingram de-
cided that the team would make its final entrance
on the field out of the dressing room in the west
endzone. In all home games in 1970 and 1971 and
the first four games of 1972 when the Tigers did
not run down the Hill, their combined record was
6-9. The team decided it wanted to come down the
Hill once prior to the South Carolina game in 1972.
The result, in a cold, freezing rain, was a 7-6 victory
when Jimmy Williamson knocked down a two-point
conversion attempt, which preserved the win.
The Tigers have made the entrance for every
home game since 1942, except for the seasons




goes back into its
dressing room un-
der the west end-
zone stands for final
game instructions.
About 10 minutes




stands to the east
endzone, and dis-
embarks to the top





led by a giant Tiger Paw flag, the band forms two
lines for the team to run between and strikes up
"Tiger Rag". ..the frenzy starts in all sincerity and
usually lasts for three hours.
It is a tradition that has inspired Clemson play-
ers for many years.
2008 T(GER FOOTBALL
1 in 7 drivers is uninsured.
Are you covered if one hits you?
DONTHOPESO. KNOW SO.
Call us today for a fast, free Good Hands® Coverage Checkup.
Just because you follow the laws doesn't mean everyone does. We can
help you review your current policy limits and point out where you may
need more coverage. I can also help you find ways to save. In fact,























You're in good hands.
'Average savings based on information reported nationally by new Allstate auto customers for policies written in 2007. Actual savings
will vary. Source: Insurance Research Council Uninsured Motorist Study (1999-2004 data). Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Company:




Year Player Pos. AP UP! FC FW WC SN FN Other
1928 O K Pressley C Heisman" . NEA
1939 Banks McFadden B 1 3 1 1 Colliers'". NEA"
1940 Joe Blalock E 2 Hearst"'
1941 Joe Blalock E 2 1 1 Central Press'"
1945 Ralph Jenkins C 3 INS"
1948 Bobby Gage B INS"'
1950 Jackie Calvert S 2 NEA'"
1952 Tom Barton OL 2
1955 Joel Wells RB 3
1959 Lou Cordileone OL 1 1
1966 Wayne Mass OL 2 Dell Sports'"
1967 Harry Olszewski OG 2 1 1 1 1 2
1970 Dave Thompson OG 2 NEA'"
1974 Bennle Cunningham TE 1 1 1 1
1975 Bennie Cunningham TE 1 1 Time"
1977 Joe Bostic OG 3 1 3
1978 Joe Bostic OG 2 2 1
Jerry Butler WR 1 1 NEAO'
Steve Fuller OB 3
1979 Jim Stuckey DT 1 1 1 1
1980 Obed Ann PK NEAO'
1981 Jeff Davis LB 2 1 1 1 1 1
Terry Kinard FS 1 1 NEA"
Perry Tutlle WR 1 2
Jeff Bryant DT 2
Lee Nanney OT 2
1982 Terry Kinard FS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
William Perry MG 3
Johnny Rembert LB 3 3
1983 William Perry MG 1 1 1 1 2
James Robinson DT 2
James Farr OG 3
1984 William Perry MG 3 1 1 1
Dale Hatcher P 2
Donald Igwebuike PK 3
1985 Steve Reese OG 2
1986 Terrence Flagler RB 3 1 3
John Phillips OG 1 2 2
1987 Michael Dean Perry DT 2 1 2 2
John Phillips OG 2 3
David Treadwell PK 1 1 1 1 1 1
Donnell Woolford CB 3 1 2
1988 Donnell Woolford CB 1 1 1 1 1 2
1989 Stacy Long OT 3 1
Chris Gardocki PK 3
1990 Stacy Long OT 1 1 1 1 1 1
Chns Gardocki PK 2 2 3
Levon Kirkland LB 2 2 3
1991 Jeb Flesch OG 1 1 1 2 1
Levon Kirkland LB 2 1 1 1 2 SH'"
Rob Bodine MG 2 1 2 CP'"
Ed McDaniel LB 3 CP"
1992 Stacy Seegars OG 2 2 3
Nelson Welch PK 3
1993 Stacy Seegars OG 1 2 1 1 1 Cpi2i
1995 Brian Dawkins S 2 2
Anthony Simmons LB 3
1996 Anthony Simmons LB 3 1 2
1997 Anthony Simmons LB 1 1 1 2 Cp.2i
Jim Bundren OT 3 3 2
1998 Antwan Edwards CB 3 3 Football Digesf"
1999 Keith Adams LB 2 3 1 CBS Sportsline'^'
2000 Keith Adams LB 1 1 1 1 CNNSI'"
Kyle Young C 3 2
Robert Carswell FS 3 3
Rod Gardner WR Gannett'". CP'"
2001 Kyle Young C 3 3
2002 Brian Mance CB 4
2004 Leroy Hill LB 3 Rivals'"
Justin Miller KR 2 Rivals'". CNNSI'"
2005 Tye Hill CB 2 1 1 2 Rivals'". ESPN'"
2006 Gaines Adams DE 1 1 1 1 1 1 Rivals'", ESPN'"
Nathan Bennett OG 3
2007 Barry Richardson OT 2 1
Chris McDuffie OG 2
• - unanimous All-American
: WC - Walter Camp: SN Sporting News , FN - Football
News NEA - Newspaper Enterprise of America SH - Scripps-Howard; CP - Col-




1939 Banks McFadden B
1959 Lou Cordileone L
1974 Bennie Cunningham TE
1978 Jerry Butler WR
1979 Jim Stuckey DT
1981 Terry Kinard FS
1982 Terry Kinard FS
1987 David Treadwell PK
1990 Stacy Long OT
1991 Jeb Flesch OG
1993 Stacy Seegars OG
1997 Anthony Simmons LB
2000 Keith Adams LB
2006 Gaines Adams DE
Note: First-team selections only.
Multi-Year Ail-Americans
Player Pos. Years
Joe Blalock WR 1940,41
Bennie Cunninghanr TE 1974,75
Joe Bostic OG 1977.78
Terry Kinard FS 1981,82
William Perry MG 1982-84
John Phillips OG 1986,87
Donnell Woolford CB 1987,88
Stacy Long OT 1989,90
Chris Gardocki PK 1989,90
Levon Kirkland LB 1990,91
Stacy Seegars OG 1992,93
Anthony Simmons LB 1995-97
Keith Adams LB 1999,00
Kyle Young C 2000.01








100% ONOOS DEEF THICKOORGERS
Proud to support Clemson Tiger Football

























































































Just like players on a football team,
Farm Bureau Insurance agents
train hard and often. We know you
need an up-to-date and professionally
trained agent to help you with your
Auto, Home and Life insurance needs.
Our agents will help you make decisions
that best protect the quality of life
you work so hard to maintain.
Give one of our





Auto • Home • Life
1-800.799.7500 • scfbins.com
South Carolina Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company • Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Company
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company • Palmetto Casualty Insurance Company
CHICa*S EASTMAm









E. Smyth McKissick III
Easley. SC








Louis P. Batson, Jr. Greenville'
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr Charleston
W.G. DesChamps. Jr Bishopville
Lawrence M. Gressette. Jr. Columbia
Harold D. Kingsmore^_ Clemson
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood
Allen Wood Florence

















































ni Spencer Adams fnlfnl Dwayne Allen
S-Fr. iv^vHl TE-Fr.




















































Jacksonville State 14 at Georgia Tech 41
Charleston Southern 7 at Miami (FL) 52
N.C. State at South Carolina 34
Wake Forest 41 at Baylor 13
Saturday, August 30
Boston College 21 vs Kent State 0*^
Alabama 34 vs Clemson 10°
James Madison 7 at Duke 31
Delaware 7 at Maryland 14
McNeese State 27 at North Carolina 35
Southern California 52 at Virginia 7
Virginia Tech 22 vs. East Carolina 27*
Saturday, September 6
Georgia Tech 19 at Boston College 16
Furman 7 at Virginia Tech 24
The Citadel 17 at Clemson 45
Mississippi 28 at Wake Forest 30
Richmond at Virginia 16
Western Carolina at Florida State 69
William & Mary 24 at N.C. State 34
Northwestern 24 at Duke 20
Maryland 14 at Middle Tennessee 24
Miami (FL) 3 at Florida 26
Thursday, September 11
North Carolina at Rutgers ^^"lAS
Saturday, September 13
N.C. State at Clemson «a,comi2:oo
Navy at Duke espnui2:00
California at Maryland espni2:00
Georgia Tech at Virginia Tech *'"^3:30
Chattanooga at Florida State "PNU3.45




Boston College at Wake Forest TBA
Clemson at Virginia TBA
Duke at Virginia Tech TBA
Florida State at Maryland TBA
N.C. State at North Carolina TBA
Saturday, November 29
Maryland at Boston College TBA
South Carolina at Clemson TBA
North Carolina at Duke TBA
Flonda at Florida State TBA
Georgia Tech at Georgia TBA
Miami (FL) at N.C. State TBA
Virginia at Virginia Tech TBA
Vanderbill at Wake Forest TBA
Saturday, December 6
ACC Championship Game' 1 00
• - Charlotte. NC; " - Cleveland, OH: " At-
lanta, GA: ' - Jacksonville. FL: ' - Tampa. FL
Note: All times are PM and Eastern.
Saturday, September 20
Central Florida at Boston College TBA
S C. State at Clemson TBA
Wake Forest at Florida State TBA
Mississippi State at Georgia Tech TBA
Eastern Michigan at Maryland TBA
Virginia Tech at North Carolina TBA
East Carolina at N.C. State TBA
Miami (FL) at Texas A&M 7:00
Saturday, September 27
Rhode Island at Boston College TBA
Maryland at Clemson TBA
Virginia at Duke TBA
Colorado vs. Florida State^ TBA
North Carolina at Miami (FL) TBA
South Florida at N.C. State TBA
Virginia Tech at Nebraska TBA
Navy at Wake Forest TBA
Saturday, October 4
Boston College at N.C. State TBA
Duke at Georgia Tech TBA
Florida State at Miami (FL) TBA
Maryland at Virginia TBA
Connecticut at North Carolina TBA
Western Kentucky at Virginia Tech TBA
Thursday, October 9
Clemson at Wake Forest ^^'"''7:45
Saturday, October 11
Gardner-Webb at Georgia Tech TBA
Central Florida at Miami (FL) TBA
tMotre Dame at North Carolina TBA
East Carolina at Virginia TBA
Thursday, October 16
Florida State at N.C. State
"PN7 45
Saturday, October 18
Virginia Tech at Boston College TBA
Georgia Tech at Clemson TBA
Miami (FL) at Duke TBA
Wake Forest at Maryland TBA
North Carolina at Virginia TBA
Saturday, October 25
Boston College at North Carolina .. TBA
Duke at Vanderbilt TBA
Virginia Tech at Florida State TBA
Virginia at Georgia Tech TBA
N.C. State at Maryland TBA
Wake Forest at Miami (FL) TBA
Saturday, November 1
Clemson at Boston College TBA
Duke at Wake Forest TBA
Florida State at Georgia Tech TBA
Miami (FL) at Virginia TBA
Thursday, November 6
Maryland at Virginia Tech " ' "7:45
Saturday, November 8
Notre Dame at Boston College TBA
Clemson at Florida State TBA
N.C. State at Duke TBA
Georgia Tech at North Carolina TBA
Virginia at Wake Forest TBA
Thursday, November 13
Virginia Tech at Miami (FL) "''''7:45
Saturday, November 15
Boston College at Florida State TBA
Duke at Clemson TBA
North Carolina at Maryland TBA
N.C. State at Wake Forest TBA
Thursday, November 20





Tailgating is a Clemson tradition. And so is Fatz Cafe.
That's because we've supplied gatherings of Tiger fans
with great food for 20 years. From ribs and wings to our
World Famous Galajbash Chicken,® Fatz has everything
yoii need to host the best tailgate on campus.
Call ahead to place (jour tailgating orders and ask about special
pick-up times. Don't miss our World Famous Calabash Chicken®
and Cheese Fnfies, now available at select concession stands.
Alphabetical Roster
ME
Adams, Spencer S 6-1 180 Fr.
Charlotte, NC (David W. Butler HS) • Arts, Architecture, & Humanities
Alexander, Kevin DE 6-3 255
.
Raiford, FL (Union County HS) • Sociology
Fayetteville, NC (Terry Sanford HS) • Biological Sciences
Andrews, Daniel LB 5-11 190 Fr.
Jacksonville, FL (Trinity Christian Academy) • Pre-Buslness
Ashe, Terrance WR 6-2
.
Cheraw, SC (Cheraw HS) * History
Austin, Thomas C 6-3




North Charleston, SC (Fort Dorchester HS) • Sociology
Benton, Spencer PK 6-1 190 Fr.
Myrtle Beach, SC (Myrtle Beach HS) • General Engineering
Bowers, Da'Quan DE 6-4 275 Fr.




















Branch, Andre DE 6-5.
Richmond, VA (Varina HS) • Sociology
.250. »Fr.
Brewer, Xavier CB 5-11 170 Fr.
Jacksonville, FL (Bartram Trail HS) • Prerehabilltatlon Sciences
.190. .Fr.Brown, Jaron WR 6-2.
Cheraw, SC (Cheraw/ HS) • Pre-Buslness
Brown, Kantrell S 6-0 185 ....*Fr.
Saint Matthews, SC (Calhoun County HS) • Travel & Tourism
Oiariotte, NC (Victory [Jinstan (inter Sdiool) • (jjmmunity Reaeation, Sport, & (imp Management
Buchholz, Mark PK 6-0 215 ... *Gr.
Alpharetta, GA (Chattahoochee HS) • Sociology
Butler, Crezdon CB 6-0 185
Asheville, NC (Ashevllle HS) • Sociology
Campbell, Jeremy LB 6-1 220
Port Orange, FL (Spruce Creek HS) • Management
.Jr.
.Jr.
Chambers, Sadat S 5-11.
Pageland, SC (Central HS) • Sociology
.190.... *Jr.
Chancellor, Chris CB 5-10 165 .... *Jr.
MIramar, FL (Miami Edison Senior HS) • Sport Management
I Chavis, Miguel DT 6-5 280.








Clear, Brandon WR 6-5 205
Hoover, AL (Hoover HS) • Pre-Business
Clear, Byron DE 6-5 225
Hoover, AL (Hoover HS) • Communication Studies
*Fr.
'Fr.
.6-1. .210... *Gr.demons, Chris S.,
Arcadia, FL (DeSoto HS) • Sociology
Cloy, Mason OL 6-3 310 ....*Fr.
Columbia, SC (Spring Valley HS) • Park & Protected Area Management
Conner, Kavell LB 6-1 225.... *Jr.
Richmond, VA (Manchester HS) • Sociology
Cooper, Scotty LB 6-1 215 So.
Lake City, SC (Lake City HS) • Arts, Architecture, & Humanities
BCumbie, Jamie DT 6-7









Davis, James RB 5-11
Atlanta, GA (Douglass HS) • Sociology
Davisson, Kyle WR 6-1 205...,
Alpharetta, GA (Milton HS) • Management
.Sr.
Sr.
Diehl, Chad FB 6-2 250 ....*Fr.
Lyman, SC (James R Byrnes HS) • Pre-Business
Dye, Xavier WR 6-5 210
Greenwood, SC (James F Byrnes HS) • Sociology
Early, John PK 5-9 175.
Darlington, SC (Darlington HS) • Biological Sciences
.So.
.Sr.
.Fr.Ellington, Andre RB 5-10 180
Moncks Corner, SC (Berkeley HS) • Sociology
Faerber, Nelson WR....5-11 185 ....*Sr.
Duluth, GA (Chattahoochee HS) • Construction Science 8. Management
84
Ford, Brandon WR 6-4 210.
Wando, SC (Hanahan HS) • Sociology
.Fr.
I Ford, Jacoby WR....5-10 185 Jr.




.Fr.Freeman, Dalton OG 6-4 270.
Gaston, SC (Pelion HS) • Communication Studies
Gilchrist, Marcus CB 5-11 185 So.
High Point, NC (T. Wingate Andrews HS) • Pre-Business
Grant, Jamarcus OG 6-4 315 .... *Jr.
Mullins, SC (Mullins HS) • Sociology
»n Grisham, Tyler WR....5-11 180.
















Hairston, Chris OT 6-6 320.
Winston-Salem, NC (Carver HS) • Management
'So.
Hall, Rashard S 6-1 190 Fr.
Saint Augustine, FL (Saint Augustine HS) • Pre-Bustness
Hamlin, Michael S 6-3 205... 'Gr.
Timmonsville, SC (Lamar HS) • Sociology
Harper, Cullen QB 6-4 225... 'Gr.
Alpharetta, GA (Sequoyah HS) • Sociology
I Harper, Jamie RB 5-11 235 Fr.
I Jacksonville, FL (Trinity Christian Academy) • Communication Studies
.Sr.Hill, Brian WR 6-2 175.
Clemson, SC (D.W. Daniel HS) • Mechanical Engineering
Humphries, Barry OL 6-2 300 .... *Jr.
Anderson, SC (Belton-Honea Path HS) • Sociology
Hunter, Stanley LB 5-11 225 Fr.
Spartanburg, SC (James f, Bynies HS) • Communjy Reoeabon, Sport, & Camp Management
Hutchinson, Bobby.... OL 6-3 320 .... *Sr.
Greenville, FL (Madison County HS) • Sport Management
Jackson, Rashaad DT 6-2 290 ....*Sr.
Union, SC (Union HS) • Community Recreation Management
Jackson, Richard P/PK..5-11 190... *So.
Greer, SC (Riverside HS) • Financial Management
Jenkins, Jarvis DT 6-4 30S So.





Johnson, Kyle WR 6-1 205..*^Gr.
Charlotte, NC (Hopewell HS) • Youth Development Leadership
Jones, Marquan WR....5-11 185 Fr.
Columbia, SC (Blyt^ewoo<i HS) • Community Reaeation, Sport, & Camp Management
I
Kelly, Aaron WR 6-5 190 .... *Sr.
I Marietta, GA (Walton HS) • Management
Knowles, Matthew.... DL 6-5 235 ....*Sr.
Greenville, SC (J.L. Mann HS) • Civil Engineering
I
Korn, Willy QB 6-2 220 ....*Fr.
I Lyman, SC (James F. Byrnes HS) • Communication Studies
Lambert, Cory OT 6-6 310 .... *Jr.
Greenville, SC (Greenville HS) • Sociology
Lewis, Carlton LB 6-2 200...
Saint Augustine, FL (Saint Augustine HS) • Pre-Business
.Fr.
Lewis, Haydrian S 6-0 190
.
Charleston, SC (Stratford HS) • Management
.Sr.
I
Linthicum, Brian TE 6-4 240 So.






.200... *Gr.Macko, Paul RB 5-10.
Wadsworth, OH (Wadsworth HS) • Sociology
Maners, Jimmy P 6-0 190... *Gr.
Rock Hill, SC (Northwestern HS) • Philosophy
Maxwell, Byron CB 6-1 200 ... *So.
North Charleston, SC (Fort Dorchester HS) • Sociology
Maye, Brandon LB 6-2 225 ....*Fr.
Mobile, AL (Davidson HS) • Sociology
McClain, Antoine OT 6-5 325 Fr.
Anniston, AL (Anniston HS) • Park & Protected Area Management
I
McDaniel, DeAndre.... LB 6-1 200.
I




MMedlin, Jamal OL 6-5 295 ... »So.
(I Orangeburg, SC (Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS) • Sociology
Miller, Josh LB 6-1 230 Sr.
Manning, SC (Manning HS) • Sport Management
Moore, Rennie DL 6-4 265 So.
Saint Marys, GA (Camden County HS) • Sociology
Murchison, Antwon... DT 6-5 290.... *Jr.
Aberdeen, NC (Pinecrest HS) • Sociology
Nobles, Kasey TE 6-1 240... *So.
Lake Butler, FL (Union County HS) • Management
Norris, Wilson OG 6-4 310 .... *Fr.
Pickens, SC (Pickens HS) • Park & Protected Area Management
Oliver, Brandon LB 6-0 225 ....*Sr.
Summerton, SC (Scott's Branch HS) • Management
aO'Sullivan, Cameron.. LB 5-11 225 ....*Sr.
Spartanburg, SC (Dorman HS) • Education
Page, Kenneth OG 6-4 300 Fr.








I Palmer, Michael TE 6-5 250.








Parker, Kyle QB 6-0 200 Fr.
Jacksonville, FL (Bartram Trail HS) • Communicabon Studies
Ramsey, Ben OL 6-4 290... *So.
Greensboro, NC (Gnmsley HS) • Construction Science & Management
' Richt, Jon QB 6-0 200 Fr.
I Watkinsville, GA (Prince Avenue Christian School) • Graphic Communications
Robinson, Akeem TE 6-4 255 ... *Gr.
Miami, FL (Miami Carol City Senior HS) • Community Recreation Management
Roediger, Charles LS 6-0 200 ....*Sr.
Advance, NC (Forsyth Country Day School) • Sport Management
Rollins, Tarik LB 6-2 210 Fr.
HollyMXKl, Fl (OiarraaWlaftm College PrepataHxy) • Caimunity Reoeatm, Sport, i Camp MaiHgerw
Sanders, Matt OL 6-4 300 Fr.
Crestview, FL (Crestview Senior HS) • History
7Sapp, Ricky DE 6-4 240 Jr.
Bamberg, SC (Bamberg-Ehrhardt HS) • Sociology
97
Scott, Dorell DT 6-3 310.... *Sr.
Columbia, SC (Ridge View HS) • Sociology
4C Sensabaugh, Coty CB 6-0 180 .... * Fr.





Skinner, Matt LS 6-7 235 Fr.
Jacksonville, FL (Bolles School) • Pre-Business
Smith, David OG 6-5 290 ....*Fr.
Greenville, SC (Greenville HS) • Sociology
Spiller, C.J RB 5-11 195 Jr.
Lake Butler, FL (Union County HS) • Sociology
Stone, Preston OL 6-3 250 Sr.
Arlington, TX (Arlington Lamar HS) • Animal & Veterinary Sciences
5 Taylor, Rendrick RB 6-2 255 Sr.
Clio, SC (Marlboro County HS) • Special Education
(Thompson, Brandon.. DT 6-2 315 Fr.
Thomasville, GA (Thomasville HS) • Pre-Business
Traylor, Drew DE 6-5 240.... *Fr.
Birmingham, AL (Mountain Brook HS) • Management
Wade, Michael QB 6-1 205... 'So.
Greer, SC (Riverside HS) • Financial Management
Walker, Landon OT 6-5 300 ....*Fr.





Whetsell, Britton LB 6-1 210 ....*Sr.
Bowman, SC (Orangeburg Prep School) • Construction Saence & Management
Willard, Jonathan LB 6-1 215 Fr.
Loris, SC (Loris HS) • Arts, Architecture, & Humanities
.Fr.« Zimmerman, Dawson.. P 6-1 200.
Lawrenceville, GA (Brookwood HS) • English
* - spent one season as a red-shirt player; ^ - first-year trans-
fer from East Carolina who is eligible for 2008 and 2009
Opelika, AL (Opelika HS) • Sociology
2008 T(GER FOOTBALL
Coca-Cola^". A proud partner ofCLEMSjfeN
When Clemson Has the Ball
Clemsoii Offensa
Pos. « Player Hgt Wgt CI.
LT 61 Chris Hairston 6-6 320 *So.
LG 73 David Smith 6-5 290 •Fr.
C 65 Thomas Austin 6-3 3i5 •Jr.
RG 62 Mason Cloy 6-3 310 •Fr.
RT 76 Cory Lambert 6-6 310 •Jr.
TE 86 Michael Palmer 6-5 250 Jr.
WR 80 Aaron Kelly 6-5 190 •Sr.
QB 10 Cullen Harper 6-4 225 •Gr.
RB 1 James Davis 5-11 215 Sr.
RB 28 C.J. Spiller 5-11 195 Jr.
WR 13 Tyler Grisham 5-11 180 Sr.






DE 98 Shea McKeen 6-5 250 Jr.
LDT 96 Antoine Holmes 6-2 281 Sr.
RDT 49 Alan-Michael Cash 6-1 286 •Jr.
DE 97 Willie Young 6-4 243 •Jr.
SLB 34 Robbie Leonard 6-0 210 •Sr.
MLB 44 Ray Michel 6-0 224 •Jr.
WLB 56 Nate Irving 6-1 225 •So.
CB 21 DeAndre Morgan 5-10 170 •So.
S 14 J.C. Neal 6-11 195 Sr.
S 28 Justin Byers 6-0 185 •Fr.
CB 30 Jeremy Gray 6-2 188 •Gr.




32 Jimmaul Simmons s •Fr.
33 Koyal George _ DB •3r.
34 Robbie Leonard LB •Sr.
36 Josh aajl<owski PK •So.
38 Jeff Ruiz P •Jr.
38 Ulysses Tuft, Jr _ DB So.
41 Dwayne Maddox LB Fr.
42 Audie Cole LB •Fr.
44 Ray Michel LB •Jr.
47 Taylor Gentry FB Fr.
48 Wesley Quinn LB/LS So.
49 Alan-Michael Cash DT •Jr.
50 Jeraill McCuller or •Jr.
52 J.R. Sweezy DE •Fr.
54 Henry Lawson C •Fr.
56 Nate Irving LB •So.
57 Michael Maurer LS Jr.
58 Ted Larsen OL •Jr.
59 Corey Tedder LS Jr.
60 Meares Green OL •Sr.
61 Matthew White _ or Sr.
67 Wayne Crawford DT •Ft.
70 Jake Vermiglio OG So.
71 Gary Gregory OL •So.
73 Julian Williams or •Jr.
74 Andy Barbee c •Jr.
75 John Bedics OG •Sr.
76 Curtis Crouch OG Sr.
82 Andrew Evans WR •Gr.
83 Anthony Hill TE •Sr.
84 George Bryan Tl •Fr.
85 Steven Howard , WR •Fr.
86 Jay Smith WR •Fr
88 Geron James WR •Jr
89 Matt Kushner TE •Jr.
90 Jamaine Clemmons DE . Sr.
90 Eric Weaver TE So.
91 Markus Kuhn OE So.
94 Loid Atkinson IV TE So.
94 Keith Willis, Jr. DT •Sr.
95 Leroy Burge^ DL Jr.
96 Antoine Holmes DL Sr.
97 Willie Young DE •Jr.
98 Shea McKeen OL Jr.
99 Jeff RIeskamp DL •Fr.
Clemson
1 James Davis RB Sr.
2 DeAndre McDaniel LB So.
3 Willy Kom QB •Fr.
5 Rendrick Taylor RB Sr.
5 Jon Richt QB Fr
6 Jacoby Ford WR Jn
7 Ricky Sapp DE Jr
8 Jamie Cumbie of"" Jr.
8 Jamie Harper RB Fr.
9 Spencer Adams S Fr.
10 Cullen Harper QB •Gr.
11 Kyle Parker QB„ Fr.
12 Marcus Gilchrist CB So.
13 Tyler Gnsham WR Sr.
14 Mark Buchholz PK •Gr!
15 Coty Sensabaugh CB •Fr
16 Michael Wade -QlL. •So.
16 Kyle Davisson _WR _ •Sr
17 Stanley Hunter LB
'
Fr
18 Crezdon Butler CB Jr.
19 Richard Jackson P/PK •So^
20 Brandon Maye LB •Fr,
21 Xavier Dye WR ' So.
22 Chris Oemons S •Gr.
23 Andre Ellington RB Fr
24 Kevin Alexander DE Jr.
25 Michael Hamlin S •Gr.
26 Marquan Jones WR Fr.
27 Sadat Chambers S •Jr.
28 C.J. Spilier RB Jr.
29 Haydrian Lewis S Sr.
30 Chad Diehl FB
31 Rashard Hall S Fr.
32 Carlton Lewis LB Fr.
33 Kavell Conner LB_ •Jr.
34 Tarik Rollins LB Fr
35 Paul Macko RB •Gr
36 Byron Maxwell CB •So.
37 Xavier Brewer CB Fn
38 Qins Chancellor cb' *Jr
39 Spencer Benton PlT"
'
Fr.
40 Andre Branch DE •Fr
41 Daniel Andrews LB Fr
42 Byron Clear DE •Fr
43 Kantrell Brown S •Fr
44 Scotty Cooper LB So.
45 Kyle Johnson WR *'^Gr.
46 Jonathan Willard LB Fr
46 Brandon Oliver LB •Sr
46 Bntton Whetsell Lfi *Sr
47 Josh Miller LB Sr
48 Jeremy Campbell LB Jr.
49 Jimmy Maners P •Gr
50 Jock McKissic DT Sr
52 Charles Roediger LS •Sr
53 Preston Stone QL Sr.
54 Matt Sanders OL Fr.
55 Bobby Hutchinson OL
'
'Sr
55 Dalton Freeman OG Fr.
57 Antwon Murchison DT •Jr
59 Matthew Knowles DL _^r
59 Cameron O'Sullivan LB •Sr
60 Jamal Medlin OL •Sa
61 Chris Hairston or •So.
62 Mason Cloy OL •Fr
64 Wilson Norris OG •Fr
65 Thomas Austin ""•'ir
68 Kenneth Page OG Fr
70 Jamarcus Grant OG •Jr
71 Barry Humphries OL •Jr
72 Landon Walker of Fr
73 David Smith OG •Fr
74 Antoine McClain or Fr
75 Matt Skinner is' Fr
76 Cory Lambert or •Jr
78 Ben Ramsey OL •So.
80 Aaron Kelly WR •Sr
81 Jaron Brown Vi/R Fr
82 Dorrell Barry TE •Jr
83 Nelson Faerber WR •Sr
84 Akeem Robinson TE •Gr
84 Brandon Ford WR Fr
85 Brandon Clear WR •Fr
86 Michael Palmer TE Jr
87 Terrance Ashe WR •So.
88 Brian Linthicum TE So.
89 Miguel Chavis dt" So.
89 Dwayne Allen TE Fr
89 Brian Hill WR Sr
90 Kourtnei Brown D£ So.
91 Rashaad Jackson DT •Sr
92 Kascy Nobles te" •So.
92 John Early PK Sr
93 Da'Quan Bowers DE Fr
94 Rennie Moore DL So.
95 Drew Traylor DE •Fr
96 Dawson Zimmerman P Fr
97 Dorell Scott DT •Sr.
98 Brandon Thompson DT Fr.
99 Jarvis Jenkins or So.
When N.C. State Has the Ball
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 73 Julian Williams 6-5 305 *Jr
LG 75 John Bedics 6-4 295 *Sr
C 58 Ted Larsen 6-2 295 *Jr
RG 60 Meares Green 6-4 306 *Sr
RT 50 Jeraill McCuller 6-7 330 •Jr.
TE 89 Matt Kushner 6-4 265 •Jr.
WR 5 Jarvis Williams 6-4 205 •So.
QB 16 Russell Wilson 5-11 191 •Fr
HB 24 Andre Brown 6-0 228 Sr.
FB 27 Harrison Ritcher 5-11 215 •So.
WR 13 Owen Spencer 6-3 180 So.
PK 36 Josh Czajkowski 5-9 184 •So.
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
DE 24 Kevin Alexander 6-3 255 Jr.
NG 97 Dorell Scott 6-3 310 •Sr
DT 99 Jarvis Jenkins 6-4 305 So.
BE 7 Ricky Sapp 6-4 240 Jr.
SLB 44 Scotty Cooper 6 1 215 So.
MLB 20 Brandon Maye 6-2 225 *Fr
WLB 33 Kavell Conner 6-1 225 •Jr.
CB 38 Chris Chancellor 5-10 165 •Jr
CAT 25 Michael Hamlin 6-3 205 •Gr.
FS 22 Chris demons 6-1 210 •Gr.
CB 18 Crezdon Butler 6-0 185 Jr
P 49 Jimmy Maners 6-0 190 •Gr
N.C. state !
With 31,000 students and nearly
8,000 faculty and staff, Northi Carolina
State University is a comprefiensive
institution known for its leadershiip in
education and research), and globally
recognized for its science, tecfinology,
engineering, and mathematics leader-
ship.
N.C. State students, faculty, and
staff are focused. As one of the lead-
ing land-grant institutions in the nation,
N.C. State is committed to playing an
active and vital role in improving the
quality of life for the citizens of North
Carolina, the nation, and the world.
How? Researchers across the University and Centennial Campus are deeply engaged in making new,
application-driven discoveries. As a major research university, N.C. State has the people, from undergraduate
and graduate students to faculty, and the responsibility to advance knowledge, transfer technology, and discover
and develop innovations that solve some of the world's most pressing problems.
And we are. N.C. State's research expenditures are approaching more than $325 million annually, with al-
most 70 percent of faculty engaged in sponsored research and 2,500 graduate students supported by research
grants. N.C. State is ranked #3 among all public universities (without medi-
cal schools) in industry-sponsored research expenditures.





Colors: Red & White
Conference: Atlantic Coast
Home Field: Carter-Finley Stadium (57,583)
President: Dr. James L. Oblinger
Athletic Director: Lee Fowler
First Year of Football: 1891
Series Record: Clemson leads 48-27-1




Head Coach (Alma Mater):. ..Tom O'Brien (Navy 71)
Record at School Entering 2008 (Seasons): .... 5-7(1)
Career Record Entering 2008 (Seasons): 80-52 (10)
Assistant Coaches
Coach Position(s) Alma Mater
Mike Archer DC Miami (FL) 76
Dana Bible OC, QB, WR Cincinnati 76
Jim Bridge TE Wittenberg '92
Don Horton OL Wittenberg '82
Andy McColium LB Austin Peay '81
Jerry Petercuskie RC, ST Boston College '75
Mike Reed DB Boston College '94
Jason Swepson RB Boston College '92




#24 Andre Brown, HB
#29 Jamelle Eugene, HB
2008 TIGER FOOTBALL
Looking for










Now accepting new patients.
Family care you
can believe in is
in the bag.
N.C. State
Atkinson IV, Loid TE 6-5 230 So.
. . ilmington, NC (Eugene Ashley HS)
Augustin, Audi DE 6-2 253... *So.
, Oakland Park, FL (Northeast HS)
Baker, Toney HB 5-10 225 .... *Jr.
KK Jamestown, NC (Luc7 C, Ragsdale HS)
'jja Barbee, Andy C 6-3 310 .... *Jr.
UHI Shelby, NC (Crest HS)
(jlffl Becl<, Harrison QB 6-2 220.... *3r.
US Clearwater, FL (Counttvside HS)
SIR Bedics, John OG 6-4 295 ....*Sr.
ilSJ Bethlehem, PA (Bethlehem Catholic HS)
fiUl Bell, Robert DB 5-9 180
.
Qt) Charlotte, NC (Hopewell HS)
Brown, Andre HB 6-0 228
i) Greenville, NC (Junius H. Rose HS)
Qffi Bryan, George TE 6-5 265 .
(2K) Castle Hayne, NC (New Hanover HS)
(ojR Burgess, Leroy DL 6-1 300
.
eJSJ Columbia, SC (Georgia Military College)
Eugene, Jamelle HB 5-10 195.
- Naples, FL (Naples HS)
Evans, Andrew WR
.




KVo] Byers, Justin S....
(s(H) Charlotte, NC (Vance HS)
A|(o] Cash, Alan-Michael.... DT .
SeJ Richmond, VA (Varina HS)
(oVni Clemmons, Jamaine.. DE 5-11 255
eiyi Williamston, NC (Williamston HS)
AlfflCole, Audie LB 6-5.
Sis Monroe, MI (Monroe HS)
.229
Rf^l Crawford, Wayne DT 6-3 290.
Philadephia, PA (Chestnut Hill Academy School)
S]fS Crouch, Curtis OG 6-5 320
.
U® Fayetteville, NC (E.E. Smith HS)
GY3 Czajkowski, Josh PK 5-9 184
&& Springfield, VA (West Springfield HS)
Davis, Darrell WR 6-4 212
He) Dade City, FL (Pasco HS)
C^^ Ellis, Dominique DB 5-11 190














I Evans, Daniel QB 6-2 200
Raleigh, NC (Broughton HS)
...5-9. .211ia«.] Floyd, Bobby S..
& W Largo, FL (Countrvside HS)
ffR Gentry, Taylor FB 6-2 215
Sitf Raleigh, NC (Lecsville Road HS)
Oa George, Koyal DB 5-11 175
&a Havelock, NC (Havelock HS)
P Glennon, Mike QB 6-6 195
1 -
I Centreville, VA (Westfield HS)
:^ 9 Goodman, Ryan LB 6-2 205
m> Cape May, NJ (Absegami HS)
.180©Graham, T.J WR 6-0.
15) Raleigh, NC (Wakefield HS)
@Gray, Jeremy CB 6-2 188 .
Opelika, AL (Opelika HS)
Vn| Green, Meares OL 6-4 306,
M Wilmington, NC (Eugene Ashley HS)
]Q Gregory, Gary OL 6-4 305
,
y Apopka, FL (Apopka HS)
B Hill, Anthony TE 6-6 265,
Houston, TX (Gear Brook HS)
VS Holmes, Antoine DL 6-2 281
fSj Williamsburg, VA (Lackawanna (PA) College)
¥5 Howard, Steven WR 6-2 190
JS) Charlotte, NC (Olympic HS)
.225R© Irving, Nate LB 6-1.
kIs) Wallace, NC (Wallace-Rose Hill HS)
lofpi James, Geron WR 6-3 220
(MJ Wilmington, NC (Eugene Ashley HS)
(oVjl Kuhn, Markus DE 6-4 280
'5'
il Weinheim, Germany (Weinheim HS)
fcYoi Kushner, Matt TE 6-4 265
@e ' Bethlehem, PA (Bethlehem Catholic HS)
fijo] Larsen, Ted OL 6-2 295
51?' Palm Harbor, FL (Palm Hartjor University HS)
.289Lawson, Henry C 6-3.
r.!K' Charlotte, NC (Charlotte Catholic HS)
.6-0. .210
(7,}f^^ Leonard, Robbie LB
K/ Moon Township, PA (Moon Area HS)
Lucas, Sterling LB 6-2 220,
u Orangeburg, SC (Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS)
,
Cl Maddox, Dwayne LB 6-2 225,
-li l! Shelby, NC (Crest HS)
1^1 Maurer, Michael LS 5-11 225,
Virginia Beach, VA (Frank Cox HS)
McCuller, Jeraill OT 6-7 330
Jamesville, NC (Atlantic Shores Christian HS)
McKeen, Shea DL 6-5 250
.IB Pnnceton, NJ (Nassau (NY) CC)
41,^ Michel, Ray LB 6-0 224
'\hl Fort Myers, FL (Fort Myers HS)
jK^l
Morgan, DeAndre CB 5-10 170
It |j Riviera Beach, FL (Suncoast HS)
#30 Jeremy Gray, CB
Neal, J.C S 5-11 195
;i'-i,' Sumter, SC (Lakewood HS)
; Pierson, Bradley P/PK ...5-9 163
ibi' Chinquapin, NC (East Duplin HS)
fflQ Powell, Zach DB 5-11 188
(SE) Fuquay-Vanna, NC (Fuquay-Varina HS)
/Tfl Quinn, Wesley LB/LS..5-11 210
'~J& Zebulon, NC (SmithfieW-Sdma HS)
Rieskamp, Jeff DL 6-3 235


























#83 Anthony Hill, TE
Ritcher, Harrison FB 5-11 215.
iSU Raleigh, NC (Ravenscroft School)
f lo) Ruiz, Jeff P 6-2 185 ..
J Chula Vista, CA (Southwestern College)
(^)fiT) Simmons, Jimmaul.... S 6-2 200 ..
['i! J Wilmington, NC (New Hanover HS)
[1 3 Smith, Jay WR 6-2 197 ..
iy
:) Norfolk, VA (Lake Taylor HS)
aCf] Spencer, Owen WR 6-3 180 ..
U(2) Leiand, NC (North Brunswick HS)
M Sweezy, J.R DE 6-5 255
.
JS Mooresville, NC (Mooriesville Senior HS)
M Tedder, Corey LS 6-1 212.
fej Rockingham, NC (Richmond Senior HS)
Tuft, Jr., Ulysses DB 5-11. .190.
&i3 Lamndale, NC (Burns HS)
Underwood, Jr., Curtis.. RB 5-11 210.
"3 Lackawanna, NY (Lackawanna HS)
^ini Vermiglio, Jake OG 6-5 315
.
, Rochester, MI (Stoney Creek HS)
, Weaver, Eric TE 6-7 235.
&d Durham, NC (Charles E. Jordan HS)
&a White, Matthew OT 6-6 325
Camden, NC (Camden County HS)
R Williams, Jarvis WR 6-4 205
9J Orlando, FL (Jones HS)
S](g Williams, Julian OT 6-5 305 .
U& New Bern, NC (New Bern HS)
.284.Willis, Jr., Keith DT 6-1
.
fih) Stoughton, MA (Xavenan Brothers HS)
(jl© Wilson, Russell QB 5-11 191.
ll® Richmond, VA (Collegiate School)
Young,Willie DE 6-4 243.
Riviera Beach, FL (Palm Beach Gardens HS)




















technology used worldwide to help
keep wind turbines safe, running
and producing energy that is
cleaner, cheaper and has the potential to
break our dependence on foreign oil.




Date Day Time Bowl Location Stadium Network Participants
Dec. 20 Sat. TBA Congressional Bowl Washington, D.C. Nationals Park TBA ACC vs. Navy
2 30 PM New Mexico Bowl Albuquerque, NM University Stadium ESPN Mountain West vs WAC
4:30 PM St Petersburg Bowl Saint Petersburg. FL Tropicana Field ESPN2 Big East vs C-USA
8:00 PM Pioneer Las Vegas Bowl Las Vegas, NV Sam Boyd Stadium ESPN Mountain West vs Pac 10
Dec. 21 Sun. 8:00 PM R+L Carriers New Orleans Bowl New Orleans, LA Superdome ESPN C-USA vs. Sun Belt
Dec 23 Tue. 8:00 PM San Diego County Credit Union Polnsettia Bowl San Diego, CA Qualcomm Stadium ESPN Mountain West vs. Pac 10
Dec. 24 Wed. 8:00 PM Sheraton Hawaii Bowl Honolulu, HI Aloha Stadium ESPN Pac 10 vs WAC
Dec. 26 Fn. 8:00 PM Motor City Bowl Detroit, Ml Ford Field ESPN Big Ten vs MAC
Dec. 27 Sat. 1:00 PM Melneke Car Care Bowl Charlotte. NC Bank of America Stadium ESPN ACC vs. Big East
4;30 PM Champs Sports Bowl Orlando. FL Florida Citrus Bowl ESPN ACC vs. Big Ten
8:00 PM Emerald Bowl San Francisco, CA AT&T Park ESPN ACC vs. Pac 10
Dec. 28 Sun. 8:00 PM PetroSun Independence Bowl Shreveport, LA Independence Stadium ESPN Big 12 vs SEC
Dec, 29 Mon. 3:00 PM PapaJohns.com Bowl Birmingham, AL Legion Field ESPN Big East vs. SEC
8:00 PM Valero Alamo Bowl San Antonio, TX Alamadome ESPN Big 12 vs Big Ten
Dec. 30 Tue. 4:30 PM Roady's Humanitarian Bowl Boise, ID Bronco Stadium ESPN ACC vs. WAC
8:00 PM Pacific Life Holiday Bowl San Diego. CA Qualcomm Stadium ESPN Big 12 vs. Pac 10
8:00 PM Texas Bowl Houston, TX Reliant Stadium NFL Big 12 vs. C-USA
Dec. 31 Wed. 12:00 PM Bell Helicopter Armed Forces Bowl Fort Worth, TX Amon G Carter Stadium ESPN C-USA vs Mountain West
2:00 PM Brut Sun Bowl El Paso, TX Sun Bowl CBS Big 12 or Big East or Notre Dame vs Pac-10
3:30 PM Gaylord Hotels Music City Bowl Nashville, TN LP Field ESPN ACC vs. SEC
5:30 PM Insight Bowl Tempe, AZ Sun Devil Stadium NFL Big 12 vs Big Ten
7:30 PM Chlck-fll-A Bowl Atlanta, GA Georgia Dome ESPN ACC vs. SEC
Jan. 1 Thu. 11:00 AM Outbacl< Bowl Tampa, FL Raymond James Stadium ESPN Big Ten vs. SEC
1 :00 PM Capital One Bowl Orlando, FL Florida Citrus Bowl ABC Big Ten vs SEC
1 :00 PM Konica Minolta Gator Bowl Jacksonville, FL Jacksonville Municipal Stadium CBS ACC vs. Big 12 or Big East or Notre Dame
4:30 PM Rose Bowl Game Presented by Citi Pasadena, CA Rose Bowl ABC BCS vs. BCS
8:30 PM FedEx Orange Bowl Miami Gardens, FL Dolphin Stadium FOX BCS vs. BCS
Jan. 2 Fri. 2:00 PM AT&T Cotton Bowl Dallas, TX Cotton Bowl FOX Big 12 vs SEC
5:00 PM AutoZone Liberty Bowl Memphis. TN Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium ESPN C-USA vs SEC
8:00 PM Allstate Sugar Bowl New Orleans, LA Superdome FOX BCS vs. BCS
Jan. 3 Sat 12:00 PM International Bowl Toronto, Ontario Rogers Centre ESPN2 Big East vs MAC
Jan. 5 Mon. 8:00 PM Tostitos Fiesta Bowl Glendale, AZ University of Phoenix Stadium FOX BCS vs. BCS
Jan. 6 Tue. 8:00 PM GMAC Bowl Mobile, AL Ladd-Peebles Stadium ESPN C-USA vs. MAC
Jan. 8 Thu. 8:00 PM FedEx BOS National Championship Game Miami Gardens, FL Dolphin Stadium FOX BCS (#1) vs. BCS (#2)
Note: All times are EST and subject to change, possible bowls for ACC teams in bold.


















Dr. R.C, Edwards, Sr.
Don Golightly
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Johnny H. Holcombe, Jr.
RE. Hughes









The IPTAY Representative program is yet another
unique feature of IPTAY that separates it from other fund-
raising organizations. This group of nearly 600 volun-
teers throughout South Carolina, North Carolina, Geor-
gia, and various regions of the country work throughout
the year to grow the current IPTAY member contributions,
find new members, and encourage them to support the
scholarship fund. In 2008, these men and women en-
couraged the new membership to grow from 600 to 1 ,200
new donors. This group also saw their groups of donors
contribute a nearly 30-percent increase in contributions
from 2007 to 2008.
Originally started as a group that identified and
recruited student-athletes, IPTAY Representatives now
identify and recruit donors both annually and those that
have leadership gift potential. This connection to the IP-
TAY donors through these representatives is invaluable,
as it provides a communication link between Clemson
and its supporters. If you are interested in becoming an
IPTAY Representative, contact the county chairperson in
your area or visit IPTAYReps.com .
The IPTAY Scholarship Foundation, founded
in 1934, was the first scholarship fundraising orga-
nization in college athletics. Its roots trace back to
October 16, 1931 following a surprising 6-0 football
loss to The Citadel. After the game. Captains Frank
Jervey and Pete Heffner along with Head Coach
Jess Neely and Assistant Coach Joe Davis met in
a car outside the stadium in Florence, SC to discuss
various ways Clemson could establish its football
program to a competitive status.
Shortly after the meeting. Dr. Rupert Fike of-
fered his help after corresponding with Jervey. Neely
believed he could run a successful football team if he
was provided a $10,000-a-year increase in scholar-
ships. Initially, Jervey called for members to pay $30
a year, but Fike recommended a smaller amount,
which he believed would lead to more members.
Fike charged 100 people to step forward and pay
$10 a year, which Is where the name IPTAY (I Pay
Ten A Year) originated.
The purpose of IPTAY is '1o provide annual
financial scholarship support to the athletic depart-
ment and to assist in every way possible to regain
the high athletic prestige which rightfully belongs to
Clemson."
In 1934, the first year of IPTAY, over $1,600
was raised by the organization. Some donors negoti-
ated payments in the form of bartering because of
the Great Depression. Milk, sweet potatoes, turnip
greens, and other goods were accepted in an at-
empt to build a solid membership base.
However, the hard work of Fike and his col-
leagues began to pay off in 1 939, as the Tigers went
to their first bowl game, the 1 940 Cotton Bowl, where
|they defeated Boston College 6-3 and finished the
j^son in the top-25 of the AP poll. Coincidentally,
FAY reached Neely's $1 0,000 goal for the first time
m 1939.
\: IPTAY has nearly 22,000 donors, which in-
§[udes over 16,400 IPTAY members 3^ •
Cubs, Collegiate Club members who continue
Pike's mission of providing annual scholarships for
Clemson's student-athletes, paying the operating
expenses of IPTAY, and maintaining an adequate
reserve fund deemed appropriate by the IPTAY
Board of Directors. Our donors' contributions ensure
all 19 varsity sports annually obtain the maximum
amount of scholarships offered by the NCAA.
Even though the mission of IPTAY set forth in
1934 remains the same, its scope has grown tre-
mendously over the years. IPTAY not only provides
annual athletic scholarships, but it has also provided
over 1 ,600 academic scholarships and raised over
$3.5 million through the IPTAY Academic Scholar-
ship Endowment, which was established in 1982.
IPTAY has been the key in building and
maintaining the outstanding facilities essential for
Clemson to remain one of the top programs in
the country. It has played a critical role in various
construction projects and renovations throughout
the athletic department. In addition to fulfilling the
mission of raising funds for scholarships, IPTAY
has played a vital role in providing a wide variety of
amenities enjoyed by all students, including being a
strong supporter of Tiger Band through payment of
new uniforms, instruments, and travel expenses.
IPTAY is considered by many to be the father
of athletic fundraising. It was the first organization
in the nation to build and fund an academic sup-
port facility built solely for educational support of
student-athletes. Vickery Hall opened in 1991 and
has established itself as a nationally-recognized
program for student-athlete support.
The IPTAY Collegiate Club, started in 1997,
continues to be the model student fundraising orga-
nization in the country. The IPTAY Representative
program continues to be a leadership group that
grows the IPTAY organization through its role as
volunteer annual fundraisers. To contact an IPTAY
Representative, please visit IPTAYReps.com . which
allows representatives to electronically keep traci'
of the donors they represent.
Operating under the guidance of its board o
directors and the leadership of the athletic depart
ment's external affairs division, IPTAY continuously
receives the annual support of our donors. Some
changes in recent years include the addition o
the Tiger Cub Club, CATS (Clemson Active Teer
Support), and the Collegiate Club, an update in it;
database technology, and the addition of two nev
levels to IPTAY membership, the Howard ($2,100
and McFadden ($5,600) levels of giving.
IPTAY introduced the endowment of position;
program under former Executive Director Georgi
Bennett. IPTAY implemented the endowment o
positions program in April, 1 994 at the 85th birthda'
celebration for former Tiger Head Coach Frani
Howard. The first endowment honored Howard, wh(
coached at Clemson for 39 years and establishei
much of Tiger football's storied tradition.
The Heisman Scholarship Level, establishe(
in 2005, is the highest annual donation level. IPTA'
Executive Director Bert Henderson set a goal ti
recreate Pike's 1934 vision of having 100 peopli
come fonward giving $10 annually. The 100-chartet
member goal for the $1 0,000 donation level was nc
only reached but surpassed thanks to the generou
support of our donors. The support from donors c
IPTAY's highest level exceeds 300 in 2008.
Today, the organization continues its mission;
as it celebrates its 75th year of scholarship suppoi
for Clemson student-athletes. Under the departmer
of external affairs, IPTAY will expand its organize
tional service to move toward a broader scope c
'
full-service. This will include capital gifts, improve
marketing plans, estate planning, and increasing oi
membership through our representative program.
For more information on IPTAY or determinin i
other ways to contribute, call the IPTAY office ; :

















































































































5 Green Forest Court
North Augusta. SC 29841
North Carolina Region I
Van Jones (RC)
North Carolina Region II
Robert Dunnigan (RC)
North Carolina Region III
Jeffrey Goldsmith (RC)
North Carolina Region IV
Andy & Nellie Mills (RC)
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, .->i Abercromble Greenville, SC
Eileen K. Addis Greenville, SC
Bryan P. Albert Irmo, SC
Herbert R. Allen Charleston, SC
A.M. Tuck, Inc Bradley, SC
A.D. Amick Memorial Leesville, SC




Anonymous Kiawah Island, SC
Dr. David C Apple Mount Pleasant, SC
John Arrowood Greenville, SC
Ashmore Brothers Greer, SC
Barry G. Avent Bennettsville, SC
D.L. Aydlette, Jr Charleston, SC
Mr. James G. Bagnal III Spartanburg, SC
Todd & Shannon Ballew Buford, GA
James Bannon Greenville, SC
John Phillip Barber, Jr. Spartanburg, SC
Stephen M. Bare Mount Pleasant, SC
John M. Barnes Rock Hill, SC
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett Gatfney, SC
Michael L. Baur Simpsonville, SC
Rick L. Beasley Florence, SC
Scott Bell Clinton, SC
Brian Benenhaley Columbia, SC
Jennifer & Tim Benson Belton, SC
Andy Berly III Mount Pleasant, SC
Best & Flatt Columbia, SC
Bestco, Inc Piedmont, SC
David Bishop Pawleys Island, SC
Ronald & Debra Blackmore Beaufort, SC
Luther & Sally Boliek Greenville, SC
The Booth Company, Inc Sumter, SC
In Memory of E M. Bost Simpsonville, SC
Calvin L. Bostic Greer, SC
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr Atlanta, GA
Joe E. Bostic, Jr Greensboro, NC
Louis M. Boulware Winnsboro, SC
Glenn & Christy Bowers Columbia, SC
Julian C. Bradham, Jr Alpharetta, GA
Joe T. Branyon, Jr Andrews, SC
Vince & Anna Brawley Martinez, GA
Joseph B. Bnght American Pride, Inc Asheville, NC
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Brown, Jr Florence, SC
Kenneth G. Buehring Greenville, SC
William H. Burton Spartanburg, SC
Everett A. Jr. & Linda A. Butler Myrtle Beach, SC
Michael N. Byrd Raleigh, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G. Campbell Goose Creek, SC
Jim Cannon Spartanburg, SC
Carolina Eastern, Inc Charteston, SC
Chalmers R. & Lori Anne Carr Ridge Spring, SC
Annie B. Carter Gaffney, SC
Daniel R. Cathy Fayetteville, GA
Steve Cawood Montgomery, AL
Jonathan J. Centurino Pelham, NY
The legendaryJohn Heisman served as the
Tigers' football head coach (1900-03) and
baseball head coach (1901-03) over 100
seasons ago. A total of315 donors this year
have pledged $10,000 apiece towards one of
IPTA Y's most prestigious donorprograms.
Thomas F. Chapman Atlanta, GA
W.C. Childers Memorial Central, SC
T. Edward & Jan E. Childress Easley, SC
Frank Cina Orlando, FL
Mrs. Bernice Clanton Clemson, SC
Harry Clayton Spartanburg, SC
Joanna Clayton Lancaster, SC
William & Gail Cobb Jacksonville, FL
R.D. Cole, Jr Hodges, SC
Samuel B. Cole Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. C. Dean Coleman, Jr Simpsonville, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman Pamplico, SC
Mr. Ashley C. Cone Columbia, SC
John L. Cote, Jr Myrtle Beach, SC
J. Richard Cottingham Seneca, SC
Jack D. Cox Rock Hill. SC
Austin Howell Crosby Hampton, SC
Craigford Industries Mount Pleasant, SC
M.R. & J.C. Culler Orangeburg, SO
Richard E. Dailey Tullahoma, TN
Wesley Dasher III Elgin, SC
Christopher & Jamie Davies Charlotte, NC
Richard Davies Charlotte, NC
Gabriel Dibiase Columbia, SC
W.M. Dillard Anderson, SC
Thomas F. Doolittle Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Peter C. & Caroline Dorn Hollywood, SC
Peter D. Dorn, Jr. Hollywood, SC
Double Radius, Inc Indian Trail, NC
Dr. Michael K. Drakeford Sumter, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Charlie Drawdy Hampton, SC
Drummond Glover Development Jasper, AL
Ed Duckworth Atlanta, GA
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes, Sr Clemson, SC
Derek T. Dunlap Simpsonville, SC
Robert Dunn, Jr Mount Pleasant, SC
DWNST LLC Simpsonville, SC
John Easterling, III Spartanburg, SC
Dana Edgar-McBride Chapin, SC
EIrods Concrete Construction Central, SC
Tony Elzoghbi Irmo, SC •
Ron English Greenville, SC ',
James Harold Erskine Wilmington, DE
Ford F. Farabow, Jr Potomac, MD I
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm Faulkenberry Rock Hill, SC :
First Sun Management Clemson, SC
Nancy Love Cook Fisher Lakeland, FL
Justin Fortner Anderson, SC
Harry H Frampton III Avon, CO
Francis Realty Co Greenville, SC
Brett Freeze Matthews, NC
Francis E. Gardiner III Annapolis, MD
Clyde Gardner Alpharetta, GA
Susan Gerrald Brentwood, TN
Robert A. Glenn Greenville, SC
Ronald & Janet Goodson Darlington, SC
In Memory of Francois David Gray by David A. Gray.. Lexington, SC
Stephen L. Gray Moore, SC
Mr. & Mrs. G. Gordon Greenwood Asheville. NC
Greer Flooring Center, Inc Greer, SC
Robert B. Hambright Charlotte, NC
Robert Joe Harris, Jr. Fort Mill, SC
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr Hartsville, SC
Dick Hendley - IH Services, Inc Greenville, SC
Henry Pak, Inc Simpsonville, SC
George, Jr. & Barbara Hill Anderson, SC
Helen T Hill Charleston, SC
R. Glenn Hilliard Atlanta, GA
John R. Hines Orlando, FL
Hank & Susan Ford Hofford Mount Pleasant, SC
Mr. Harold R. Hoke, Jr Charleston, SC
Brian K. Holden Greenville, SC
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Holley Sales Group Anderson. SC
Mrs Eva Holmes Trenton, SC
Mr. & Mrs John D, Hopkins, Jr. Simpsonvllle, SC
Keith Hudgins Saint Matthews, SC
Charles E. Hughes, Jr Jacksonville. FL
Paul & Cathenne Hund III, MD Saint Augustine. FL
Mary S Hunter; Steve & Laura Hunter Clemson, SC
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr Cincinnati. OH
Michael L. Hurt Chambersburg. PA
Mr. & Mrs. Will Huss Clemson. SC
J3M Aynor, SC
Kenneth G. Jackson Ashevllle, NC
John Jansen McDonough. GA
Michael Jansen Athens. GA
Mr & Mrs Nevon F. Jeffcoat Columbia, SC
Clayton L Jennings Greenville, SC
Johnson Electric Greenville, SC
Frederick S. Johnson. Jr Yonges Island, SC
J. David Jolly Dalton, GA
Blake Kelley Greer, SC
Thomas F. Kicklighter, Jr North Charleston, SC
King Farms - Mark H. King Pawleys Island, SC
John L. King, Jr Duncan, SC
J.R Kingman, Inc Greer, SC
Harold D Kingsmore Clemson, SC
TE. Kirby Graniteville, SC
Dr. Sidney & Dr. Anne Kirkley Hendersonville, NC
Mr. & Mrs Robert P Klepper Asheville, NC
Ernest S. Knighton Edenton, NC
Terrell Lankford Insurance Greenville, SC
Rhett Leonard Pickens, SC
Chris Levato Greenville, SC
John L. Lewis Dawsonville, GA
In Memory of Charles G. Lucius, Jr - Dillon County.. Columbia, SC
David Lyie & Anne Aaron-Lyle Mount Pleasant, SC
J. David LyIe. Jr Walhalla. SC
Tom & Lib Lynch Clemson. SC
Malphrus Construction Co., Inc Hilton Head Island. SC
Richard L. Marks Myrtle Beach. SC
Robert McFaddin Marshall Lexington. KY
Joe A & Linda Martin' Central. SC
Mike T. Martin West Union, SC
William H. Mathis Atlanta, GA
B Howie May Real Estate, LLC Clemson, SC
Albert Dial McAlister Laurens, SC
Michael H McBride Simpsonville, SC
Edward O. McCameron Mauldin, SC
Thomas E. McClendon Roswell, GA
Bruce McClure Anderson, SC
Robert M McConnell Fort Mill, SC
Bradford D McCracken Easley, SC
Thomas A McDonald Florence, SC
Thurmon W McLamb Little River, SC
McTeer Real Estate Columbia, SC
Meritus Signature Homes. Inc Seneca. SC
Mr. & Mrs. David S. Merritt Piedmont. SC
Bill & Suzanne Misiaveg Greer, SC
Robert & Margaret Mitchell Charlotte, NC
Mark & Monica Molinar Smyrna, GA
Charles E. Moore, Jr Greenville, SC
Anthony Morgan Easley. SC
John B. Morgan Miami, FL
Steve & Amanda Mudge Greer. SC
Douglas Muller Johns Island, SC
George B Nalley. Jr Easley. SC
Mr. Tim Nininger Troutville. VA
Ernest M. Norville Wellesley. MA
William R. O'Dell Madison. GA
Elaine Orr Murrells Inlet. SC
Mr. & Mrs. Steven H. Owings Greer. SC
Rad Page Irmo. SC
Palmetto Industrial Gaston. SC
Park Place Corporation Greenville. SC
Richard T Patrick Sumter. SC
Donnie Patterson Anderson. SC
Ron Payne Cornelius. NC
William & Laura Pelham Greenville. SC
Jeanne M. Penner Naples. FL
Pierce. Herns. Sloan & McLeod. LLC Charleston. SC
Pinewood Village. Inc Florence. SC
William T Pittman Hartwell. GA
Manda M. Poletti Sullivan's Island. SC
R. B Pond. Jr Myrtle Beach. SC
David C. Poole Co.. Inc Greenville. SC
M. Lee & Kelly C. Powell Greenville. SC
Richard C. Power Simpsonville, SC
Priority One Security Mauldin, SC
RealtyLink Greenville, SC
R E B S - Edward T Strom Columbia, SC
Edward Renken Mount Pleasant, SC
Dusty Rhodes Summerton, SC
Parker H. Richardson Charlotte, NC
Bob RIggins Charlotte, NC
David Riggins Charlotte, NC
Michael E Roddey Greenville, SC
Stephen B. Rogers Kalaheo, HI
Allen Schapiro Rock Hill, SC
Claude H Schumpert Chapin, SC
Charles A. Segars Sumter, SC
Paul T. Shaw Greenville, SC
Robert & Sandra S. Shealy White Rock, SC
Dr & Mrs. K.C. Shuler Mount Pleasant, SC
Allan P. Sloan. Jr Anderson, SC
O. Johnson Small Greenville. SC
WTir
Susan S. Small Simpsonville. SC
Small's Incorporated Kershaw, SC
Bryan L. Smith Naples, FL
Mrs Davis O Smith Columbia, SC
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L. Smith Greer, SC
Matthew K. Smith Charleston, SC
Dr Randolph R Smith Augusta, GA
Glenn & Patti Steen Lancaster, SC
J. Benjamin Stevens Spartanburg. SC
John Hunter & Amy Stevens Simpsonville. SC
Marshall Stith Sullivan's Island, SC
David & Trina Stone Arlington. TX
Charles L Sullivan. Jr Hartsville, SC
Sumter Casket Company Sumter, SC
James E. Sykes, Jr Athens, GA
Terry Tallon Greenville, SC
Christopher L. Tamsberg Charleston, SC
W Greg Terry Conover, NC
Thompson Industrial Service Sumter, SC
Willard Thompson Savannah. GA
Tiger Fan Greenwood, SC
Mr & Mrs Tracy E. Tindal Johns Island, SC
Mr. & Mrs Grover E. Todd, Jr Greer, SC
United Investors Greenville, SC
Stuart E. Van Meter Knoxville, IN
Sok Verdery Little River, SC
David & Karen Vogelzang Belle Mead, NJ
Frank Walker Rock Hill, SC
Mr & Mrs. John A. Walter Clemson, SC
Jeanne W Ueiotm. Rayron) S Walers, Ji.. Jofin Vl Waas, S Dt Rolwl C Waters . . . Easley. SC
Alec & Matt Watson Charlotte, NC
Sanders Waldo Watts Greenville, SC
H. Michael Webb. M D Atlanta, GA
Jonathan & Liza Weitz Charleston, SC
Mr. & Mrs David J Wells, Jr Irmo, SC
Dr. James D. Wells III Mount Pleasant, SC
John A Wells III Columbia, SC
E. Marshall West, Jr Lexington, SC
T Hunter West Greenville, SC
Whaley Foodservice Repairs, Inc Lexington, SC
Alton & Mary Ann Whitley Clemson, SC
R.W Wilkes Anderson, SC
Charles P Willimon, Jr Simpsonville, SC
Louis A Willimon Williamston, SC
Jason D Wilson Greenville, SC
Tom & Shannon Winkopp Clemson, SC
Jesse E. Wright III Salem, SC
Edward D. Yandle Elgin, SC
Youngblood Development Easley, SC
James M Zachrich. Jr Hilton Head Island. SC
B Stevens Zeigler Sumter, SC
^
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Dick Smith Automotive, Inc.
































Crafiam Eubank Kurt Mechling
Palmetto Ford-Lincoln-Uercury-Jaguar-Hyundai Performance Chevrolel-Bulck-GMC
Ctiarleston. SC Seneca. SC
Jerry Powell Pete Powell
Powell Brothers ' Equipment i Tractor Co. Powell Brothers ' Equipment S Tractor Co.





Ben Satcher Ford, Inc.
Lexington. SC
Charles Saverance






Southeastern Leasing Co., Inc.
Anderson. SC
Jimmy Guthrie






















Senior Assistant Strength &
Conditioning Coacfi
TrevorAdair











Helen Balley-Hemmer Roberta Balliet
Learning Specialist Administrative Assistant &
Athletic Housing Coordinator
JoeyBatson















































Director of Academic Services
Danny Earnhardt Mike Echols






















































Director of Donor Services.
IPTAY
Lawrence Johnson








Athletic Academic Advisor &
Tutor''Mentor Coryrdmalor
Libby Kehn




















































L ||.^ Larry Penley
Men 's Golf Head Coach
Danny Poole
Director o' Soof'^ M9a>c:ne
Ginty Porter Pam Powell Oliver Purnell Jerome Razayeski






Abe Reed Dr. Len Reeves













































































Graduate Assistant Coach (Offense)
Daric Riley
Video Graduate Assistant (Defense)
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant coach who works
with the offense.
Playing Experience: Defensive end at Furman who let-
tered from 1993-95 . .missed his senior year due to injury...
had a sack against Clemson in 1994. ..Furman reached the
Division l-AA playoffs his final season. ..Academic Honor Roll
member...graduate of Stephens County High In Toccoa, GA,
where he played four seasons
Coaching Experience: Assistant coach at Greenville (SC) High from 1 998-04; defen-
sive coordinator from 2000-04 and assistant head coach In 2004. ..in his last three years,
Greenville High had a 33-4 record, including 12-1 in 2003. , , video graduate assistant (defense)
at Clemson In 2005.06. ..graduate assistant coach (offense) at Clemson in 2007.
Education: Earned a degree in health & exercise science from Furman In 1998.
Personal: Born May 1, 1975 in Toccoa, GA... single.
t Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with the
defense on practice and game video.
Playing Experience: Defensive back and special teams
player at Charleston Southern who lettered from 1995-98.
Coaching Experience: Graduate assistant defensive backs
coach at Charleston Southern in 1 999. ..defensive backs coach
at Fairfield In 2000. ..quarterbacks coach, defensive backs
coach, special teams coach, strength & conditioning coordinator, and junior college recruiting
coordinator at Pikeville In 2001 ,02. ..defensive backs coach and special teams coach at
Newberry in 2003...defensive backs coach and special teams coach at Truman State from
2004-06. ..video graduate assistant (defense) at Clemson In 2007.
Education: Earned a degree in science & physical education and science & psychology
from Charleston Southern In 1998.
Personal: Born June 29, 1977 in Sycamore, IL... single.
Jeff Scott
Graduate Assistant Coach (Defense)
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant coach who works
with the defense.
Playing Experience: Three-year letterman as a wide receiver
and holder at Clemson from 2000-02; he played for the Tigers
with his father Brad Scott on the coaching staff... played on
three bowl teams, including the 2000 squad that had a 9-3
Ryan Sulicowsici
Video Graduate Assistant (Offense)
record and top-15 national ranking.
Coaching Experience: Head coach at Blythewocd (SC) High In 2006; that team won
the state championship In his first year as a head coach...assistant coach at Presbyterian
In 2007.
Education: Earned a degree in secondary education from Clemson in 2003.
Personal: Born December 28, 1980 In Arcadia, FL.. .married to the former Sara IVlc-
DanieL .son of Clemson Associate Head Coach Brad Scott. ..his brother John played football
and track at Harvard and Is now In medical school at Vanderbllt.
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with the
offense on practice and game video.
Playing Experience: Offensive lineman at Valdosta State
who lettered from 1996-98.
Coaching Experience: Graduate assistant coach at Valdosta i
State from 1998-01... tight ends and running backs coach at J
Lenoir-Rhyne in 2001 ,02. ..running game coordinator and i
offensive line coach at Austin Peay in 2002, 03. ..recruiting coordinator and offensive line
coach at Chowan In 2003, 04. ..assistant head coach, offensive coordinator, quarterbacks
coach, running backs coach, and wide receivers coach at Hargrave (Vlllitary Academy from
2004-06. ..video graduate assistant (offense) at Clemson In 2007.
Education: Earned a degree In education from Valdosta State In 2001
.




Assistant AD • High School Relations
»- 'j^l Donald Hymel Is in his 10th season with the Clemson football
.^^1 program and serves as assistant athletic director for high school
'j^ijjr^^H relations. Some of his other emphasis areas include working
^^Hb with pro scouts, handling coaches clinics and summer camps,
^^^^H team travel, handling official and unofficial campus visits by
j^l^^B recruits, and serving as the liaison for ACC referees. Hymel
(pronounced HEE-mehl) came to Clemson after a three-year
stmt as the assistant equipment manager at Tulane. In 1 998, he served as an administrative
assistant there in addition to his duties of assistant equipment manager.
While at Tulane, Hymel also assisted the football program In conducting such activities
as the annual coaches clinic, alumni golf tournament, summer camp, and kickoff cruise.
Hymel (45) was the head football equipment manager at Nicholls State before accepting
his position at Tulane. He is familiar with the ACC, as he worked as a student assistant In
North Carolina's recruiting office.
Hymel is a 1988 graduate of Louisiana State, where he was a student equipment man-
ager. He also performed postgraduate studies at the U.S. Sports Academy In IVIobile, AL.
Andy Jolinston
AssistantAD • Football Operations
Andy Johnston is in his 12th year with the Clemson football
program and currently serves as associate athletic director for
football operations. His responsibilities with the team include
managing the program's day-to-day operations. Although this
IS his 1 2th year with the football program, he has been Involved
with the Clemson athletic department for 26 years. From 1983-
97, he was the winnlngest women's tennis coach In Clemson history.
In those 1 5 seasons, Johnston guided his squads to five consecutive ACC titles (1 983-
87), 12 top-25 finishes, and six NCAA Tournaments. He was ACC Coach-of-the-'Vear for
the fourth time and Southeast Region
Coach-of-the-Year for the second
time In 1993. Seven players he
coached at Clemson were named to
the ACC 50-Year Anniversary team
in 2002.
Johnston had a 254-160 Clem-
son record and 263- 1 67 career mark.
He was head coach at Furman in
1982 before coming to Clemson.
His best season at Clemson was his
rookie yearwhen the team had a 30-5
record and finished #7 In the polls.
That team won all nine flights of the
ACC Tourney, the only tennis team in
Tiger history to do that. He coached
former Lady Tiger GIgi Fernandez,
who was Inducted Into the Clemson
Hall of Fame In 2005.
Johnston played for the Tigers
on the hardcourt and earned his
degree in administrative manage-
ment in 1979. He then served as
assistant men's tennis coach for the
1980 season before moving on to
Furman.
Johnston (51) Is a native of
Summervllle, SC. He Is married
to the former Sophie Woorons. He
has a daughter Kiera (18) and a son
Noah(1). Asecond daughter Caylynn
passed away In 2008.
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Clemson Tiger Sports Network
The Clemson Tiger Sports Network supplies
Tiger fans with a full day of broadcast each football
Saturday. Each broadcast day has three programs,
"Ttger Tailgate Show," "Game Day Broadcast," and
"Fifth Quarter Show."
A Clemson tradition since the 1 970s, the "Tiger
Tailgate Show" is a two-hour entertainment and
interactive program. It is produced on the lawn of
Littlejohn Coliseum at the corner closest to Memorial
Stadium.
The program begins three hours prior to
kickoff. Duane Evans, Ben IVIilstead, Don Munson,
and Ralph Patterson hosts the show. It is a popular
gathering place on gameday. Interviews with former
players, games, display items, and excitement are
all part of the show.
The game broadcast Is anchored by Pete
Vanity. The sports director at WSPA-TV (Ch. 7) in
Spartanburg, SC took over in September of 2003
after the passing of Jim Phillips, who had been the
longtime voice of the Tigers since the 1 968 season.
Vanity has been a part of the broadcast team since
2001 as the host of the pregame, halftime, and
ILEMSON TIGER TS NETWORK
postgame shows, and as the sideline reporter during
games.
Vanity has been the sports director at WSPA-
TV the last 18 years. He has also been a sideline
analyst for 1 2 years on Carolina Panther preseason
football games and has considerable play-by-play
experience for CSS, covering various college events,
including Tiger football and baseball. Vanity is also
the voice of Tiger men's basketball and host of
the Tommy Bowden and Oliver Purnell Television
Shows.
Joining Vanity in the booth is former Clemson
offensive lineman Will Merritt, who played for the
Tigers from 1 998-01 . He was a starting guard during
the 2000 and 2001 seasons when he was named
Second-Team AII-ACC.
Merritt worked on the Clemson radio network
pregame and postgame shows during the 2002
season. He also provided color commentary on the
television tape-delay broadcasts of selected 2002
games. In 2003, he became the color analyst of
the gameday broadcasts.
Patrick Sapp completes the broadcast team
as the sideline commentator. The former Tiger
quarterback and linebacker (1992-95) is in his sec-
ond season as sideline commentator. As a player,
he passed for 2,278 yards in three seasons. As a
senior, he moved to linebacker, where he totaled
64 tackles and a team-high 5.5 sacks prior to being
selected in the second round of the NFL draft by the
Chargers. Sapp is currently a development officer
for the Clemson Alumni Association.
As has been the case in the past, Clemson's
gameday broadcast begins with the Tommy Bowden
Pregame Show. Bowden meets with Sports Informa-
tion Director Tim Bourret to provide Clemson fans
with the latest lineup and strategy information. Vanity
and Merritt also provide a last-minute scene-setter
that includes the latest lineup and weather informa-
tion.
After the game, fans can tune Into the "Fifth
Quarter Show," hosted by Munson and Dan Scott,
or attend the show live from Wild Wing Cafe in
downtown Greenville, SC. Interviews with Bowden
along with Assistant Coaches Rob Spence and
Broadcast Team
Hr''~^B Pete Vanity
M ^BTw Play-By-Play Announcer
^^PB • Named play-by-play announcer
' ^^^£^1 sudden passing of
B^ ^T^B^^I longtime announcer Jim Phillips
Y^B^H on September 9, 2003. Phillips
r \^^|^H Tigers lor^HH j 36 years.
'
• In his seventh year with the
network. He served as sideline commentator during
the 2002 season.
Other duties include serving as sports director at
WSPA-TV (Spartanburg, SC) since 1990, sideline
work on the Panthers' preseason television network,
and play-by-play and color analysis on selected games
on CSS.
1985 graduate of Ohio.






U^PW'. ' In his seventh year and fourth
as color commentator
^^^^ • Worked the pregame and post-
game shows in 2002, his first fall
out of school.
^^^^^^^^H • Color commentator on tape-de-^^^^^^^^
lay broadcasts of 2002 games.
Member of the Clemson football team as an offensive
guard from 1997-01.
• Second-Team AII-ACC selection in 2000,01
.
• Member of AII-ACC Academic team for three sea-
sons.
• 2000 graduate of Clemson.
• Married to wife Melissa. The couple has two daughters.





Li ^^S^. • In his second year as sideline
Ki ' commentator.
• Employed as a development
F officer for the Clemson Alumni
^^^i " Association.
• Totaled 2,278 passing yards in
23 games (14 starts) as a quar-
terback at Clemson from 1992-94.
• Moved to linebacker as a senior in 1995 and had 53
tackles along with nine tackles for loss and a team-high
5.5 sacks.
• Drafted in the second round of the 1996 NFL draft by
the San Diego Chargers.
Vic Koenning are also included. An added feature
includes locker room interviews with Clemson's top
players that day. A rundown of the game stats and
audio highlights are also provided.
Fans can follow the Tigers by listening to
"Tiger Calls" each Thursday evening with Bowden
and Munson from 7:00 PM to 8:00 PM The shows
will air live from several BI-LO grocery stores in the
Clemson area.
The Clemson Tiger Sports Network also
produces the Tommy Bowden Television Show, a
recap of the previous contest's highlights. Vanity
serves as the host of this program that gives Tiger
fans insight into the coaches' decisions during (he
previous game and takes an up close look at your
favorite players.
For more information, contact Robert Gahagan
(General Manager) at Clemson Tiger Sports Proper-
ties: P.O. Box 552. C'emson, SC 29633-0552. by





Location Station On the Dial
Augusta, GA WGUS 1480 AM
Barnwell, SC WDOG 1460 AM
Belton, SC WLUA 1390AM
Camden, SC WCAM 1590 AM
Charleston, SC WQSC 1340 AM
Clemson, SC WCCP 104.9 FM
Clinton, SC WPCC 1410AM
Columbia, SC WOlC 1230 AM
Columbia, SC WZMJ 93.1 FM
Gastonia, NC WGNC 1450 AM
Georgetown, SC WLMC 1470 AM'
Greenville, SC WTPT 93.3 FM
Greenwood, SC WCRS 1450AM
Greenwood, SC WVOR 94.1 FM
Hampton, SC WHGS 1270 AM
Lincolnton, NC WLON 1050 AM
Myrtle Beach, SC WVCO 94.9 FM
Newberry, SC WKDK 1240 AM
Orangeburg, SC WQKI 102.9 FM
Orangeburg, SC WWBD 95.7 FM
Rock Hill, SC WRHM 94.3 FM
Rock Hill, SC WRHI 1340 AM
Sumter, SC WICI 94.7 FM
Union, SC WBCU 1460 AM
Note: Flagship station in bold.
Bowden TV Show Affiliates
Coach's Show (Sunday Airings)
Time Location Netwoiic
11:00 AM Hilton Head, SC WHHI (3)
11:00 AM Myrtle Beach, SC WFXB (FOX 43)
12:00 PM Charleston, SC WCIV (ABC 4)
12:00 PM Columbia, SC WOLO (ABC 25)
12:30 PM Augusta, SC WBEK (96)
1:30 PM Greenville, SC WMYA (My 40)

































8-28 1 706 East Greenville Street Anderson
9-4 330 Lebby Street Pelzer
9-11 7709 Highway 76 Pendleton
9-18 3518 Highway 153 Greenville
9-25 2700 Gentry Memorial Highway Pickens
10-7 5155 Calhoun Memorial Highway Easley
'10-16 4405 Highway 24 Anderson
10-23 101 Verdae Boulevard Greenville
. 10-30 1706 East Greenville Street Anderson
11-6 115 Rochester Highway Seneca
11-13 1021 South Pendleton Street Easley
11-20 2700 Gentry Memorial Highway Pickens
11-25 501 Old Greenville Highway Clemson
The ACC Game of the Week
from Raycom Sports




















Broadcast in HD Where Available






Concession stands are located beneath all stands inside
Memorial Stadium and can be reached from any portal.
Emergencies
First Aid stations are located on the South side under Section
J, North Side under Section T, North Top Deck under Section K,
and South Top Deck under Section E. Trained nurses are on hand.
If a doctor is needed, ask any usher. For emergencies, call 911
.
Handicapped
Entrances are at Gates 1 and 5 for the handicapped.
Lost & Found
Please report any item to the Gate 1 information booth.
Notice
Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic contest in
Memorial Stadium. Memorial Stadium is also a smoke-free facility.
Smoking Is prohibited inside the gates.
Passouts
Passouts are allowed, however, fans will have to go through
the same level of security screening as they did upon entering.
Prohibited Items
Umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food, and beverage
containers of any type.
Public Address System
The public address system Is intended for spectators' informa-
tion. Do not request its use to make social contacts.
Season Ticitet Holders/Otlier Visitors
All visitors to Memorial Stadium are requested to enter at Gates
1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , or 1 3. Top deck ticket holders must enter via the ramps,
located behind the North and South stands. Ramp entrances are
adjacent to Gates 1 and 13 (South) and Gates 5 and 9 (North).
Will-Call
Will-call tickets can be picked up at the ticket office (Gate 9).
TOP 1
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'
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the best seat in the house... is on the sofa.
he game you want, when you want
ook for it on @SS
css-sports.com ^Charter (comcast
Cable • Internet • Teleptione
/ \
Contact Information
Compliance Services Directors:.. Stephanie Ellison,
Courtney Vinson, Brad Woody
Administrative Assistant: Keliie Williams
Phone/ Fax: (864) 656-1580 / 656-1243
Address: P.O. Box 31 ; Clemson, SC 29633
Overnight Address: Jervey Athletic Center;
100 Perimeter Road; Clemson, SC 29634
Website:.. ClemsonTigers.com/Compliance/deni-Compliance.htnil
This brief NCAA rules education is aimed at
outlining basic recruiting rules to help potential Tiger
students-athletes and parents better understand the
extensive process. Clemson University is committed
to recruiting and conducting our athletic program
with the highest level of integrity. If you have ques-
tions about NCAA rules, please contact Clemson 's
compliance services at (864) 656-1580 or through
our website at ClemsonTigers.com and click on
compliance.
Important NCAA Terms
Academic Credentials - A prospect should check
with his high school guidance office to see if he
is taking classes that will meet NCAA eligibility
standards. A prospect should do this early (prior to
his sophomore year) and keep track of core courses.
A prospect will need to take either the ACT or SAT
for NCAA certification.
Contact - NCAA rules define a contact as a face-to-
face interaction with a prospect and/or his parents
by a coach off Clemson's campus. The NCAA sets
a contact period for football prospects from late
November through the end of January. That is the
only time coaches can meet with a prospect away
from the Clemson campus.
Core Courses - Courses at a prospect's high school
that are considered college preparatory. The NCAA
requires 16 core courses, including four in English,
three in math, two in science, one additional from
English, math, or science, two social sciences, and
four additional courses. A high school prospect's
guidance counselor will have a list of the school's
core courses (48H), or visit the NCAA Eligibility
Center's website at NCAACIearlnghouse.net for
more information.
Dead Period - Recruiting period when coaches may
not have face-to-face contact with prospects on or
off campus. Coaches may continue to telephone
and write a prospect.
Evaluation - In April and May of a prospect's junior
year, coaches will visit a prospect's high school and
review his athletic and academic credentials with
his coach. In the fall, they may watch a prospect
compete one time but will not have any contact.
Home Visit - During the contact period, a senior
prospect may invite college coaches to his home
to meet his parents and to talk in detail about the
football program and academic offerings at any
college the prospect is considering.
Prospect - Any student who has entered the ninth
grade. Once a person becomes a prospect, NCAA
rules define how college coaches can interact with
that prospect.
Receiving Mail - Prior to September 1 of a
prospect's junior year, NCAA rules allow Clemson to
mail a questionnaire, NCAA educational information,
and a summer-camp brochure to a prospect. After
September 1 of the prospect's junior year, coaches
can provide a prospect with personalized letters, a
media guide, and copies of newspaper articles A
prospect can receive a football game program when
he visits the Clemson University campus.
Recruiting - A term used to describe the process
of acquainting a prospect with a college and the
coaches of that college who are striving to learn
more about a prospect. Only coaches can recruit.
No one else is permitted to persuade a prospect to
play sports at a particular college.
Standardized Test - A prospect must take the
ACT or SAT before enrolling in college full-time. A
prospect may take the ACT or SAT more than once
and use the best subscore from different tests to
achieve the highest score. Both Clemson and the
NCAA Eligibility Center require scores to be reported
directly from the testing agency. When registering
for the test, list the Eligibility Center Code (9999)
and Clemson (3842 (ACT), 5111 (SAT)). Clemson
University admissions requires students to present
either an ACT or SAT writing score. The writing
score will not be used to determine a prospect's
qualifier status.
Telephone - Clemson football coaches can call a
prospect once in May during the prospect's junior
year. After September 1 of a prospect's senior year,
a coach can call a prospect only once a week. A
prospect can expect unlimited calls during the
contact period. ..before his official visit and once
the prospect has signed a National Letter of Intent
(NLI).
Frequently Asked Questions
• Are a prospect's parents Invited for an official
visit? Yes, NCAA rules allow a school to provide
lodging and meals for parents or legal guardians
who accompany their child. However. NCAA rules
do not allow schools to provide transportation for
parents unless they drive with their son
•Can a prospect visit Clemson anytime during
his high school career? Yes. A prospect can
have his high school coach call Clemson coaches
to set up an unofficial visit. He can attend a football
game and talk with Tiger coaches, and It does not
count as a contact when it is on Clemson's campus.
There are times when a prospect cannot visit...
NCAA rules refer to them as "dead periods, " as
coaches will not schedule to meet with a prospect
during that time period.
• Can IPTAY members help recruit? No NCAA
rules are clear only Clemson coaches can
telephone, contact, and evaluate a prospect. Only
college coaches can offer unofficial and official
visits.
• What is a National Letter of Intent (NLI)? It is a
contract. A prospect and his parents sign a promise
that the prospect will attend a particular college In
return, that college promises a prospect financial
aid. A prospect signs a national letter of intent
during his senior year (in February for football)
Once the prospect signs a national letter of intent,
he cannot be recruited by any other institution, and
it is a binding contract for the prospect s first year
in college at the school that provides the national
letter of intent.
What is an official visit? A prospect is allowed to
take a total of five official visits (one per institution),
which are expense-paid Before the official visit, the
prospect must present his high school transcript,
proof of an ACT PACT SAT or PSAT test, and be
registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center Official
visit invitations are extended by Clemson coaches
only. Official visits may not be taken prior to the first
day of classes during the prospect's senior year of
high school.
What is the NCAA Eligibility Center? It is the
agency that certifies a prospect's initial academic
and amateur eligibility for both NCAA Division I
and Division II. A prospect should register with the
NCAA Eligibility Center at the conclusion of his junior
year in high school online at NCAACIeannghouse.
net. Cost is $60. Remember to keep the PIN in a
place for easy retrieval. A prospect should request
the guidance counselor to send a transcript after
his junior year and final transcript after graduation.
A prospect should also request a final amateur
decision beginning on April 1 of his senior year
CUAD Mission Statement
The Department of Athletics offers nationally
prominent athletic programs. Through a dedicated com-
mitment to educational Interests, a competitive athletic
program, and integrity In all areas, the student-athletes,
coaches, and staff strive to bring credit and recognition
to Clemson University.
The mission of the Athletic Department is to
sponsor a broad-based athletic program that provides
educational and athletic opportunities for young men
and women to grow, develop, and serve the interests of
Clemson University by complementing and enhancing
its diversity and quality of lite.
Furthermore, the Athletic Department seeks to be
a source of pride for the citizens of the State of South
Carolina and to be recognized as a nationally-prominent
program, through consistently high levels of perfor-
mance and accomplishment in athletic competitions.
The Athletic Department strives to develop student-
athletes academically and athletically with the total com-
mitment of aiding their efforts to graduate from Clemson
University and advance to careers that will enable them
to be productive members of society.
The Athletic Department will act in an ethical and
honest manner, dedicated to compliance with all Fed-












Get to Know the #1 Aut











































State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins in(
surer in South Carolina!
















































I Services • statefarm.com®
(not in NJ) • Home Office: Bloomington, IL
Buckle Up, Drive Sober,
^ mmmMmm
Tfg er Fa n S : Travel options for ail Tiger
fans to follow the team on the road this
year are available so reserve your spot
today! Wear orange, paint your face, and {
I
prepare to yell and show your support for: ^
Coach Bowden and the Tiger football team
as they enter enemy territory.
Visit ClemsonSportsTravel.com or call
1-800-924-9993 now. Space is limited.
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student-Athlete Enrichment Program
Since its inception in 1 99 1 , tlie Student-Athlete
Enrichnnent Programs have provided student-
athletes a continued commitment to excellence^ Our
approach is to address the total student-athlete, and
we are committed to coaching our student-athletes










and skills of student-
athletes during col-
lege and after gradu-
ation. This program
was selected for the
Division l-A Athletic
Director's Association "Program of Excellence"
Award, a lifetime award recognizing CHAMP/Life
Skills excellence.
Clemson's commitment to provide its student-
athletes with the best facilities is evident in many
ways. From the soaring upper decks of Memorial
Stadium and the beautiful WestZone, to the "New
Littlejohn Coliseum," to the state-of-the-art strength
training facility, young men and women from all of
Clemson's intercollegiate varsity sports have the
best in facilities for both training and competition
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs
are housed in Vickery Hall, located in the center of
campus. The $3-million structure is as impressive
aesthetically as other athletic facilities. It recently
underwent $300,000 in renovations to further assist
our student-athletes in the classroom. But the impor-
tance of Vickery Hall to our student-athletes is not
found in the structure
itself, it is found in the
many programs that
the building houses.
It opened in 1991
and was the first
stand-alone facility in
the country construct-





is open all day and
into the evening
hours to accommodate extended schedules.
Our programs are dedicated to provide a
holistic, educational experience by inspiring an
environment of respect, Integrity, and excellence.
Through our services,
we guide and encourage
each individual to reach
his or her full potential as
a student, athlete, and
citizen.
Vickery Hall Values
We believe that you
can win ACC and National
Championships with men
and women who strive for
academic and athletic ex-
cellence, and who share
values of honesty, open
communication, fairness,





• Named in honor of Dean Kenneth Vickery, longtlnrie
Clemson Faculty Athletic Representative
• Located In the heart of Clemson's campus
• Built around the five CHAMPS commitments - aca-
demic, athletic, personal growth, community sen/ice,
and career development
Employs four learning specialists
Offers boVn wired and wireless internet connections
Recipient of Division I Athletic Directors Award of
Excellence
• Employs a staff of 16 full-time employees, all with at
least a master's degree in counseling or education
Experience of the staff in academic advising exceeds
a combined 70 years
• Employs over 100 tutors, a majority of which have an
undergraduate degree or are pursuing an advanced
degree
Our Staff Members...
• are honest in their dealings with athletes, coaches,
parents, and administrators.
• are technically sound in their approach to advis-
ing.
are committed to developing expertise that is
recognized nationally.
' are committed to helping each other meet the
challenges of motivating student-athletes toward
their best academic efforts.
' are known for treating athletes consistently and
with concern for their future.
' are chosen for Clemson and demonstrate a com-
mitment to decision-making that is in the best
interest of Clemson.
are committed to retention, graduation, and life-
long connection for student-athletes.
Our Student-Athletes...
are able to communicate with peers and adults,
are exposed to the very best in academic sup-
port.
understand that they are expected to perform at
their highest level in the classroom and on the
playing field.
understand that they are obligated to follow rules,
train for championships, and receive their under-
graduate degrees.
realize that in exchange for their participation in
intercollegiate athletics, they receive a college























e tour the area's premier retirement center and learn why so many Upstate
sidents have chosen to call Clemson Downs "home." Our accommodations include
independent and assisted living apartments and a license skilled nursing center.
Only 5 minutes from "Death Valley" Proximity to arts and culture, beautiful recreational
facilities, exciting Clemson sports, and four mild seasons all combine to create the





Executive Director - Dr. John LeHeup
Marketing Director -Jackie Cleveland
info@clemsondowns.com
You don't have to be a tiger fan to live here (but it helps)




Enjoy unlimfted local and long
distance calling for one low price!
Ask Us How You Can




Cable • Internet • Teleptiono'
You've got to admit it, we
love our teams.
Whether they hit home runs, score
touchdowns or slam dunk the ball,
we give them our support and loyalty.
There's a team in your hometown
that turns it around and gives
you support and loyalty your
local independent agent and
Auto-Owners Insurance Company.
As a neighborhood agent we work on your team to provide the best
coverage at the right price.










































Show your support for
LOOK FOR THE HOLOGRAM.
Purchasing Officially Licensed Products insures that the product has been
approved by Clamson University and that a portion of your purchase goes
bacit to support scholarships and athletic programs.

Sitting (left to right): Kristin Wuellner, Anna Wlngard, Hanna Waitt, Dallas Wise. Will Wantland, Justin Wingard.
Standing: Chris Hopkins, Russ Clark, Frankie Bennett, West Cox, Caleb Gaston, Clayton Worthy, Josh Vaughan, Matt Berenbrok, Darren Bailey.
reiconsider What if your hospital built 155
state-of-the-art private rooms




Your GPA is in good Fiands. You can avo
e commuter hassles and forget the monthly bill
Everything on campus and downtown Clemson
is just a short walk away.
www.clemson,edu/housing
University Housing








OF DETAILS THAT ATTEST
ID HOW WELL OUR GARAGE DOORS
ARE CRAFTED.












ur newly renovated showroom features the BEST kitchen cabinetry, bathroom vanities, vessel sinks and accessories
that the industry has to offer. Please visit us in Sullivan Square, Anderson, SC,
Dream Maker Bath & Kitchen offers complete remodeling services, plumbing, electrical, flooring...a "turnkey" job!
Visit Our Slunvrooni in Sullivan Square • 30J 6 N. Main Street • Anderson, SC
or Call For A Free In-Home Consultation
(864) 332-1340
email: iune@dreamnuikersc .com
Left to right: Michael Burdette, Nicole Lewis, Carrie Hambrecht, Callie Sherard, Adam Reynolds, Michelle Ouimet,
Jaimie Piccione, Allen Townsend, Chelsea Baltz, Greg Reynolds, Casey Munson, Stephanie Scheppmann,
Natasha Nelson, Shelley Smith, Clay Hatfield, liot Pictured: Kat Majester, James Wiseman.
Let Us Assist You with Your Custom Home or Remodeling Project
Elegant Custom Homes Decorative Tile Extensive Detail
I'm here to save you money on car insurance




Obtenga una cotizacion en espaiiol
en migeico.com.
Some discounis, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or companies. Government Employees Insurance Co.
• GEICO General Insurance Co. • GEICO Intlemnlty Co. • GEICO Casualty Co. These companies
are
subsidiaries of Berkshire Hatha«iay Inc. GEICO auto insurance is not available in Mass. GEICO gecko image © 1999-2008. GEICO: Washington, DC 20076, © 2008 GEICO
Sitting (left to right): Samanttia Tirone, Chrlsti King, Erin Ledford, Cory OTuel, Mollle McPhail, Jessica league.
Standing: Ashlee Smith, Brenna Kiffmeyer, Kelly Walker, Aria Webber, Mallory Mitchell, Meg Langworthy,
Keri Miller, Brittany Williams, Jennifer Jordan, Morgan Mllano, Collin Sarvis, Hillary Porter.
^r-^ Your Financial -|
Quarterback
www.agsouthfc.com
A s one ot the most successful agricultural lending cooperatives in the UnitedStates. AgSouth Farm Credit returns our profits to our members.
Since 1991 we have averaged a 25% return of interest paid to our members. In simple
terms, if you borrow from AgSouth Farm Credit, you're getting an estimated quarter
hack for every dollar of interest paid on your loan.
Imagine reducing ALL of your interest payments by 2S%!—your car. home,
equipment, vacation home, real estate, child's education. . .If you're a full-time farmer,
you can finance all of these things, and more, through AgSouth! If you're not a
full-time farmer, you can still benefit by using AgSouth Farm Credit financing for
other types of financing.
If you're in the market for a loan for:
• Rural property of any kind
• A home in the country
• Equipment
• Operating money for your farm or farm-related business
. . .or if you would like to consider refinancing an existing loan on the above, give us a
call. We'd like to be your financial quarterback, putting a quarter hack in yx)ur packet
for every dollar of interest paid on your loans.
^ Farm Credit. .\G\
Patronage Program
Putting Our Profits in Your Pocket!
Typiol Jwribulion li» iny nivcn ixu n MA, nt fMinwufr psqihlc ii |Mid in raah. »ilh ihc icimininn
70% paid in ihc Inrm o( allnnlcj nirplin. In be JijirihuIcJ al llic dixTrtion n( ihc Board i<l Dirrclon.
AnSouh u pleased !o rvpon that vc htvt ctmsolcnlK- mainlaincd a 5->wir rCTx^Tmcnl ichcdule.

CALL ONE OF OUR FIV E LOCATIONS FOR OPENING TIMES
ON CLEMSON HOME GAME DAYS FOR ALL YOIJR TAILGAITING NEEDS
Seneca/CoIonePs Buffet

























1 985 Kenny Flowers, TB
John Phillips, OG
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Mark Drag, MG
1988 JeffBak,
Mark Drag, MG
1989 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1990 Arthur Bussie, DT
Curtis Whitley, C
1991 Ashley Sheppard, OLB
1992 Warren Forney, DT
1993 Ed Glenn, TE
Stephen Wynn, TE
1994 Ed Glenn, TE
1 995 Patrick Sapp, OLB
1996 Raymond White, MG
1997 Jason Gamble, C
1998 Jason Gamble, G
1999 Kyle Young, C
2000 Kyle Young, C
Nick Eason, DT
2001 Chad Carson, LB
Kyle Young, C
2002 Nick Eason, DT
Jackie Robinson, WR
2003 Tony Elliott, WR
J.J. Howard, DE
2004 Maurice Fountain, DE
Steven Jackson, FB
2005 Chip Myrick, OG
Anthony Waters, LB
2006 Chansi Stuckey, WR
Anthony Waters, LB
2007 Tyler Grisham, WR
Michael Hamlin, S
Clemson Football
One of the most important facilities on the
Clemson athletic landscape is the strength & con-
ditioning facility. Located in Jervey Athletic Center,
it has continued to keep up with one of the most
progressive areas in college sports. Director of
Strength & Conditioning Joey Batson, who is in his
12th year, makes sure Clemson student-athletes in
all sports are ready for competition.
In the summer of 2004, he oversaw a third
major facility enhancement. When he came to
Clemson, the facility covered 1 1 ,000 square feet. It
has continued to grow and now covers nearly 1 5,000
square feet. It is one of the most modern all-around
facilities in the country.
The following improvements were made:
• State-of-the-art sound system
• Eight flat-screen plasma televisions
• State-of-the-art ventilation system
• New lighting system
• 10 new multi-functional Clemson power racks
• Mondo-rubber flooring throughout entire weight
room
• New orange upholstery on all weightlifting equip-
ment
• New paint on surrounding walls and columns
• Carpeting in entrances and offices
• Front entrance drop ceiling
• Metal overlay for awards displays
• Reconstruction of entryway walls
• Two computerized message displays
The plush atmosphere provides an interesting
contrast to the physical exertion that takes place
within the facility. When a student-athlete enters
the etched-glass doors,
he is greeted by nearly





facility and are used for
training and instruction,
as strength coaches film
athletes and work with
them on their form.
Clemson has a
staff of six full-time
strength coaches along




coaches who ensure a
Tiger football player re-
ceives as much individu-
al attention as possible.
Training programs are
position specific, as they
are designed to meet
the specific needs of
each student-athlete.
Batson is one of
the nation's most high-
ly-regarded strength
coaches. In his 1 1 years, he has coached 1 5 strength
All-Americans. He is a major reason the football pro-
gram has been to a bowl game nine of his 1 1 years.
Also, nine of his former assistant strength coaches at
Strengtli All-Americans
1981 Jeff Davis, LB
Jeff Bryant, DT
Lee Nanney, OT
1983 William Perry, MG
1 984 Kenny Flowers, TB
1985 JimRiggs, TE
1986 Ty Granger,.OT
1 987 Danny Pearman, TE
1988 Donnell Woolford, DB
1989 Vince Taylor, LB
1990 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1991 Mike Brown, C
1992 Brentson Buckner, DT
1993 Stacy Seegars, OG
1994 Nelson Welch, PK
1995 Brian Dawkins, SS
1996 Raymond White, MG
1997 Lament Hall, TE
1998 Jason Gamble, C
1999 Damonte McKenzie, DL
2000 Terry Jolly, DT
2001 Woodrow Dantzler, QB
TJ. Watkins, OG
Kyle Young, C
2002 Nick Eason, DT
2003 John Leake, LB
Gregory Walker, OT
2004 Leroy Hill, LB
2005 Steven Jackson, FB
2006 Dustin Fry, C
Anthony Waters, LB




































756 vs. Wake Forest. 10/31/81
95 vs. N.C. State, 10/7/00
9.1 vs. Louisiana Tech, 9/30/06
536 vs Wake Forest, 10/31/81
73 vs. Virginia, 10/21/72
10.3 vs. Presbyterian, 9/22/45
1 1 vs. Presbyterian. 9/22/45
372 vs. Virginia Tech. 10/6/07
38 vs. Virginia Tech. 10/6/07
67 vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0/6/07
262.9 vs. Furman, 9/15/07
6 vs. Central Michigan, 10/20/07
35 vs. Wake Forest, 10/31/81
35 vs. Central Michigan, 10/20/07
82 vs. Wake Forest, 10/31/81
56.6 vs. Wake Forest, 10/29/77
13 vs. Furman, 11/21/42
13 vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10/13/45
15 vs. Wake Forest, 11/2/85
15 vs. Duke, 10/17/87
1 55 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0/29/77
227 vs. Georgia Tech, 9/26/87
165 vs. Maryland. 11/16/02
131 vs. Western Carolina, 9/25/82
5 vs. Virginia, 10/31/64
5 vs. Virginia, 10/21/72
5 vs. Georgia, 9/19/81
5 vs. North Carolina. 11/4/95
5 vs. N.C. State. 10/30/04
14 vs. Presbyterian. 9/1/53
5 vs. many
12 vs. Furman. 9/7/96
19 vs. N.C. State. 10/24/87
18 vs. The Citadel. 10/4/86
" - triple-overtime game; Note: Clemson first played its home games at































378 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. Florida State. 11/3/01
263 by Raymond Pnesler vs. Duke. 11/11/95
36 by Ray Yauger vs Wake Forest, 10/18/69
372 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10/6/07
38 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10/6/07
66 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10/6/07
94 1 by Woodrow Dantzler vs The Citadel, 9/2/00
261,1 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 10/20/07
5 by Cullen Harper vs. Louisiana-Monroe, 9/8/07
5 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 10/20/07
1 2 by Airese Currie vs Middle Tennessee. 9/1 3/03
174 by Aaron Kelly vs. Virginia Tech, 10/6/07
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn. 11/21/53
3 by Tony Home vs. Texas-El Paso. 10/4/97
267 by Tony Home vs Florida State, 9/20/97
126 by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech, 9/26/87
160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 10/25/69
3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest. 10/30/65
3 by Brian Dawkins vs. Duke, 11/11/95
3 by Alex Ardley vs. Maryland, 10/14/00
24 by Jeff Davis vs North Carolina, 11/8/80
4 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 11/6/99
6 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 11/6/99
Opponent Individual
450 by George Godsey, Georgia Tech. 10/28/00
227 by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 11/25/75
38 byTorIn KIrtsey Georgia, 10/7/95
454 by George Godsey. Georgia Tech. 10/28/00
35 by George Godsey Georgia Tech. 10/28/00
57 by Kip Allen. The Citadel. 10/4/86
57 by George Godsey. Georgia Tech, 10/28/00
14 by Kelly Campbell. Georgia Tech, 10/28/00
249 by Peter Warnck, Florida State, 9/20/97
374 by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9/20/97
4 by Ross Browner, Notre Dame, 11/12/77
For over one hundred years, The National Bank of South Carolina has championed teamwork.
We all work together to help you save, plan and prepare for the future. All so you can meet
your financial goals. NBSC - focusing on your future.
The National Bank Of South Carolina
A Provider of Synovus Financial Services • www.NationalBankSC.com • \kniluT FDIC • Equal Housing Lender S
ONE CONFERENCE, ONE SEASON, ONE GOAL
DR PEPPER ACC FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
December 6 at 1:00 p.m. on ABC
Raymond James Stadium, Tampa, FL
Congressional Bowl



























Dec. 27 at 1:00 p.m.



























A Tradition of Excellence ... Then, Now, Always
www.theACC.com

Finally, a rental truck
you can feel good about.
inO/ OCC Local or One Way
• IU/0 Rentals With this Ad
• Free Unlimited Mileage on
One Way Rentals
• The Newest Fleet
• Clear, Simple Rates TIGER PRIDE TIRE & AUTO





Tiger Twirlers & Tiger Dancers
THE TIGER BAND COMMITMENT
CONTINUE THE COMMITMENT!
BUiLD THEFUTUHEMOW!
The drum major's whistle blows, hundreds
of feet come to attention, the sound of "Tiger Rag"
travels through campus, and the band that "shakes
the southland" steps off toward Death Valley. It is
gameday in Tigertown! Crowds of people line the
streets saying, "here comes the band," claiming a
spot just to get a peek.
As the band comes into sight, the first group
that fans see is the Tiger Twirlers, bringing years of
tradition with every step
of their tall, white boots.
Just behind are the Ti-
ger Dancers, radiating
beauty and talent that is
as bright as their poms
shining in the sunlight.
Any great ma-
chine is made up of
many smaller, hard-
working components...
and Tiger Band is no
exception. We are
pleased today to highlight two of our visual ensem-
bles. Tiger Twirlers and Tiger Dancers.
Twirling has been a part of our band for over
50 years and is a true tradition at Clemson. Hazel
Cartee first took the job as twirling coach in 1989,
and she has been pleased to see the progression
and continuous improvement of the program.
Clemson has seven twirlers who are all on
scholarship thanks to an endowment by Clemson 's
first feature twirler, Carolyn Creel. With an average
GPA of over 3.7, we are honored to have such an
amazing group of young ladies who embody the
standards of excellence in every way, Clemson is
a great place for twirlers to do what they love while
TICER BAND
SHAKIN' THE SOUTHLAND
receiving an outstanding education.
"Twirling here with Tiger Band has been an
amazing experience," said Melissa Gryn. "Tiger
Band, under Dr. (Mark) Spede's direction, is truly a
first-class band. Twirling in front of our passionate
fans is an experience which cannot be found at any
other school in the country."
The newest addition to the band is the Tiger
Dancers. This is the third year we have had danc-
ers in our band and we
are thrilled with their
success. The program
was created by Tiger
Twirler & Tiger Dancer
Coordinator Lindsey
Rhodes, while they
are coached by Marcie
Cope. The addition of
Tiger Dancers has add-
ed even more visual
effect to the band and
more spirit on game-
day. They are a hard-working group of girls who
constantly strive to give their best.
This year's group is particularly selfless, as it
puts the University and the band above themselves.
They have exhibited an incredible work ethic, posi-
tive attitude, and team-first mentality. Their style
and flare are integral to our performances.
"I have learned during my time as a Tiger
Dancer that our band is a huge part of the gameday
experience and we all have to put our whole heart
into everything," stated Keely Putnam. "The true
traditions of Clemson games are made possible by
this organization. We are all very blessed to be a
part of Tiger Band."
Tiger Band CD
You can purchase Tiger Band's latest CD C'Solid
Orange: We ARE Pride") at local shops or call the band
office at (864) 656-3380. There are 52 tracks, including
ail your favorite Tiger Band hits. Ail proceeds go to the
Tiger Band scholarship fund.
These two groups perform during pregame.
halftime, pep rallies, parades, and any function that
includes the full band. The visual appeal and talent
they add are first-class. Their batons, shiny poms,
glamorous uniforms, and beautiful smiles can be
seen from all over the stadium and are a sign that it
is gameday. They love what they do and it shows.
"All your dreams since you were a little girl
come true when you're on the field doing what
you love while your Tigers run down the Hill," said
Jenny Tate. "We are part of the most exciting 25
seconds in college football thanks to Tiger Band."
Written by Lindsey Rhodes. Tiger Twirler S Tiger Dancer Co-
ordinator
Clemson Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
2 08 TIGERFOOTBALL






f V '11 YOU at theEnd of theRoad
TheRoadlbTampaBay.com
Thomas Austin, Tyler Grisham, & Matthew Knowles Make Trip to Mexico to Orphaned Children
By Amanda Wolk
While most college students spend spring
break relaxing and enjoying a week away from the
demands of school, Tiger football players Thomas
Austin, Tyler Grisham, and Matthew Knowles spent
their time off this past spring giving back to others.
The trio traveled to Acapuico, Mexico with 20
fellow Clemson students and their campus pastor
Steven Speaks to live and work at the Casa Hogar
orphanage.
Their mission trip, organized by the Reformed
University Fellowship, provided them with the op-
portunity to assist in construction of the orphanage
and also spend time with its children.
Casa Hogar afforded the students from Clem-
son many opportunities to serve and enhance the
lives of the children who reside in the Acapuico fa-
cility. The orphanage opened its doors 40 years
ago and there are currently over 60 children of all
ages living in the home. Their reasons for being
there vary, but a common factor is that they are
unwanted or unloved. The children attend church
every Sunday and receive Christian education
throughout the week.
"I knew that going down to Acapuico would
give me the opportunity
to minister to orphans,"
said Austin, the Tigers'
starting center.
Each day was full of
fun, fellowship, and hard
work for the students.
The orphanage was in
the process of building
new academic buildings
and the group spent
its mornings aiding the
workers by doing tasks
such as chiseling, mov-
ing piles of bricks, and sifting sand for concrete.
Due to a lack of electric tools, all of these jobs
were done by hand. After receiving a break for
lunch, they enjoyed taking siestas during the hot
afternoons and having bible study with the kids.
Their evenings were spent with the children,
involving them in activities such as relay races, tie-
dying t-shirts, and playing sports such as soccer.
According to Grisham, the children defeated them
every game, even with Austin as their goalkeeper.
The students were also involved in putting on Chris-
tian programs for the children at the orphanage.
ryler Grisham, Thomas Austin, and Matthew
Knowles gave up their spring breal< to en-
hance the lives ofunderprivileged children.
"My favorite part of the trip was playing soccer
barefoot with the kids each day," said Knowles. "We
were also able to take the kids to the beach one
day where we would throw them in the water and
play with them."
Austin's favorite aspect of the thp was spend-
ing time with the children. He enjoyed playing soc-
cer with them and letting them "hang all over him
like a jungle gym." But most importantly, he and the
other students were able to show the children the
love and affection that
they lack. While Austin
went into the trip feeling
sorry for the kids, he soon
had a change of heart.
"These kids didn't
feel sorry for themselves,"
said Austin. "Rather they
felt blessed to have a
place to sleep and one
that provides them with
three meals a day along
with an education."
Grisham, who has
over 100 career receptions, also appreciated the
time he spent with the children. He especially en-
joyed learning how to connect with them despite
the language barrier
For Austin, the trip was a very humbling expe-
rience. "In America, we are blessed with so many
things, such as nice clothes and cars. We have
shelter to live in and we are able to attend Clemson
University. The kids we met in Casa Hogar are not
blessed with these things
"
Knowles echoed Austin's sentiments about
the humbling nature of their work in Mexico "Most
of these kids have had no family to cling to growing
up, so it was awesome to be able to hang out with
them and let them know that we care. It is easy
to forget how fortunate we all really are in America
and how much we have to be thankful for"
The trip served as a great learning experi-
ence for Grisham, who became a Christian during
his sophomore year of college. He saw a need for
change in the way he lives his life on a daily basis.
"I realized that I did not care for people like I
should," admitted Grisham. "It was easy to care for
the kids at the orphanage because we were on a
mission trip, but I need to have the same mindset
every day in my normal environment."
As a student-athlete, Grisham has a busy
schedule that does not allow him as many opportu-
nities for service as he would like. Spring break is
one of the few times when he and the other football
players can travel to take part in mission trips. He
has taken advantage of this chance the past two
spring breaks, going on mission trips each year.
According to Grisham, he and many of his
teammates are starting to realize what is truly im-
portant in life and the significance of helping others.
Some of his teammates were involved in another
mission trip last spring break, traveling to Miami,
FL with Fellowship of Christian Athletes to serve
disadvantaged populations.
"Mission trips are hard work, but they are very
rewarding because we get to see God at work,"
said Grisham.
Austin has also taken advantage of exploring
mission opportunities during his time away from the
gridiron. He has spent his past three spring breaks
taking part in mission trips, and he has thoroughly
enjoyed each experience.
Austin, Grisham, and Knowles are certainly
three of the most admirable student-athletes on
the Clemson campus and are tremendous am-
bassadors for Tiger football. They are all actively
involved in campus ministries, specifically the Re-
formed University Fellowship, with whom they trav-
eled to Mexico.
Reformed University Fellowship is the of-
ficial campus ministry of the Presbyterian Church
in America, although they are non-denominational
in terms of their fellowship, and students from all
denominations are welcome.
Amanda Wolk. a second-year graduate student Irom Berryville,
VA. IS a graduate assistant in the Clemson Sports Information




How do you spot the team that does whatever it takes?
Just look for the grass stains, the cuts, and the bruises.
It's the competitor who keeps fighting no matter what the Death Valley scoreboard says.
It's the player who knows there is no "off season."
It's the packed stadium decorated in a sea of brilliant orange.
It's respecting traditions like Howard's Rock and running down the hill.
That's the kind of passion we bring to our customers each day
And it's why we proudly support the orange and white in everything they do.






Based on returning talent and experience, the
Clemson golf team should be one of the leading
candidates for the 2009 National Championship.
The preseason Golf World coaches poll shows
the Tigers have a chance by virtue of a #6 national
ranking.
The Tigers return all five starters from the
2008 team that finished fifth at the NCAA Champi-
onship at Purdue, just seven shots behind National
Champion UCLA. The last time the Tigers returned
all five starters from an NCAA Tournament squad
was 2003, the year Clemson won the National
Championship.
"We have a deep team and should be one
of the teams in the hunt for the championship at
Inverness in May," said
Head Coach Larry Pen-
ley. "We have a good mix
of veterans, with seniors
David May and Phillip
Mollica along with juniors
Kyle Stanley, Ben Martin,
Sam Saunders, and Luke
Hopkins. We also have
some outstanding fresh-




and the lows. They know
what it feels like to lose in
a playoff at the regional
and know what it feels
like to accomplish a top-
five national finish. So
they know what it takes
to get the job done
"In the past, we
have been called the
young and talented Ti-
gers, We aren't young
any more. We have
experience. The experi-
ence we gained in the
NCAA Tournament last
year with a third-place finish at the regional and
fifth-place finish at the national should give us con-
fidence to have an outstanding season. It is time
for us to win some tournaments."
In many ways, this is one of the most talented
teams Penley has had in his 26 years at Clem-
son. ..at least one could make that claim in terms
of stroke average. The current team has four of
the top-25 career stroke-average players in school
history. Four of the team members played in the
United States Amateur, including three who made it
to match play.
That list IS topped by Stanley, an All-American
who has a 71.7 career stroke average, second-
best in Clemson history behind PGA Tour player
D.J. Trahan. Stanley has been named First-Team
AII-ACC each of the last two seasons and has 12
career top-10 finishes in those two years.
Stanley, who is ranked as the fourth-best
player in the nation according to Golf World's pre-
season rankings and was ranked among the top-
five amateurs in the world in the summer of 2008
by Golfweek, qualified for the 2008 U.S. Open.
Kyle Stanley is a returning All-American
who has finished in the top 10 at the NCAA
Championship each ofthe last two years.
Just the second active Tiger to play in the
U.S. Open, Stanley finished just one shot short of
making the cut. He then won the Southern Ama-
teur in July with a 45-foot putt on the first playoff
hole. It was the Gig Harbor, WA native's second
win at the Southern Amateur, and it will give him a
berth in the Arnold Palmer Invitational on the PGA
Tour in 2009.
Saunders was one of the most improved play-
ers on the team last year. In 2007-08, the Win-
dermere, FL native enhanced his stroke average
by exactly one shot per round from his freshman
year. In 11 events last year, he had a 73.4 stroke
average, second-best on the team. He was "Mr.
Consistency" in terms of scoring average, as he
shot between 71-73 in 18 of his 33 rounds.
Saunders was named first-team all-regional
by the Golf Coaches
Association and made
the academic honor roll
each semester. He had
a strong finish to the
season with a tie for 11th
place at the NCAA Re-
gional at Bremerton, WA
and a 38th-place finish at
the national tournament.
His llth-place finish at
the regional tied for the
best among Tiger golfers.
His final-round 74 at the
national tournament was
the best that day among
Tigers and was a big
reason Clemson finished
fifth in the nation.
Mollica is a third
Golf Coaches Associa-
tion All-Region choice on
the 2008-09 roster. The
senior from Anderson,
SC had a 74.0 stroke av-
erage last year, seventh-
best on the team, but he
was second in rounds in
the 60s (6), He had a
couple of rounds in the
fall and two NCAA Tournament rounds that skewed
his stroke average for the year.
Mollica is a veteran of 20 career tournaments
for Clemson, but he also has significant experience
as an amateur. He won the Monroe Amateur in
2008, his second victory at that national amateur
event. In fact, he is the only two-time winner of
the Monroe Amateur He also captured the 2007
North-South Amateur at Pinehurst.
Martin is a fourth-returning starter from last
year's #5-ranked team. Martin had a 73.6 stroke
average a year ago when he was Clemson's most
consistent player during postseason play. He fin-
ished eighth at the ACC Championship, 16th at
the NCAA West Regional, and 29th at the NCAA
Championship, His eighth-place finish at the ACC
Championship was the best among Clemson golf-
ers as well.
The native of Greenwood, SC, who lost in a
playoff with D.J. Trahan for a spot in the 2008 U.S.
Open, IS 16th in career stroke average (73.5) in























Isleworth Collegiate Windermere, FL
Puerto Rico Classic Rio Mar, Puerto Rico
Las Vegas Intercollegiate Las Vegas, NV
The Hootie Mount Pleasant, SC
U.S, Colleg iate Alpharetta, GA
ACCCtiampionshIp Uwharrie Point, NC
NCAA Regional TBA
NCAA Championship Toledo, OH
Clemson's fifth-returning starter is its most
experienced player overall and in NCAA Tourna-
ments. David May is a senior from Auburn, NY
who has been a starter on two top-10 teams in Ti-
gertown. As a freshman, he finished 32nd at the
NCAA Championship in Oregon to tie for team hon-
ors, then he finished 38th at the national tourney at
Purdue last year. May has played eight national
tournament rounds, and his score has counted in
all eight.
May is a veteran of 28 tournaments and 85
total rounds in his Tiger career, as he has a 74.1
stroke average, 24th-best in school history. He has
finished in the top 20 at the ACC Championship
each of the last three seasons.
Hopkins is a sixth-returning player who has
been a starter during his career. Last year as a
red-shirt sophomore, he had a 74.3 stroke average
in six tournaments. His top performance came at
Brickyard when he finished 1 1 th with a three-under-
par score of 213, helping Clemson to a second-
place finish.
Clemson's 12-man roster includes six fresh-
men, three red-shirt and three first-year players.
The red-shirt group includes Alex Boyd, McCuen
Elmore, and Mike Soowal. The list of newcomers
includes Brewer Bradshaw, Jacob Burger, and Mike
Muscatell. Burger advanced to the second round
of match play at the United States Amateur in Au-
gust, and his fifth-place finish at the South Carolina
Amateur was best among all active Tigers.
Tim Bourret is Clemson s Sports Inlormalion Director and is in
tiis 31st year at Clemson
Sam Saunders improved his stroke average
by a stroke per round during the 2007-08
season and was a first-team all-region pick.
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With a roster that has amassed 338 career
starts among its players, the 2008 Clemson volley-
ball team appears ready to defend its 2007 ACC
title and return to the NCAA Tournament. The Ti-
gers on the court will be a familiar group, but a look
down the sidelines will reveal many new faces for
Head Coach Jolene Hoover's 16th Clemson team.
Hoover, the 2007 ACC Coach-of-the-Year,
and the Tigers are coming off a season to which all
others will be compared. Clemson won the ACC
title with a 21-1 conference record, finished 29-4
overall, advanced to the second round of the NCAA
Tournament, and placed six student-athletes on the
all-conference teams. Following that act would be
a challenge for most teams, but the majority of
the 2007 production returns in 2008. Additionally,
Hoover and her assistants (Jodi Steffes Welp, Kor-
rinn Krog) have brought in a talented class of new-
comers to challenge for the few open positions.
"Coming off winning the ACC Championship,
our team is very aware that there is a huge target
on us this season," Hoover said.
That target grew in mid-August when the con-
ference coaches voted Clemson the preseason fa-
vorite to win the ACC Championship in 2008.
Senior Danielle Hepburn has a chance to be-
come one of the greatest Clemson volleyball play-
ers ever as the soft-spoken middle's presence is
heard on the court. Hepburn and classmate Jean-
nette Abbott have started 93 consecutive matches,
every one since they arrived on campus in 2005.
Abbott is within striking distance of Leslie
Finn's 4,932 career attempts record and breaking
Finn's 1 ,906 career kill mark is also a possibility.
Two-year starting setter Kelsey Murphy also
returns after guiding the offense to its highest hit-
ting percentage in eight years in 2007. Meanwhile,
Hoover's squad also boasts the top libero in the
ACC in Didem Ege, as she and outside hitter Lia
Proctor enter their junior campaigns.
"I am very excited about the players we have
coming back," commented Hoover "I feel 'Dee'
(Hepburn) just missed being named the top player
in the conference, and in my opinion, Kelsey and
Didem are the best in the league at their positions
We also return both of our outside hitters in Jean-
nette and Lia. Lia will surprise some people with
how much she keeps improving."
Abbott's name is already prevalent in the
school record book. The senior has a chance to be-
come Clemson's all-time kills leader in 2008, She
has totaled 1 ,420 in her first three years and needs
487 in 2008 to break the record. Abbott plays a full
rotation to also post career totals of 858 defensive
saves, 81 service aces, and 188 total blocks.
Complementing Abbott is Proctor She im-
proved in nearly every statistical category from
her freshman to sophomore seasons and will look
to build upon those numbers in her third year in
the starting lineup. Proctor posted 81 more kills in
2007 while bettering her hitting percentage by over
1 00 points from . 1 29 to .231 . From a raw freshman
thrown into action immediately, Proctor has devel-
oped into a valuable offensive weapon.
Sophomore Cansu Ozdemir could provide
depth at the position, as could walk-on Morgann
Mitchell. Ozdemir suffered a knee injury in 2007
and did not play. Nonetheless, she had a success-
ful junior career in her native Turkey. Mitchell also
lettered in basketball in high school while leading
the volleyball team to the state title in 2007.
Hoover was also considering newcomer
Brooke Kohler for the outside or middle positions.
However, Kohler is recovering from a shoulder in-
jury and her return for the 2008 season is question-
able. If healthy, she will bring extensive winning
experience to the court.
Hepburn will begin her final season already
as one of the program's most decorated players
in history. After earning First-Team AII-ACC acco-
lades in 2006 and 2007, she is a favorite to earn
conference player-of-the-year honors. She already
holds school single-season records for block as-
sists, blocks per set, and hitting percentage while
also owning additional top-five marks in each cat-
egory.
Hepburn is first in Clemson history with a .342
career hitting percentage and 1.46 blocks per set
average. She will likely set new standards this year
for block assists and total blocks in a career Hep-
burn has tallied 417 block assists, just 31 shy of the
record, and 502 total blocks in three seasons.
Hoover will break in a new middle opposite of
Hepburn. Vying for the opening will be Lisa Jedlicka
and Brittany Fennell. Jedlicka red-shirted in 2007
and spent the year going up against Hepburn and
Meghan Steiner However, the rookie Fennell was
impressive in voluntary summer workouts.
Fennell was a four-sport athlete in high school,
as her vertical compares to that of Hepburn. She
brings an impressive resume to the squad with a
state finals appearance in 2006 and an individual
state title in the 400m as a junior
Murphy will again lead the offense in 2008, as
she enters her third year as a starler During the
2007 season, she was an AVCA Honorable Men-
tion All-America choice. AVCA All-Region selec-
2008 Schedule
Date Day Opponent Time
8-29
~
Fri. " Syracuse 7:00
8-30 Sat. " Charieston Southern 12:00




9-6 Sat. % Northern Illinois "11:00






# at South Carolina 7:00
Sat." #College of Charleston 12:30
9-18 Thu. *$ Georgia Tech 7:00
9-20 Sat. SFiorida A&M •11:00
9-21 Sun. $ Florida A&M 1:00
9-26 Fri. *at Virginia Tech 7:00
9-27 Sat. * at Virginia 7:00
10-3 Fri. •Miami (FL) 7:00
10-4 Sat. •Florida State 6:00
10-10 Fri. * Wake Forest 7:00
io-11 Sat. 'Duke 6:00
10-17 Fri. * at Boston College 5:00
10-19 Sun. * at Maryland 1:00
10-24 Frl._ * at North Carolina 5:00
10-25 Sat. •atN.C. State 5:00
10-31 Fri. •Virginia 7:00
11-1 Sat. •Virginia Tech 6:00
11-7 Fri. * at Duke 7:00
11-8 Sat. * at Wake Forest TBA
11-14_ Frl._ *at Florida State 7:00
11-16 Sun. •at Miami (FL) 1:00
11-21 Fri. •Maryland 7:00
11-22 Sat. • Boston College 6:00
11-28 Fri. . * at Georgia Tech 4:00
* -ACC regular-season match; - Big Orange Bash; % -
UNI Invitational at Cedar Falls, lA; # - Carolina Challenge
at Columbia, SC; $ - Clemson Classic; ° - AM; Note:
Home matches in bold; all times are PM and Eastern
unless otherwise noted.
Senior Jeannette Abbot: has started 93 con-
secutive ntatcties and lias totaled 1.420 kills
during her career at Clemson entering 2008.
tlon, and First-Team AII-ACC pick. Murphy is fifth
in Clemson history with 2,548 career assists and
her 11.80 assists per set average trails only Jessi
Betcher's 11 .93 mark.
Murphy is proven on defense as well, finish-
ing third on the team in both digs (392) and total
blocks (106) in 2007.
Backing up Murphy will be freshman Lacy
Hayes. She was an all-state honoree as a senior
in high school and was named an Honorable Men-
tion Ail-American by PrepVolleyball.com in 2007.
Hayes led her high school squad to the state semi-
finals in 2007 while earning numerous accolades.
Hayes will have an opportunity to see action
as a rookie on the right side. Ozdemir will also be
in the mix on the right side,
Ege was an AVCA Honorable Mention Ail-
American in 2007 as well as a First-Team AII-ACC
and AVCA All-Region honoree She demolished
the school single-season record for digs per set
(5.39) in 2007. She tallied 615 defensive saves,
just five shy of the single-season record, in 1 1 4 sets
and is eighth in the Tiger annuals with 1 ,1 59 in her
two-year career.
Sophomore Meghan Hinemeyer is expected
to switch to a back-row player in 2008 The fear-
less Tiger played 12 sets last season as an outside
hitter but should easily transition to defense.
Providing depth will be walk-on Katie Sharpe.
She IS a third-generation Clemson athlete, as both
her father and grandfather played football for the
Tigers.
Christine Long is an Assistant Sports Information Director in her^
fourth year at that position at Clemson She previously vnorkea
<is a student assistant at Clemson lor three years. Jl .
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Jim Davis
Women's Basketball Coach • 1987-04




Coach Jim Davis led the
Lady Tiger program into
national prominence dur-
ing his 18 seasons at the
helm. During his tenure, he amassed 355 wins,
making him the winningest basketball coach (men
or women) in Clemson history. Only twice did a
Davis-coached team miss postseason play. He
also brought Clemson its only ACC Tournament
titles (1995,99) in basketball.
In the 1987-88 season, his first as head
coach at Clemson, Davis took over a team that had
finished the previous season with a 7-21 record
and guided it to a 21-9 mark, the biggest single-
season turnaround in ACC history. That first sea-
son ushered in an era of unparalleled success that
spanned more than a decade-and-a-half and es-
tablished Clemson as a national force.
Under Davis' leadership, the Lady Tigers fin-
ished with a top-25 ranking 11 times, including an
eighth-place finish in 1990-91 that is still the high-
est end-of-season ranking in school history. His
teams reached the "Sweet 16" four times, and the
1990-91 team reached the "Elite Eight." Overall, he
won 51 contests against top-25 ranked opponents,
including a pair of wins over top-ranked teams. He
also finished in the ACC's top three seven times
and compiled a 154-124 league record.
Davis coached many AII-ACC standouts dur-
ing his time at Clemson, as 16 of his players were
named to the all-conference squad. In addition,
three of his players (Jessica Barr, Chrissy Floyd,
Itoro Umoh) were named to the ACC 50-Year Anni-
versary team, Davis also groomed Erin Batth, who
became Clemson's first and only pick in the WNBA
draft when the Cleveland Rockers chose her with
the #59 overall selection in 2001
.
Arguably the most distinctive qualities of Da-
vis' teams were their toughness and discipline. He
recruited student-athletes that were able to take
that discipline and apply it to academics as well.
During his 18 seasons at the helm of the program,
he graduated 100 percent of his four-year players,
a remarkable statistic that may say more about him
than any of his many other accomplishments.
Davis announced his retirement from coach-
ing following the 2003-04 season, yet he remained
with the athletic department in a consulting role.
He remains an active ambassador for Clemson




at Clemson in 1998. Lucy
Doolittle (now Lucy Wilkin-
son) was a member of
that inaugural team and is
widely recognized as the
first great rower in Clem-
son history. Her dedica-
tion to the upstart rowing program helped it grow
into a recognized and respectable unit nationally.
A native of nearby Mauldin, SC, Doolittle
began her Tiger career as a member of the unde-
feated Novice 8-1- crew in 1999. For the majority of
her career, however, she rowed with the Varsity 8-h
crew, which is considered the highest level of col-
legiate rowing.
She burst onto the scene in the 1999-00
season, when she was named Clemson's Most
Improved Rower. From 2000-02, she was named
to the CRCA All-Region team three times, becom-
ing the first Tiger named to this team and the only
one named to the team three times. Twice she was
picked to the AII-ACC team, and in 2001 , she was a
member of the ACC Crew-of-the-Year.
Doolittle's efforts were not just recognized
within the region or around the conference. In fact,
she was widely regarded as one of the top rowers
in the country during her final two seasons at Clem-
son. She was named Clemson's first Ail-American
in rowing in 2001 and followed that up with another
All-America selection in 2002.
In addition, Doolittle was named to the ACC
50-Year Anniversary team in 2002, one of only
three Clemson student-athletes named to the team
while still in school. Based on her achievements,
she was invited to participate in the National Team
Identification Camp at Princeton in 2001, which
was essentially a tryout for the United States row-
ing team. She is one of only 34 rowers in Clemson
history to earn four varsity letters as well.
Not only was Doolittle a phenomenal athlete,
she was also an effective motivator and an exem-
plary student. In 2001. she was one of three row-
ers to receive the team's Most Inspirational Varsity
Award. She was also named to the ACC Academic
Honor Roll all four years at Clemson.
Doolittle graduated with a bachelor of arts
degree in psychology with a minor in elementary
education. She is currently a youth minister at Earl
Street Baptist Church in Greenville, SC.
Angel Fleetwood
Track & Field • 1989-92
Angel Fleetwood (now An-
gel Shelton) had a deco-
rated career as a track
star at Clemson during the
early 1990s, and her pres-
ence in the record book
continues to this day. The
Windsor, VA native is still
considered one of the greatest female sprinters in
school history.
Fleetwood ran on some successful squads
during her years at Clemson The Lady Tigers won
the ACC title in outdoor track during her sophomore
season (1990-91) then won the conference crown
in indoor track during the 1991-92 campaign. Only
one other time (1998-99) has a Clemson women's
track team won the ACC title. During her four years
in Tigertown, her team finished lower than second
in the ACC only once, and even then the Lady Ti-
gers finished in third place.
As an individual, Fleetwood was a force in
both indoor and outdoor track. Her specialty was
the 400m. She won the 1991 ACC title in the 400m
indoors with a time of 54.44, which is actually slow-
er than her personal-best time of 53.82 seconds,
the fourth-fastest time in school history.
In 1992, she was named to the AII-ACC team
in both the 400m indoors and 200m outdoors. In
addition, her 400m time (52.78), which was ninth-
best in the country, was good enough to earn her
a spot on the All-America squad. She is one of
only two Lady Tiger sprinters to be named an Ail-
American in the 400m indoors.
For all of her individual accomplishments, she
will be best remembered for her performances in
relays. She won the ACC crown in the 4x1 00m
relay three straight times (1990-92). Fleetwood.
Lisa Dillard, Kim Graham, and Anita Henderson
were named to the 1991 All-America team for their
4x1 00m relay time of 44.39 Fleetwood along with
Gail Prescod. Graham, and Karen Hartmann cur-
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rently hold the school record for the sprint-medley
relay with a time of 3:44.09, more than 1 5 seconds
better than any other Clemson quartet.
Fleetwood finished her career with five ACC
championships, 10 all-conference selections, and
two All-America honors. She was also a brilliant
student at Clemson, as evidenced by her three
ACC Academic Honor Roll and 1992 Academic All-
America selections. Furthermore, she was named
to the ACC 50-Year Anniversary team along with 1
1
other former Lady Tiger track & field athletes.
She received a degree in political science
and a master's degree in business administration,
both from Clemson. She currently works for the
Ingersoll-Rand Law Firm in Chicago, IL as a gen-
eral counsel in the security technologies sector.
Ruth Grodsky
Swimming & Diving • 1985-88
In her four-year career at
Clemson, Ruth Grodsky
(now Ruth Hurley) was a
prominent factor on some
of the most success-
ful swimming teams in
school history. The Tigers
claimed three ACC titles
during those years and never finished lower than
ninth in the nation, an accomplishment that can be
partially attributed to her remarkable consistency.
Grodsky won at least one ACC title in each
of her four seasons and was named an AII-ACC
selection three times. As a freshman, she shared
the ACC 2G0m individual medley title. During that
year, the relay team of Grodsky, Nadra Simmons,
Lynda Hughes, and Kitty Christian also claimed the
conference crown in the 200m medley relay.
The 1986-87 season began a string of suc-
cess that ushered in the heyday of the Clemson
women's swimming program. During that year, the
squad won its first of three consecutive ACC Cham-
pionships. In those three seasons, the Tigers were
a combined 13-0 in conference meets.
Grodsky had a great deal of individual suc-
cess during that period as well. In 1987, she won
the ACC title in the 200m breaststroke and was
named to the All-America team for her time in the
400m medley relay. She also received an honor-
able mention selection in the 200m medley relay.
During the 1987-88 season, Grodsky, Jill
Bakehorn, Hughes, and Pam Hayden won the con-
ference championship in the 400m medley relay.
Grodsky was also able to garner All-America hon-
ors in the 200m medley relay and honorable men-
tion accolades in the 200m breaststroke. Grodsky
later received her second AII-ACC selection during
that year and competed in the 1988 Olympic Trials
in the 200m breaststroke.
Her senior year was even more successful,
as she won five ACC titles (three individuals, two
relays). At the ACC meet, she won the 100m and
200m breaststroke titles. In addition, she claimed
first place in the 400m individual medley. Her 200m
and 400m medley relay teams also finished at the
top of the ACC. Her times earned her a third all-
conference selection and All-America honors in the
200m medley relay. She also earned honorable
mention honors in the 400m medley relay.
Grodsky's success was not limited to the
pool, as she was named to the ACC Academic
Honor Roll twice. Overall, she finished her run with
the Tigers as a six-time Ail-American, eight-time
ACC champion, and three-time AII-ACC selection.
Her times In the 100m breaststroke, 200m breast-
stroke, and 400m individual medley are still among
the top-10 times in school history.
Grodsky graduated with a degree in psychol-




Over the years, Clemson
has seen many of its tal-
ented linebackers go on to
have successful NFL ca-
reers, but very few played
the way Anthony Simmons
did. He boasts one of the
most impressive three-
year stints in school history and is considered one
of the most productive linebackers in ACC history.
He brought a reputation as a strong tackier
with him to Clemson and put his skills on display
as a freshman. His 150 tackles and 11 tackles for
loss led the 1995 team, as he garnered third-team
All-America honors by AP. He also earned ACC
Rookie-of-the-Year and First-Team AII-ACC acco-
lades. In addition, UP! named him national fresh-
man-of-the-year, the only Tiger to win that honor.
After such a magnificent beginning, Simmons
could have felt the pressure of lofty expectations
heading into the 1996 season. Instead, he flour-
ished, setting the school record for tackles in a sea-
son (178), a mark that is second-best in Tiger his-
tory today. He led the ACC in tackles and earned
a first-team all-conference selection for the second
consecutive year. He was once again a third-team
All-America selection as well.
Simmons became one of the premier players
in the nation as a junior. He led both Clemson and
the ACC in tackles (158) and tackles for loss (25)
en route to a third-consecutive First-Team AII-ACC
season. He also led the Tigers in sacks (8).
His astounding season was nationally recog-
nized, as he was considered a consensus first-team
All-America performer. He was the first Tiger de-
fender selected to the first team since 1982. Sim-
mons was also a semifinalist for the Butkus Award,
given annually to the nation's best linebacker.
Simmons entered the NFL draft after his junior
year but still managed to put a dent into the Tiger
record book. He was Clemson's leading tackier in
28 of his 36 career games and finished his career
with a 1 7-game streak with at least one tackle for
loss. He was just the second ACC player named
an AP Ail-American three times, and he joined
Levon Kirkland and William Perry as the only Ti-
gers to earn three First-Team AII-ACC selections.
The Spartanburg, SC native is still second in
Clemson history in career tackles (486) and fourth
in tackles for loss (52). Twice he was given the
Banks IVIcFadden Award, which goes to the best
college player in South Carolina.
Simmons was the #1 5 overall pick of the 1 997
NFL draft by the Seahawks, with whom he played
his entire seven-year career. He was named to the
ACC 50-Year Anniversary team in 2002 as well.
Itoro Umoh
Basketball • 1995-99
There are few players in
the history of Clemson
women's basketball that
have received more ac-
colades than Itoro Umoh
(now Itoro Coleman). She
was a well-rounded player
and a tremendous passer
and defender who received national recognition.
As a freshman during the 1995-96 season,
Umoh was a key reserve off the bench for the ACC
Champion Lady Tigers. She received one ACC
Rookie-of-the-Week honor, and she led the team in
assists and steals as a reserve.
As a sophomore, she earned a starting spot
and led the team in points, assists, and steals. On
one occasion, she was named ACC Player-of-the-
Week, and she capped off the year by being named
a Second-Team AII-ACC performer. In a game
against N.C. State in the ACC Tournament, she set
the all-time record for free throws made without a
miss (9). That performance earned her a spot on
the first-team all-tournament squad.
Umoh's 1997-98 season was even better, as
she led the team in assists and steals for the third
consecutive year. A Second-Team AII-ACC selec-
tion and first-team AII-ACC Tournament choice
awaited her at season's end.
The 1998-99 season allowed Umoh to put
her stamp on the program. Predictably, she led the
team in assists and steals once again. On January
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17, 1999, she became the second Lady Tiger ever
to record a triple-double when she had 12 points,
11 rebounds, and 10 assists against Wake Forest.
She later earned First-Team AII-ACC honors.
The team went on to win the ACC Tournament
title, as Umoh led the way with 54 points in the the
Lady Tigers' three games. She was named the
unanimous MVP of the tournament and garnered
honorable mention All-America honors by AP. She
was also named to the Kodak Region III All-Amer-
ica team and had the opportunity to play for the
United States in the Pan-American Games in the
summer of 1999. In addition, she participated in
the WBCA All-Star game.
Umoh is third in career steals, third in career
assists, and 10th in career points at Clemson. She
was named to the ACC 50-Year Anniversary team
in 2002 as well as the ACC's Silver Anniversary
team. Umoh joined the Nigerian National Team for
the 2004 Olympics and 2006 FIBA World Champi-
onships.
She graduated with a degree in speech &
communication then went on to play in the WNBA
during the 2001 and 2003 seasons. Umoh is cur-
rently entering her second season as an assistant
coach at Penn State after a four-year stint (2003-
07) as an assistant at Clemson.
Willie Underwood
Football • 1977-80
One game defined former
Clemson defensive back
Willie Underwood's colle-
giate career. Contrary to
popular belief, Underwood
was not a one-game won-
der. The Fort Payne, AL
was a consistent player
throughout his four-year career. He increased his
tackle totals each year and tallied a career-best 67
stops in 1980. In four years. Underwood registered
170 tackles and 12 tackles for loss.
His main contribution to the Tiger program,
especially during his senior year, was leadership.
He was the team captain and one of the most vocal
players on the squad. His spirited and lively play
inspired his teammates on a weekly basis.
Underwood's place in Clemson lore was ce-
mented on November 22, 1980. On that day, his
Tigers faced #14 South Carolina in Death Valley in
his final home game.
The tone of the game was set before the
opening kickoff when the Tigers ran down the Hill
sporting orange pants for the first time at home.
Entering the game, there were questions about
how effective Undenwood would be since he was
suffering from strained muscles in his neck and
shoulder. He had a special electronic device at-
tached to his shoulder while he played that helped
ease the pain.
With 4:25 remaining in the third quarter and
the score tied 6-6, Undenwood made his first big
play of the game. He intercepted a Garry Harper
pass and returned it 64 yards to set up the first
touchdown of the contest. That score gave the Ti-
gers a 13-6 advantage.
On South Carolina's next possession. Un-
derwood struck once again, picking off his second
pass of the game and returning it 37 yards to the
endzone. That play gave the Tigers a 21 -6 lead en
route to a 27-6 victory over the Gamecocks.
Underwood's performance was legendary.
Before that game, he had never intercepted a pass
at the collegiate level. He finished the game with
17 tackles, which represents 10 percent of his ca-
reer tackles at Clemson. He added 101 intercep-
tion return yards, the second-highest total in Tiger
history, and his average of 50.5 yards per intercep-
tion return is best in school history.
He earned conference defensive player-of-
the-week honors and Sports Illustrated named
him the national defensive player-of-the-week
for his efforts. He was also given the R.F. Poole
Award, which is presented annually to the best of-
fensive and defensive players of the Clemson vs
South Carolina game. Following the season, he
participated in the Blue-Gray All-Star game.
Underwood graduated from Clemson in 1980
and is currently involved with the Edgefield County
Wild Turkey Federation.
Billy Wingo
Football, Baseball • 1973-77
Clemson has long been a
breeding ground for dual-
spon talent. There are
several student-athletes
on today's football roster,
including Mark Buchholz,
Janoby Ford, Kyle Parker,
and C.J. Spiller, who have
been involved in multiple sports during their Clem-
son careers. One of the premier two-sport athletes
in Tiger history was Billy Wingo.
A native of Union, SC. Wingo came to Clem-
son primarily as a baseball player. He left holding
four letters in both baseball and football, becoming
one of the first Clemson student-athletes to accom-
plish that feat in the early years of freshman eligibil-
ity.
Wingo's baseball career was among the most
prolific in school history. Twice (1976.77) his teams
advanced to the College World Series and twice
Wingo was the starting second-baseman in Oma-
ha. He also won a conference tournament champi-
onship in 1976.
The Tigers finished the season ranked #5 by
Collegiate Baseball in both of Wingo's final two
seasons at Clemson. A career .296 batter, he
was a three-year starter at second base and was
named a First-Team AII-ACC selection in both 1975
and 1977.
In 1977, Wingo set the standard for defensive
excellence, committing only three errors at second
base for a team that set an ACC record with 26
consecutive wins. He also set school records for
runs (114) and steals (41 ). marks which may still be
standing had the NCAA not expanded the sched-
ules to include more games
Upon his arrival at Clemson, Wingo decided
that in addition to baseball, he wanted to walk on
to the football squad. He made the team and it did
not take him long to earn a scholarship. In fact,
during his freshman season, he finished second on
the team in both kIckoff return and punt return yard-
age.
Wingo earned a starting spot at cornerback
before the 1975 season and spent his final three
years in a Tiger uniform as either a cornerback or
safety. He developed into a solid player and good
leader for the Tigers during the mid-1970s. He be-
came an integral part of the 1 974 team that finished
with a 7-4 record
Wingo graduated from Clemson in 1977. He
has three sons who have played college baseball,
including Brad (South Carolina-Upstate from 2003-
06), Scott (current sophomore at South Carolina),
and Drew (current sophomore at Presbyterian). As
for the elder Wingo, he is currently a salesman for
Morrisette Paper Company.
Summaries written by William Qualkinbush. a sophomore
^
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Dr. I.M. Ibrahim I
By David McGrew
Life is a journey, not a destination.
Dr. I.M. Ibrahim's journey through life
was remarkable in scope and stunning in
achievement. He cut a wide and memo-
rable swath through Clemson University,
Tiger athletics, and life in Clemson, SC.
The "Father of Clemson Soccer"
passed away unexpectedly in July of 2008
at the age of 67. This Is Hall of Fame Day,
so it is appropriate that we remember his
contributions today.
Coach Ibrahim was a man of bound-
less determination. He was a man of
passion who wanted everything done first-
class. He met every challenge convinced
of his ultimate success and he was relent-
less in pursuit of victory. He was a force
of nature who demanded excellence from
himself, his players, athletic administrators,
and everyone that came into his vast inter-
national orbit.
I was privileged to play for Coach from
1976-79. During that span, Clemson made
three trips to the Final Four and won four
ACC Championships. We also recorded a
57-game regular-season unbeaten streak.
Over the last several years on my rare visits
to Clemson, I would always try to stop by his
Tiger Sports Shop to pay him a visit.
Coach built championship teams that
attracted players and legions of new Tiger
fans.
Clemson soccer under Ibrahim was
a fast, attacking, and highly-skillful game
unmatched on the collegiate level. "Total
football" at Clemson was entertaining to
watch, exhilarating to play, and ruthlessly efficient
in pursuing victory. As a result, Ibrahim was a driv-
ing force in the growth and improvement of colle-
giate soccer in the United States, particularly in the
ACC.
During the spring of my freshman season,
we played in the Mr. Pibb Super 8 Tournament at
Southern Methodist. The national elite teams from
the previous fall season were there, including Hart-
wick, Indiana, and Penn State.
Before our first-round game was over, Clem-
son's exciting style had won over the neutral Dallas
crowd. We were their favorite through the champi-
onship game. I remember throngs of kids coming
up to get our autographs after each game. It was
a tangible demonstration of the type of excitement
Tiger soccer generated under Coach.
In 1967 as a chemistry professor at Clemson,
Ibrahim convinced Athletic Director Frank Howard
to start a soccer program.
For 28 seasons until his retirement after the
1994 season, Ibrahim's record at Clemson was a
phenomenal 388-102-31 (.774). He finished with
two national titles and 11 ACC Championships. He
was the driving force behind the construction of the
Riggs Field soccer facility as well.
But there was so much more to Coach than
Clemson soccer.
Ibrahim was a true immigrant success story.
In 1941, he was born in what is now Haifa, Israel.
He moved to the United States in 1960 to attend
Shorter. In 1 964, he arrived at Clemson University
The late Dr. I.M. Ibrahim led one ofthe nation's top soccer
programs at Clemson from 1967-94. He had a 388-102-31
recordand led the Tigers to two national titles (1984,87).
and earned his masters and doctorate degrees in
chemistry. He was a proud husband and father.
He was the last dual-sport head coach in Clemson
history. He was a world traveler, and he was an
extremely successful entrepreneur and business-
man.
When it came to business. Coach was always
ahead of the curve. In the early 1970s, he created
the Clemson Soccer Camp. Before long, it was the
most-heavily attended camp in the country and a
destination for talented high school players. His
camp became the model for marketing to players
and teaching them soccer.
Coach moved Tiger Sports Shop to the old
Clemson Theatre, which he had converted. He
added another store on Highway 123. Today, ev-
ery member of the Clemson family knows his Ti-
ger Sports Shop. Coach and his wife Julie would
eventually have many wide-ranging and successful
business interests.
In 1979, we defeated Maryland in College
Park to clinch the ACC title and were looking ahead
to the NCAA Tournament, where Clemson would
eventually reach the NCAA Championship game
for the first time in school history. On the long trip
back from Maryland, Coach was relaxed, in a good
mood, and talked with some of us seniors about
our plans after soccer.
Coach asked questions and gave advice. He
was not satisfied until he thought we might actually
have a plan. I was surprised by how much he knew
about us academically and our life at Clemson be-
yond athletics. But like the chemist he was,
he did his research, had a plan, and would
always seek the solution.
Amazingly from 1 974-77, Ibrahim served
as head coach for soccer and men's track &
field. His impact on Tiger track & field was
immediate. Clemson athletes advanced to
the NCAA Track & Field Championships
nine times. In all the previous years of
Clemson track & field, only four times had
Tiger athletes reached that level. Clemson
also won 1 1 individual ACC track titles in his
three seasons as head coach.
On the soccer pitch, in addition to Clem-
son's style, what truly separated the Tigers
from the rest of the pack was the talented,
powerful strikers Coach consistently re-
cruited. Strikers such as Woolley Ford,
Henry Abadi, Christian Nwokocha, Nnamdi
Nwokocha, Bruce Murray, Gary Conner,
Jimmy Glenn, and Wolde Harris were in-
ternational-caliber goal-scorers. Ibrahim
teamed them with fast, skillful, and creative
midfielders as well as physical, tenacious
defenders and goalkeepers.
From 1972-87, Clemson soccer's cham-
pionship accomplishments are arguably the
most remarkable run of any sport in school
history. In those 16 seasons, Clemson's
record was 257-41-14 (.846), winning the
1 984 and 1 987 NCAA Championships. The
Tigers earned three trips to the NCAA title
game, six trips to the Final Four, 13 trips to
the NCAA Tournament, and won 11 ACC
Championships.
During those years, an astounding 107
Tigers were named to AII-ACC teams, 27 to
All-America teams, and 11 were honored
as ACC Player-of-the-Year. Clyde Browne, Obed
Ariri, Eric Eichmann, and Murray, all players from
that era, were inducted into the Clemson Athletic
Hall of Fame. It should also be noted that in those
1 6 years, Ibrahim's players were named to the ACC
Academic Honor Roll 56 times.
I will always have Coach to thank as the man
who first brought me to the Clemson campus. Dur-
ing high school, I attended his Clemson Soccer
All-Star Camp. A few of us scrimmaged with and
got to know Tiger players, including Clyde Watson,
Gordon Alphonso, Ralston Moore, and Browne.
We lived in the dorms and got to explore Clemson.
I was immersed in Tiger soccer and the Clemson
experience. I was hooked for a lifetime.
Ibrahim was a demanding coach who relent-
lessly challenged his players, both physically and
mentally. Yet no matter how early we had to run
before class, no matter how physical the afternoon
practices, no matter how painful the injuries, and
no matter how intense the competition for playing
time, every one of us accepted it.
The reason was simple.
With Coach Ibrahim at the helm, we com-
peted for national championships. Coach would
accept nothing less.
David McGrew was a member of the Clemson men's soccer
team from 1976-79 and also worked in the sports information
office- He now lives in Ai<ron, OH. where he owns a marketing
company. His father Mac covered Clemson for The State in the
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